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Abstract
Die überraschende Entdeckung von ferroelektrischem Hafniumoxid durch Böscke et al. im
Jahre 2011 eröffnet zahlreich technologische Möglichkeiten wie zum Beispiel voll CMOS kom-
patible ferroelektrische RAM Speicherzellen. Als kristallographische Ursache für dieses Ver-
halten erwies sich die Raumgruppe Pca21. In theoretischen Untersuchungen mit Hilfe der
Dichtefunktionaltheorie erwies sich diese Phase jedoch als thermodynamisch instabil. Ziel
dieser Dissertation ist daher zu klären, wie diese Phase stabilisiert werden kann. Dazu wer-
den Faktoren wie Stöchiometrie, Temperatur, Druck, Spannung, Grenzflächenenergie sowie
Defekte und Dotierung mit Hilfe der Dichtefunktionaltheorie untersucht. Die errechneten
Ergebnisse werden mit Hilfe von Modellen interpretiert, welche im laufe dieser Dissertation
erarbeitet werden. Es zeigt sich, dass neben dem energetischen Zustand auch der Herstel-
lungsprozess des Materials eine bedeutende Rolle in der Stabilisierung der ferroelektrischen
Phase von Hafniumoxid spielt. Abschließend wird versucht Verbindung zum Experiment her-
zustellen, in dem experimentell zugängliche Stellschrauben aufgezeigt werden, welche die
ferroelektrischen Eingenschaften von Hafniumoxid verbessern können und sich aus den erar-
beiteten Ergebnissen ableiten.
Abstract
The surprising discovery of ferroelectric hafnium oxide by Böscke et al. in 2011 enables various
technological possibilities like CMOS compatible ferroelectric RAM devices. The space group
Pca21 was identified as the crystallographic cause of this behavior. However, this phase
was proved to be thermodynamically unstable by several theoretical studies using density
functional theory. Therefore, the goal of this dissertation is to investigate physical effects
contributing to the stabilization of the ferroelectric phase by means of density functional
theory. These effects include stoichiometry, temperature, stress, strain, interface energy, as
well as defects and dopants. The computational results will be interpreted with models,
which will be developed within this dissertation. It will become apparent, that in addition
to the energetic state, the production process of a sample plays an important role in the
stabilization of the ferroelectric phase of hafnium oxide. In the conclusion, this work will
attempt to find a connection to the experiment, by identifying experimentally accessible
parameters within the computational results which can be used to optimize the ferroelectric
properties of ferroelectric materials.
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1 Motivation
Market demands and harsh competition in the semiconductor industry requires constant
miniaturization and innovation. At the current pace, computational power and storage ca-
pacity doubles every 24 months according to Moore’s Law[1, 2]. This trend has now lasted
for over 50 years. This requires that the physical dimensions of the electrical devices on
a silicon die such as transistors or capacitors are shrunk down by a factor of 0.7 every 24
month time period. As of 2018, the current generation of dynamic random access memory
(DRAM) devices are produced with the 10 nm technology node[3, 4, 5]. At such scales, lim-
itations imposed by physical effects like leakage currents and heat[6, 7] become more and
more problematic in the further development of the technology. Furthermore, the volatile
nature of the DRAM principle requires constant refresh cycles, which further increases en-
ergy consumption and heat production. This heat production comes with a hefty price tag
attached, as modern data centers spend around 50 %[8, 9] of their energy bill in cooling. The
cost associated with DRAMs necessitates a division in expensive but fast short-term memory
and cheap but slow but non-volatile long-term data storage. Bridging the difference in access
time between permanent and short-term, also called the "memory gap", is therefore of great
interest. In light of these challenges, it is no surprise that in recent years new means of data
storage have been developed or older but until now disregarded technologies have gathered
new interest. These include restive random access memory (ReRAM)[10, 11], phase change
memory (PCM)[12, 13], or ferroelectric memory. The latter comes in three different varieties.
1. Ferroelectric tunnel junctions (FTJs)[14] work by the principle of the giant tunnel elec-
troresistance, where the tunneling resistance across a ferroelectric thin film is dependent on
the polarization direction of the ferroelectric. These devices are non-volatile and can be read
out non-destructively.
2. 1 transistor - 1 capacitor (1T-1C) ferroelectric random access memory (FeRAM) [15, 16,
17, 18] are in principle identical to DRAMs with the notable exception that the dielectric of
the capacitor is replaced with a ferroelectric, therefore solving the volatility issue. However,
the readout of a memory cell is still destructive.
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3. 1 transistor (1T) devices use a field effect transistor (FET), where the gate dielectric
has been replaced by a ferroelectric. The current through the channel of the ferroelectric
field effect transistor (FeFET)[16, 18] is dependent on the polarization direction of the ferro-
electric, allowing for non-volatility non-destructive readout.
Despite the various advantages like non-volatility, non-destructive, high read and write
speeds, low power consumption, high data retention, low soft error rate, and high storage
density on-chip due to the possibility of capacitor-less memory, ferroelectric memory never
gained major attention from the industry. Commercial products by Ramtron[19], Fujitsu[20],
and Texas Instruments[21] remained a niche market product due to problems integrating the
ferroelectric material (lead zirconate titanate) into existing semiconductor manufacturing
techniques[22] and the resulting large technology node of 130 nm structure width[17, 23].
The discovery of ferroelectricity in doped HfO2 [24] and ZrO2 [25] as well as in Hf1 xZrxO2
[26] opened up possibilities for the miniaturization of ferroelectric memory devices. As this
material system is a standard material in the semiconductor industry, many problems asso-
ciated with lead zirconate titanate can be avoided using Hf1 xZrxO2 instead[27]. This lead
to the successful demonstration of a 28 nm FeFET[28]. However, the reason for the occur-
rence of the phenomena in those materials is not well understood as the thermodynamic
ground state phase of these materials shows no ferroelectricity. Therefore, the existence of
ferroelectricity within this group of materials necessitates the stabilization of an alternative,
ferroelectric phase. This dissertation is an attempt to gain a better understanding of the
mechanisms responsible for the stabilization of the ferroelectric phase. In this work, simu-
lation tools working on the atomic level and implementing density functional theory will be
used to answer the following three research questions:
Which mechanisms are responsible for the stabilization of the ferroelectric phase?
What is the role of the dopants? Can a phenomenological model be developed,
that can predict material properties from density functional theory data?
While this dissertation uses theoretical methods, it is created in the context of a larger
research project, which includes two other research groups (at NaMLab, a research focused
company of TU Dresden, and at RWTH Aachen) capable of manufacturing ferroelectric thin
films. Implementing the regular and mutual knowledge exchange, this dissertation is in part
guided by the results provided by these institutions and hopes to achieve the same in turn.
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2 Phenomenology and Theory
2.1 Thermodynamics in Crystalline Materials
The (non-degenerate) ground state of crystalline materials is a crystallographic phase, which
exhibits the lowest energy of all possible configurations at a temperature of 0 K. At this
temperature the entropy S of the non-degenerate (number of microstates 
 = 1) ground
state is 0 eV=K due to the third law of thermodynamics[29]:
S = kB ln 
 (2.1.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Assuming the pressure p applied to the system is
also 0 GPa, the energy of the crystal is determined only by the absolute value of the internal
energy as follows from the first law of thermodynamics:
U = Q+ W (2.1.2)
where U is the change in internal energy, while Q and W are the heat and work
applied to the system. With temperature T , entropy S , pressure p , and volume V the the
change in internal energy amounts to:
U = TdS   pdV (2.1.3)
with T = 0 and p = 0:
U = U0 + U = U0 + 0 = U0 (2.1.4)
U0 is the internal energy in the absence of any temperature related effects including the
zero point energy and is called total energy. It is composed of the electron kinetic energy and
the potential energy of nucleus-nucleus, nucleus-electron, and electron-electron interactions.
Therefore, U0 is of great importance in the field of computational quantum physics and
density functional theory. It will be discussed in more detail later on in chapter 2.4.
Calculating U0 is often sufficient to determine the crystallographic phase of a crystalline
material, but this is not always the case. Three macroscopic potentials, the Gibbs energy,
the enthalpy, and the Helmholtz energy, are used to define the crystallographic phase.
1. The Gibbs energy G is the maximum amount of work a system can do at a constant
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temperature and pressure[30].
G = U + pV   TS (2.1.5)
2. Related to the Gibbs energy is the enthalpy H . A change in enthalpy is equal to the
sum of the change in internal energy and the pressure-volume work of the system against its
surroundings at a constant pressure.
H = U + pV (2.1.6)
3. The Helmholtz energy F is the maximum amount of work a system can do at a
constant temperature and volume[30].
F = U   TS (2.1.7)
These thermodynamic potentials can be further extended to polycrystalline materials with
a surface A and surface energy  , or external electric fields Ek and polarization P .
G = U + pV   TS   PEk + A (2.1.8)
The theory behind the influence of electric fields on the free energy is discussed in chapter
2.2.3 and the influence of the surface energy in chapter 4.
2.2 Theory of Ferroelectricity and Related Effects
2.2.1 Materials in an Electric Field
Any solid permeated by an external electric field Ek (k = x; y; z) reacts by producing an
internal counter field, thereby screening the external field. Responsible for this effect is the
displacement of charges q within the solid. This results in an areal charge density or electric
displacement field Di. In a dielectric material the relation of the electric displacement field
and the external electric field is given by the permittivity tensor ik, which is a product of
the electric field constant 0 and the relative permittivity tensor kik. Using the Einstein
summation convention, this can be written as:
Di = ikEk = 0kikEk (2.2.1)
By separating the vacuum contribution 0Ek (kik = ik) from the displacement field from
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the material contribution kik > 1 results in the material property susceptibility ik.
ik = kik   ik (2.2.2)
Di = 0(ik + ik)Ek = 0ikEk + 0ikEk (2.2.3)
The susceptibility of a given material determines how easy charges in the material can follow
the external electric field. Therefore, free charge carriers like electrons in a metal result in
a large susceptibility, while the movement of ions, surrounded and restricted by neighboring
atoms, only contribute moderately to the susceptibility. Electrical insulators, despite not
having free electrons, still possess an electronic contribution to the susceptibility since the
electron gas still reacts to external electric fields. However, the resulting susceptibility is
much smaller than in conductors.
ik = ik(ionic) + ik(electronic) (2.2.4)
As a result of the displacement in an electric field, charge q accumulates at a surface Ai of
a solid. The resulting areal charge density is called polarization Pi:
Pi =
q
Ai
= 0ikEk (2.2.5)
All materials express this behavior and are called dielectrics. A common convention in the
field of high-k materials and ferroelectrics is Di = Pi as  1 for these materials. Nonlinear
responses to electric fields exist as well with corresponding proportionality constants. Ad-
ditionally, the susceptibility is generally dependent on the frequency of the applied electric
field. However, neither of these effects will be discussed in this thesis.
2.2.2 Piezoelectricity and Pyroelectricity
In crystalline solids, additional effects can influence the electrical polarization. Off the 32
existing crystallographic point groups, 20 react with a change in polarization in response
to mechanical forces. The cause for this behavior is the non-centrosymmetric nature of the
lattice[31]. Deformation of the crystals leads to a separation of the barycenters of positive
and negative charges. This is depicted in FIG. 2.1. These materials are called piezoelectric.
The relation between the applied stress kl and the resulting polarization Pi or electric field
Ei is:
Pi = diklkl (2.2.6)
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FIG. 2.1: Example for separation of charge barycenters under mechanical stress. (a) relaxed
solid, the charge barycenters overlap, no polarization. (b) strained solid with separation of
charge barycenters resulting in a polarization
Ei = giklkl (2.2.7)
The factors dikl and gikl are the piezo coefficients. In a similar fashion, a relationship
between strain kl and a resulting polarization or electric field can be established with corre-
sponding piezo coefficients hikl and eikl.
Pi = hiklkl (2.2.8)
Ei = eiklkl (2.2.9)
For each of these four effects a converse effect exists[31]. This means that an applied electric
field results in a mechanical deformation of the piezoelectric solid. If the polarization of a
solid is also temperature dependent, the material is also pyroelectric.
Pi = piT (2.2.10)
Since the temperature is a scalar quantity and the polarization is a vector, the pyroelectric
coefficient must be a vector as well. It furthermore follows, that pi k Pi. This means, that
out of the 20 piezoelectric point groups with at least one polar direction, only those 10 with
only one polar axis can exhibit pyroelectricity. Therefore, all pyroelectric materials are also
piezoelectric, but not all piezoelectric materials are pyroelectric[31].
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2.2.3 Ferroelectricity and the Landau-Devonshire Model
If the polarization of a pyroelectric material is reversible by an external electric field of suffi-
cient strength, the material is called ferroelectric. The electric field strength at which reversal
of polarization occurs is called the coercive field strength Ec, the value of the polarization
at zero external field is called remanent polarization Pr. The polarization as a function of
electric field strength forms a hysteresis loop as depicted in figure 2.2 (a).
FIG. 2.2: (a) Hysteresis loop of a ferroelectric. The Landau-Devonshire model predicts ver-
tical edges, but experiments often produce sloped edges (sketched here). (b) double-well
potential for the two polarization states of a ferroelectric without an external electric field,
(c) double-well potential for the two polarization states of a ferroelectric with an external
electric field favoring one polarization state.
The existence of the two polarization states necessitates the existence of two minima of
equal depth in the potential energy surface, separated from each other by some energy barrier
(see figure 2.2 (b)). A common phenomenological description of ferroelectricity is the Landau-
Devonshire model[31, 32], which describes the potential energy surface around the two minima
as a 6th order polynomial of the polarization P . As a consequence of the parity of the two
minima, all uneven polynomial orders must be zero in the field free case.
g =
G
V
=
1
2
c2P
2 +
1
4
c4P
4 +
1
6
c6P
6   EkP (2.2.11)
In a paraelectric, the 4th and 6th orders are zero (c4 = c6 = 0) and the minimum of
the Gibbs energy G coincides with P = 0. It also follows, that factor c2 is proportional
to the inverse of the susceptibility, which follows a Curie-Weiss law[33, 31] with the Curie
temperature Tc and a constant C :
c2 =
1
0
=
T   Tc
C
(2.2.12)
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The Curie temperature can be equal to or less than the phase transition temperature Tp
at which the paraelectric phase transitions into the ferroelectric phase. Below Tp the 4th
and 6th order term of the Gibbs energy can therefore no longer be neglected. The highest
order of equation 2.2.11 must always be positive since otherwise, the Gibbs energy would
become indefinitely negative for P  0. Therefore, two distinct cases can be defined for the
temperature driven transition into a ferroelectric phase:
1. First order phase transitions, where c6 > 0 and c4 < 0
2. Second order phase transitions, where c6  0 and c4 > 0
FIG. 2.3: (a)-(e) Landau-Devonshire model of a first order phase transition from paraelec-
tric to ferroelectric in the various temperature ranges (explanation see text). (f) Resulting
polarization as a function of temperature.
First order phase transitions are characterized by the existence of a sixth order term
in the Gibbs energy and the fact that Tc and Tp do not coincide. The polarization can be
calculated as a function of temperature by inserting equation 2.2.12 into equation 2.2.11 and
finding the minima of G = 0:
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Pr = P (E = 0) = 
vuut jc4j+qc24   4c6(T Tc)C
2c6
(2.2.13)
Figure 2.3 shows the Gibbs energy for different temperature ranges during a first order
phase transition. (a) shows the Gibbs energy for temperatures far above Tp for which only
the paraelectric phase exists and the Gibbs energy is parabolic with its minimum at P = 0.
If the temperature approaches the phase transition temperature, localized minima form at
P 6= 0 (b). The paraelectric phase is still stable, but the ferroelectric phase is metastable.
At exactly the phase transition temperature, three minima exist, one for P = 0 and two for
P 6= 0 (c). Both the ferroelectric phase and the paraelectric phase coexist. In the temperature
range between the phase transition temperature and the Curie temperature, the ferroelectric
phase is stable and the paraelectric phase is metastable (d). The minimum at P = 0 is only
local. At temperatures below the Curie temperature, the local minimum at P = 0 disappears
and becomes a local maximum (e). Figure 2.3 (f) shows the polarization as a function of
temperature.
Second order phase transitions are characterized by the lack of a sixth order term in
the Gibbs energy and the fact that Tc and Tp do coincide. The polarization can be calculated
in a similar manner as previously done for the first order phase transition, but the resulting
equation is much simpler due to the lack of the 6th order term:
Pr = P (E = 0) = 
r
T   Tc
Cc4
(2.2.14)
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FIG. 2.4: (a)-(c) Landau-Devonshire model of a second order phase transition from paraelec-
tric to ferroelectric in the various temperature ranges (explanation see text). (d) Resulting
polarization as a function of temperature.
As a consequence of equation 2.2.14, the polarization drops continuously with increasing
temperature and reaches zero at the Curie temperature as shown in figure 2.4 (d). Figure
2.4 (a) shows the Gibbs energy for temperatures far above Tp for which only the paraelectric
phase exists and the Gibbs energy is parabolic with its minimum at P = 0. At the Curie tem-
perature (b) the minimum at P = 0 splits into two separate minima which shift continuously
towards higher polarization values when the temperature is further decreased (c).
The Landau-Devonshire model shows, that all ferroelectric materials are also pyro- and
therefore piezoelectric as depicted in figure 2.5 due to their structural relationships. However,
pyro- and piezoelectric materials are not necessarily always ferroelectric.
FIG. 2.5: Euler diagram depicting the structural relation ship between dielectrics, piezo-
electrics, pyroelectrics, and ferroelectrics.
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Typical ferroelectric materials are perovskite-type oxides of the ABO3 class, where A and B
are II- and IV-valent cations, respectively. This class of materials is named after the mineral
perovskite (CaTiO3). The ideal perovskite is a cubic cell with the II-valent cations on each
cube corner position (0, 0, 0) and the IV-valent cation in the body-centered position (1/2,
1/2, 1/2). The oxygen anions sit on the face-centered positions. The cubic unit cell may be
subject to various symmetry breaking distortions, heavily influenced by the relative size of A
and B type cations. A displacement of the center ion leads to the formation of a polar axis
and results in ferro-, pyro-, and piezoelectric properties. This is depicted in figure 2.6 in the
example of lead zirconate titanate. Well known perovskites that show this kind of distortion
are BTO (BaTiO3), STO (SrTiO3), BST (BaxSr1 xTiO3), and PZT (PbZrxTi1 xO3).
FIG. 2.6: The two polarization states of ferroelectric lead zirconate titanate.
2.2.4 Field Induced Ferroelectricity
Figure 2.3 depicts the Gibbs energy for various temperatures at zero electric field. However,
an interesting phenomenon can be observed if an electric field is applied, in particular in the
case of T > Tp in sub-figure (b). The results of this are shown in figure 2.7. Figure 2.7
(b) repeats the case T > Tp in the absence of an electric field, where a global minimum of
the Gibbs energy exists for P = 0. Two local minima exist for P 6= 0, but are energetically
unfavorable. Keeping the temperature constant while increasing the external electric field
lowers one of the local minima while raising the other. Further increasing the electric field
causes the former to become the new global minimum, but a secondary local minimum may
still exist close to P = 0 (c). At this point, both states may coexist. The small shift in
polarization of this secondary minimum is caused by dielectric polarization. Reaching a
critical field strength Ec the secondary minima disappears in favor of a saddle point and the
crystal can completely switch into the polar state without passing over an energy barrier
(d). Figure 2.7 (e) depicts the Gibbs energy for the saturation state, for which an increase
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FIG. 2.7: (a) Hysteresis curve of field induced ferroelectricity. (b)-(e) Landau-Devonshire
model of field induced ferroelectricity for various electric fields (explanation see text). The
temperature is held constant.
in polarization can only be achieved by dielectric displacement. The resulting Hysteresis
curve is depicted in (a). Due to its nature, this phenomenon is referred to as field induced
ferroelectricity. Typical for this phenomenon is its constricted hysteresis curve. In a
material, domains with different values for Tp may exist due to inhomogeneities of grain size
or dopant concentration. Therefore, ferroelectricity and field-induced ferroelectricity may
occur simultaneously. The resulting hysteresis curve has non-zero values for the remanent
polarization but is still somewhat constricted. Similar hysteresis curves can be caused by
anti-ferroelectricity. However, this phenomenon is caused by an anti-parallel orientation of
ferroelectric domains, rather than a phase transition. Since field induced ferroelectricity
requires the existence of secondary minima, it can only occur in first order ferroelectrica
above the phase transition temperature.
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2.3 Hafnia and Zirconia and their Mixtures
FIG. 2.8: The six polymorphs of the Hf1 xZrxO2 system. Depicted are (a) the monoclinic
phase, (b) the orthorhombic phase, (c) the tetragonal phase, (d) the ferroelectric phase, (e)
the second ferroelectric phase, and (f) the cubic phase. Blue ions are Hf or Zr ions, red are
oxygen ions. The golden ions in (d) and (e) are oxygen ions, that are visibly displaced from
centrosymmetric positions and therefore the cause of the polarization of the two ferroelectric
phases
Hafnium(IV) oxide or hafnia or HfO2, as well as zirconium(IV) oxide or zirconia or ZrO2,
are the binary oxides of the metals hafnium and zirconium. Both elements are chemically and
physically very similar to each other in both their pure and oxidized form[34, 35]. However,
hafnium (Element No. 72) is significantly heavier then zirconium (Element No. 40) with
atomic masses of 178:49 u and 91:22 u respectively [36]. Despite this, both elements are
approximately of the same size [37, 38] due to an effect called lanthanide contraction [39].
Both oxides are almost identical in their atomic structure and unit cell volume [40], see
Chapter 2.3.1. This allows for the formation of a continuous solid solution Hf1 xZrxO2 with
x ranging from 0 to 1 [34]. Hf1 xZrxO2 and (Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 in particular) are often abbreviated
as HZO. The following chapters will summarize the literature concerning the structure and
properties of this material system with a special focus on ferroelectric properties and related
phenomena.
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2.3.1 Structure and Properties
ZrO2 and to a lesser extend HfO2, can be found naturally in the form of the mineral badde-
leyite. Baddeleyite mostly consists of ZrO2 with HfO2 as a substituting impurity due to their
relative abundance. The crystallographic phase of baddeleyite is the primitive monoclinic
space group P21/c (No. 14), which is also the ground state of the Hf1 xZrxO2 material sys-
tem. The phase with a 12-atomic unit cell is centrosymmetric and therefore not ferroelectric.
For the sake of readability, this phase will be referred to as m-phase. The k-value of the
m-phase is approximately 20 [41].
Hf1 xZrxO2 transforms thermally driven into a primitive tetragonal P42/mnc phase (No.
137). The transition temperature depends on the value of x as well as sample preparation and
history. For the pure oxides HfO2 and ZrO2 the equilibrium temperatures T0 for the phase
transition are reported by Wang et al. as 2052 K and 1367 K respectively[42]. This tetragonal
phase will be referred to as the t-phase. The t-phase is of technological interest due to the high
k-value of approximately 47 [41], leading to successful applications as a dielectric in DRAM-
capacitors (ZrO2) [41] and as gate oxides in CPU-transistors (HfO2)[2]. The phase transition
between the m- and t-phase ZrO2 can also be exploited for transformation toughening [43, 44]
due to the size difference of the two polymorphs (see Tables 5.1-5.3). The t-phase has a 6-
atomic centrosymmetric unit cell and is therefore not ferroelectric.
Further heating results in a transformation into the face-centered cubic Fm3m phase (No.
225) at 2370 K (ZrO2) and 2600 K (HfO2) [35]. This phase will be referred to as the c-phase.
The c-and t-phase are structurally very similar. The main differences are a change in the c/a
ratio from 1.02 (t-phase) to values around 1.00 (c-phase) [45, 26] and a displacement in ionic
positions. This displacement corresponds to a soft phonon mode with imaginary frequency
[46]. This has implications for first principles calculations like the ones presented later in this
work. It means that a barrier-free transition path from the c-to the t-phase exists. Ab initio
codes searching for a local energy minimum sometimes fail to find a c-phase for this reason.
The c-phase has a 3-atomic centrosymmetric unit cell and is therefore not ferroelectric. The
k-value of the c-phase is approximately 37 [41]. Cubic HfO2 and ZrO2 melt at 2800 K and
2690 K respectively[35].
Besides these three phases, a variety of orthorhombic phases exist. The non-centrosymmetric
Pca21 (No. 29) has been conjectured to be the source of ferroelectricity in the Hf1 xZrxO2
system by Böscke et al. [24] in 2011. This conjecture is consistent with ab initio calculations,
which consistently found this phase to be the energetically most favorable polar phase in the
Hf1 xZrxO2 system [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. Experimental evidence for this claim was published
2015 by Sang et al. who identified the Pca21 phase in Gd-doped HfO2 by aberration corrected
high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy [52]. The polar na-
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FIG. 2.9: The two polarization states of ferroelectric HfO2
ture of this phase is caused by the oxygen sublattice. Four of the eight oxygen ions in the
12-atomic unit cell are visibly displaced from the center position along the z-axis. This leads
to two structurally equivalent structures with opposite polarization, which are displayed in
Fig. 2.9. In order to better distinguish this important phase from the other orthorhombic
phases, the Pca21 will be referred to as f-phase (f for ferroelectric).
A second non-centrosymmetric phase Pmn21 (No. 31) has been suggested by Huan et al.,
but found to be higher in energy[47]. Furthermore, the results of the previously mentioned
transmission electron microscopy study by Sang et al. were inconsistent with this phase. The
unit cell consists of 6 atoms. To separate this phase from the other orthorhombic phases, the
Pmn21 will be referred to as f’-phase.
A third orthorhombic phase can be observed under high pressure. However, this Pbca (No.
61) phase is centrosymmetric and therefore not ferroelectric. A transition pressure in the
range of 4 GPa to 12 GPa [53, 54, 55, 56] has been reported. Unlike the other orthorhombic
phases, the unit cell of Pbca has 24 atoms. It will be referred to as o-phase. Wyckoff
positions of all phases are recorded in Table 6.1 in Appendix A and experimental values for
lattice parameters, unit cell volume, and density of all crystallographic phases can be found
in the tables 5.1 to 5.3 in chapter 5 together with ab initio values. Fig. 2.8 depicts the unit
cells of all phases, with the t-and c-phase expanded to 12 atoms for better comparison.
2.3.2 Ferroelectricity in doped HfO2
The ferroelectricity of HfO2 was first discovered in Si-doped thin films by Böscke et al.[24]
Thin films in the range of 7 nm to 10 nm were produced with atomic layer deposition (ALD)
with a dopant concentration ranging from 2:5 mol % to 6 mol %, whereby films with less
than 4 mol % exhibited ferroelectric behavior. Increasing the dopant concentration above
that limit resulted in antiferroelectric hysteresis loops and subsequently paraelectric hys-
teresis loops. The antiferroelectric hysteresis loops are commonly attributed to field induced
ferroelectricity[48]. A more detailed study by Richter et al.[57] observed ferroelectric behavior
in 36 nm thin films, particularly with an ALD cycle ratio of 24:1 and 26:1 HfO2:SiO2. Si-doped
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HfO2 is also an excellent pyroelectric with a pyroelectric coefficient of  46:2 µC=(K m2)[58].
Starschich et al. found weak ferroelectricity in 42 nm Mg-doped HfO2 thin films pro-
duced by chemical solution deposition (CSD) [59]. Varying the dopant concentration from
3:75 mol % to 15 mol %, the maximum remanent polarization Pr of 3 µC=cm2 was measured
at a dopant concentration of 7:5 mol %. In samples with 5 mol % and 11 mol % ferroelectric
switching peaks could be observed as well.
In Sr-doped HfO2, ferroelectricity was observed in both ALD and CSD films, but the
dopant concentration range for which ferroelectricity could be observed (also called ferroelec-
tric process window) varies between the two methods. Schenk et al. observed ferroelectricity
in 10 nm ALD deposited HfO2 from 1:7 mol % to 7:9 mol % with the maximum remanent po-
larization at 3:4 mol % according to the issued erratum[60]. In contrast Starschich et al. found
ferroelectricity in 42 nm CSD deposited HfO2 in the full experimental range from 3:75 mol %
to 15 mol % with the maximum remanent polarization at 7:5 mol %[59]. In the same study,
Starschich et al. investigated Ba-doping as well and found a ferroelectric process window
from 3:75 mol % to 11 mol % with the maximum remanent polarization at 7:5 mol %.
Ferroelectricity in Al-doped HfO2 was discovered by Mueller et al.[61] in 16 nm thick ALD
films deposited on TiN electrodes. At a dopant concentration of 4:3 mol % ferroelectric hys-
teresis loops were observed, while at a dopant concentration of 8:5 mol % antiferroelectric
hysteresis loops in combination with a X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern consistent with the
t-phase were observed1. In a 2017 study by Park et al.[62] similar observations were made,
but unfortunately, only ALD cycle ratios were given for the dopant concentration. Cycle
ratios in the range of 100:3 and 100:4.2 resulted in a ferroelectric polarization. However,
the authors estimated, that these ratios correspond to a dopant concentration ranging from
1 cat % to 3 cat % (cat = cation). At higher concentrations, the t-phase was formed. Yoo et
al.[63] investigated ALD deposited Al-doped HfO2 films on Mo electrodes in the range from
11 nm to 100 nm and a dopant concentration ranging from 0:5 % to 10 %. No f-phase could
be detected in the XRD, but a m-to t-phase transition was observed between 1:4 % and 2 %.
HfO2 films with 4:7 % or more did not crystallize even after a thermal annealing at 580 C.
CSD deposited 42 nm films by Starschich et al. [59] showed only a very weak polarization of
6 µC=cm2 in Al-doped HfO2 at 5:2 mol %.
Müller et al. [64] discovered ferroelectric Y-doped HfO2 in 10 nm thick ALD films with a
ferroelectric process window ranging from 3 mol % to 9 mol %. Above that limit, the c-phase
was found. The maximum polarization was found around 5 mol % to 6 mol % coinciding with
1Percentages used in this section and onwards are recited as they appeared in the original works. However,
these percentages are often not properly defined and used inconsistently or incorrectly by various authors.
Particularly the use of mol% and at% is often ill-defined. After correspondence with some of the authors,
it seems they all mean the same: the ratio between dopant cations and the overall number of cations. The
units cat%,mol%, at%, and f:u:% are therefore interchangeable. A definition of the unit f:u:% is given
at the end of section 3.3.1
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an increase of the c-phase fraction. This is consistent with the data from Kita et al. [65] who
found the c-phase in the range of 4 at % to 17 at % (at = atom). CSD results from Starschich et
al.[66] found a ferroelectric process window from 3:75 mol % to 7:5 mol % with the maximum
at 5:2 mol %. The presence of a c-phase was confirmed by XRD. Epitaxial Y-doped HfO2
films of 15 nm thickness were grown by Shimizu et al.[67, 68] by pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
on yttrium oxide-stabilized zirconium oxide substrate. The 7 cat % doped films were found
to be ferroelectric with a saturated polarization value of 16 µC=cm2. Ferroelectricity can also
be produced by co-sputtering (PVD = physical vapor deposition) Y into HfO2 [69]. However,
the ferroelectric process window differs widely from ALD produced films as ferroelectricity
was only observed in the range from 0:9 mol % to 1:9 mol % in the 12 nm thick films.
A 2013 study by Müller et al.[70] reported the discovery of ferroelectric La-doped HfO2.
A more detailed investigation by Chernikova et al.[71] found a ferroelectric process window
ranging from 2:1 at % to 3:7 at % in 10 nm ALD deposited HfO2. At a dopant concentration of
5:8 at % the films had completely transformed into the c-phase. This is in contrast to a study
by Schröder et al.[72] who found a ferroelectricity up to 20 cat %, although a significant cubic
phase fraction was observed as well. CSD results from Starschich et al.[59] mirror those of
Y-doping with the maximum polarization at 5:2 mol % dopant concentration in 42 nm thick
films.
There are some other dopants for which ferroelectricity has been observed in HfO2. How-
ever, as these dopants are not subject of this work, they will not be discussed in more detail.
These dopants are Ga, In, Nd, Sm, Er, Co, Ni [59] for CSD films, N, Sc, and Ge[73] for
PVD films and Gd [74] for ALD films. The antiferroelectric hysteresis loops found in Si-
and Al-doped HfO2 are commonly attributed to field induced ferroelectricity rather than
true antiferroelectricity[48]. This indicates, that the Hf1 xZrxO2 material system follows a
first-order phase transition with the tetragonal phase as the paraelectric phase/transition
state.
2.3.3 Ferroelectricity in doped ZrO2
Ferroelectric doped ZrO2 is not as well studied as ferroelectric doped HfO2. Starschich et
al.[75] investigated several dopants in 60 nm and 100 nm CSD deposited ZrO2 films. Mg-
doping resulted in pinched Hysteresis loops from 2:2 % to 9 %. However, piezo-measurements
suggest, that the field-induced phase transition originates from a c-rather than a t-phase.
In-doping provided similar results. However, in contrast to HfO2 doping with La or Y only
lead to the stabilization of the c-phase. Yoo et al.[63] investigated Al-doped ALD deposited
ZrO2 films, but found no ferroelectricity.
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2.3.4 Ferroelectricity in Hf1 xZrxO2
A lot of research has been focused on the ferroelectricity of Hf1 xZrxO2. This material sys-
tem is of particular interest, as the two oxides form a continuous solid solution, the mixture
of Zr into Hf does not necessitate any oxygen vacancies, and no (intentional) doping is re-
quired to induce ferroelectricity. The first investigation into ferroelectric 9 nm ALD deposited
Hf1 xZrxO2 films by Müller et al.[26] in 2012 found an increase in the remanent polariza-
tion Pr when increasing the value of x from 0 to 0:5. A further increase in the Zr content
leads to a decrease in Pr as the hysteresis loops became more and more pinched. Pure HfO2
did not show any ferroelectricity while pure ZrO2 showed only field induced ferroelectricity.
Park et al.[76] found an inverse correlation between film thickness and remanent polariza-
tion in Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 films. 5:5 nm and 10 nm films exhibited the highest Pr values around
16 µC=cm2, while in 17 nm and 25 nm films Pr decreased to 10 µC=cm2 and 5 µC=cm2 respec-
tively. Accompanying XRD measurements revealed a decrease in t-and f-phase fractions and
an increase in m-phase fractions in the range of 10 nm to 25 nm film thickness. A similar effect
was shown by Pešić et al.[77], who also observed a size effect in doped HfO2. A follow-up
study found a positive correlation between grain size and film thickness [78, 79]. The larger
surface to volume ratio of smaller grains in thinner films and the associated surface/interface
energy is responsible for stabilization of the t-and f-phase [80, 50, 51]. Therefore, Kim et
al.[79] were able to produce 40 nm thick ferroelectric Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 films by introducing Al2O3
interlayers limiting the grain size, while 40 nm thick Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 films without interlayers
were paraelectric. The results were later reproduced by Riedel et al.[81]. This grain size
effect enables the production of ferroelectric pure HfO2 and ZrO2 films without the need of
dopants. Polakowski et al.[82] managed to observe ferroelectricity with a remanent polariza-
tion of 10 µC=cm2 in undoped HfO2 by reducing the film thickness to 6 nm. CSD deposited
ZrO2 films by Starschich et al.[25] can exhibit ferroelectricity over a large range of film thick-
ness, due to the columnar nature of the grains grown from CSD. This permitted the growth
of ferroelectric ZrO2 films ranging from 195 nm to 390 nm film thickness without a loss in
remanent polarization. Theoretical models describing the grain size effect in both ALD and
CSD deposited thin films for the entire Hf1 xZrxO2 system are developed in section 4 and
were published prior to this dissertation in the journal of applied physics[50, 51].
2.3.5 Summary of the Experimental State of the Art
Summarizing the experimental data available, there are three parameters in the Hf1 xZrxO2
system that are accessible by both experimental and theoretical approaches in order to opti-
mize the ferroelectric and dielectric properties of Hf1 xZrxO2 thin films:
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1. The ratio x of Hf to Zr within the thin film.
2. The shape and size of grains which make up the thin film
3. The type and concentration of dopants and defects within the thin film.
4. The sequence of ALD-layers.
5. Temperature and duration of the annealing process.
For the purpose of comparing simulation results with experimental results, the following
ferroelectric process windows of doped HfO2 are extracted from the literature listed in the
previous chapters: Mg exhibits ferroelectricity in the dopant concentration range from 5 f:u:%
to 11 f:u:%, Sr from 1:7 f:u:% to 15 f:u:%, Ba from 3:75 f:u:% to 11 f:u:%, Al from 1:5 f:u:%
to 4:5 f:u:%, Y from 3 f:u:% to 9 f:u:%, and La from 4 f:u:% to 20 f:u:% (f:u: = formula
unit).
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2.4 Density Functional Theory
Density Functional Theory (DFT) [83, 84] is a computational method to solve many-electron
problems in quantum mechanics. As such, it is a powerful research tool, particularly for
chemical and materials science. DFT derives its name from the electron density, which is
used to calculate the total energy and related properties of a desired atomic system. The
following chapters will give a brief introduction to DFT as it relates to this work. There-
fore, the introduction will be restricted to non-relativistic, time-independent, ground state
calculations.
2.4.1 Schrödinger Equation and the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
The energy E of a stationary quantum mechanical system is derived from the Hamilton-
operator H^ acting on the wave function 	(~r; ~R)[85]:
E =
h	(~r; ~R)j H^ j	(~r; ~R)i
h	(~r; ~R)j	(~r; ~R)i (2.4.1)
The nuclear coordinates are given by ~R = (~R1; ~R2; :::; ~RN ) and the electronic coordinates
are given by ~r = (~r1; ~r2; :::; ~rn). In a system of n electrons with mass me and N nuclei with
mass MI , the Hamiltonian can be split into individual contributions:
H^ = T^e + T^N + V^ee + V^NN + V^Ne (2.4.2)
T^e and T^N are the kinetic operators of the electrons and nuclei, while V^ee, V^NN , and V^Ne
are the Coulomb operators for the interaction between electrons, between nuclei, and between
electrons and nuclei respectively.
T^e =
nX
i=1
h2
2me
r2 (2.4.3)
T^N =
NX
I=1
h2
2M
r2 (2.4.4)
V^ee =
e
40
X
i<j
1
j~ri   ~rj j (2.4.5)
V^NN =
e
40
X
I<J
ZIZJ
j~RI   ~RJ j
(2.4.6)
V^eN =
e
40
X
i;I
ZI
j~ri   ~RI j
(2.4.7)
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However, solving equation 2.4.1 in practice is rather difficult, as this equation has 3(n+N)
variables. To reduce the complexity of the problem the Born–Oppenheimer approximation[86]
can be applied. Due to the large mass difference of electrons and nuclei, equation 2.4.1 can
be separated into two separate equations, one for each type of particle. To do this the wave
function 	(~r; ~R) is written as the product of an electronic wave function  (~r; ~R) and a wave
function for the nuclei (~R)
	(~r; ~R) =  (~r; ~R)(~R) (2.4.8)
The large mass difference of electrons and nuclei means that nuclei are accelerated signifi-
cantly less then the electrons from coulomb interactions. Therefore, from the perspective of
electrons, the nuclei can be considered as static. Hence, an electronic Schrödinger equation
can be formulated:
H^e (~r; ~R) = Eh (~r; ~R) (2.4.9)
The electronic Hamiltonian H^e = H^(T^N = 0) and the electronic wave  function, and
therefore the electronic Energy Eh, are still dependent on the nuclei coordinates ~R. However,
due to the quasi-static nature of the nuclei coordinates, ~R are now parameters. The electronic
Schrödinger equation has therefore only 3n variables.
2.4.2 Geometry Optimization and the Hellmann-Feynman Theorem
In order to get the total energy U0, the nuclear kinetic operator cannot be neglected. Within
the Born–Oppenheimer approximation this is done by a second Schrödinger equation that
includes nuclear movements. The nuclear Schrödinger equation is of course affected by the
eigenstates of the electrons.
(T^N + Eh(~R))(~R) = U0(~R) (2.4.10)
The two interdependent equations 2.4.9 and 2.4.10 can now be solved successively and
iteratively until a convergence criterion is met. This, however, requires updating the nuclear
coordinates with each iteration step according to the results of the previous iteration step.
An obvious way to achieve this is to move each nucleus in the direction of the force vector ~F
acting upon that atom, where the distance traveled between each iteration is scaled by the
norm of the force vector. The force on an atom as a spatial derivative of the total energy can
be calculated by the use of the Hellmann-Feynman Theorem[87]:
~F =
@U0
@R
= hj @H^
@R
ji (2.4.11)
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2.4.3 Density Functional Theory and the Kohn-Sham Equation
For systems with a large number of electrons N , the wave function  (~r1; ~r2; :::; ~rN ) is too
complex to solve directly. An approach to further simplify the problem is Density Functional
Theory [83, 84], which is an advancement of the Thomas-Fermi model[88]. Rather than
calculating the interaction of each electron with all other electrons, only the interaction with
the spatial charge density e(~r) is calculated. The basic principle of DFT is, that instead of
solving one wave function for N electrons, the problem is simplified to N wave functions i
for each individual electron. The resulting single electron Schrödinger equations are called
the Kohn-Sham equations[84]. Each electron is moving in the potential generated by the
external potential (nuclei) and the potential generated by the N   1 other electrons.
e(~r) =
NX
i
ji(~r)j2 (2.4.12)
This charge density is titular to DFT. The resulting potential V^Ha from the charge density
is therefore:
V^Ha =
Z
e(~r
0)
j~r   ~r 0jd
3~r 0 (2.4.13)
However, the decomposition of the wave function  (~r1; ~r2; :::; ~rN ) into single electron wave
functions i causes a loss of information. The wave function  (~r1; ~r1; :::; ~rN ) must be an-
tisymmetric under exchange of particles due to the fermionic nature of electrons. For the
example of a two electron wave function this means:
 (~r1; ~r2) =   (~r2; ~r1) (2.4.14)
This property is lost during decomposition of the wave function in the DFT approach, as
the single electron wave functions i are independent of each other. To solve this problem,
an additional term is added to the Hamiltonian of the Kohn-Sham equations to account for
electron exchange, the so-called exchange potential V^x. Screening of the Coulomb interaction
as the result of the collective behavior of electrons is also lost during the decomposition of the
wave function in DFT. The correlation potential V^c is added to the Hamiltonian of the Kohn-
Sham equations to account for this systematic error. However, no exact analytical expression
of this potential is known. The exchange and correlation potential are usually combined into
a single exchange-correlation potential V^xc. Therefore, the Kohn-Sham equations are:

h2
2me
r2 + e
2
40
Z
e(~r
0)
j~r   ~r 0jd~r
0 + V^eN (~r) + V^xc(~r)

i = uii (2.4.15)
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Since the exact exchange-correlation potential V^xc is not known, several models exist.
If V^xc is only dependent on the value of e(~r) then the approximation is a local density
approximation (LDA). If V^xc is also a function of @e(~r)=@~r, it is called a generalized gradient
approximation (GGA)[89, 90, 91]. A commonly used GGA functional is the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) functional[92]. Some so-called hybrid functionals also include Hartree-Fock
exchange[93, 94]. In this work, only the LDA parametrizations of Perdew-Zunger-Ceperley-
Alder (PZ-LDA)[95, 96] and Perdew-Wang (PW-LDA)[97] are used.
The Kohn-Sham equations are solved iteratively. This means the equation is solved suc-
cessively for all electrons contained in the charge density e(~r), which completes one iteration
cycle. At the start of each cycle, a new charge density is calculated from the wave functions
i of the previous cycle. This is repeated until the wave functions generate a potential whose
solution results in the wave functions that created it. This iteration is therefore called the
self-consistent-field (SCF) cycle. The resulting eigenvalues ui and wave functions are not nec-
essarily physical meaningful but are often used as an approximation. However, the resulting
(ground state) charge density is both physical and unique to the causative external potential
due to the Hohenberg-Kohn-Theorems[83]. Since the exact exchange-correlation potential is
not known, the ground state energy is subject to a degree of uncertainty dependent on the
used approximation.
2.4.4 Basis Sets
At this point, it is appropriate to take a closer look at the wave functions i. Until this point,
wave functions were treated as if the correct ground state wave functions of each potential
was taken for granted, which of course is not the case. The Hohenberg-Kohn-Theorems[83]
state that the energy functional is minimized if the energy density is the ground state density
and therefore, the wave function is the ground state wave function. This can be expressed by
the Ritz variational principle[98] on which the Hohenberg-Kohn-Theorems are based upon:
ui0  hnj H^ jnihnjni (2.4.16)
where ui0 is the ground state eigenvalue and n are some test functions (= basis set). It
is possible to exploit the fact that n span a Hilbert space[99, 100], which means the ground
state eigenfunction i0 can be constructed by a linear combination of the test functions:
i0 =
X
n
snn (2.4.17)
By trying to find a set of parameters s for which the right-hand side of equation 2.4.16
becomes minimal, one can find a good approximation of the ground state. In practice, only
a partial set of test functions is used instead of the whole Hilbert space. Usually, this is done
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by a user-defined energy cutoff, where only functions with a smaller energy are included.
The influence of the energy cutoff on the results is discussed in section 5.1. Choosing an
appropriate set of basis functions can speed up the calculations significantly. While many
more exist, two appropriate sets shall be named here explicitly.
(1) Hydrogen like orbitals or more specifically numerically tabulated atom-centered orbitals
of the type:
n =
fn(r)
r
Ylm (2.4.18)
where fn(r) is a Gaussian-type or Slater-type radial function and Ylm are spherical har-
monics. An obvious advantage of this approach is, that orbitals of non-valence electrons are
often hydrogen-like. This approach is used in the DFT code FHI-AIMS (see section 3.1.2)
and is described in more detail in Blum et al.[101]
(2) Bloch type plane waves are often used as a basis set when performing DFT calculations
of infinite periodic structures, e. g. crystals. These wave functions consist of a periodic part
fn(r) and a plane wave-like part:
n = fn(r)e
i~kr (2.4.19)
where ~k is the wave vector. These wave functions have the same periodicity as the lattice.
Due to the Bloch theorem[102], any integral over an infinite periodic space can be calculated
as an integral within the 1. Brillouin zone of reciprocal space. The latter can furthermore be
approximated as a sum over a sufficiently dense, but finite grid of points (k-points) within
the 1. Brillouin zone. The influence of the density of the k-point grid on the results is
discussed in section 5.1. This method is used by the DFT code ABINIT(see section 3.1.1).
The linear combination of test functions solving the energy functional creates a system of
linear equations which can be solved in practice with conjugate gradient methods[103, 104].
2.4.5 Pseudopotentials and LAPW and PAW
A further reduction of the required computational effort can be achieved by treating valence
electrons and non-valence (= core) electrons differently. Three methods to do so shall be
discussed here:
(1) The Pseudopotential (PP) approach[105, 106, 107] separates the potential of the nu-
cleus and the core electrons into a single effective potential, which is seen by the valence
electrons. Outside of the so-called cutoff radius rc the effective potential is identical to the
real all-electron potential. However, within rc the potentials and therefore the wave functions
diverge. This approach has several advantages. Besides reducing the number of electrons,
and therefore the number of Kohn-Sham equations which need to be solved, it also reduces
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the size of the basis set. The reason for this is that electrons close to the nuclei have a high
kinetic energy and therefore a short wavelength. This, in turn, requires a basis set which
is capable to resolve these high frequencies. By including these electrons in an effective po-
tential the value of the energy cutoff and therefore the number of basis functions can be
reduced. The downside of this approach is a further dependency of the results on the choice
of PP as well as a reduced transferability, meaning PPs created for a specific case may not
be transferable to another case.
(2) The linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW) method[108] addresses the problem, that
orthogonalized plane waves near the atomic nuclei require a large number of (high frequency)
basis set functions in order to sufficiently describe the wave function. Instead, the simulation
area is separated into two regions. Atomic spheres of radius rc in which spherical harmonics
Y are used to describe the wave function close to the nuclei and an external region, in which
wave functions are treated as plane waves. Unlike the pseudopotential approach, the LAPW
method is an all-electron method.
(3) The projector augmented wave (PAW) method[109] attempts to combine the Pseu-
dopotential approach and the LAPW method. It augments the wave function  within a
spherical augmentation region around each atom to avoid the computational expensive rapid
oscillations near the ion cores. This is done by linear transformation of the Kohn-Sham
single-particle wave function of a valence electron into a well behaved fictitious pseudo wave
function. The inner electrons can be treated with the frozen core approximation similar to
the pseudopotential approach.
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2.4.6 Phonons and Perturbation Theory and Berry-Phase
DFT, as described so far, allows for the calculation of the structure and total energy of a
crystal or molecule. However, it is possible to calculate various material properties with first
principle calculations as well. These material properties include among others the elastic ten-
sors, dielectric properties, polarization, piezoelectric constants and phonon spectra. These
properties can often be described as a first or second order derivative of the total energy.
Force:
Fi =  @U0
@Ri
(2.4.20)
Dielectric displacement / Polarization:
Pi =
@U0
@Ei
(2.4.21)
Dielectric susceptibility:
jk =   @
2U0
@Ej@Ek
(2.4.22)
Elastic tensor:
Kijkl =
@2U0
@ij@kl
(2.4.23)
Piezoelectric tensor:
eikl =   @
2U0
@Ei@kl
(2.4.24)
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The Phonon frequencies ! can be obtained by solving the secular equation[110]:
detj 1p
MlMm
eClm (~q)  !2(~q)j = 0 (2.4.25)
where ~q is the (phonon-) wave vector and eClm (~q) is the Fourier transform of the matrix of
the inter-atomic force constants Clm (~R)
Clm (
~R) =
@2U0
@Rl @R

m
(2.4.26)
The Greek superscripts indicate Cartesian components. With the knowledge of the phonon
modes, the thermal contribution to the free energy can be calculated by summation over all
phonon modes and the Brillouin zone[110]:
FPh =  kBT
X
i;k
log(2sinh
h!i;k
2kBT
) (2.4.27)
The calculation of these perturbations requires some extensions to DFT, namely the den-
sity functional perturbation theory (DFPT) for the strain and spatial perturbations and
Berry-phase calculations for the electric field perturbations. The details of these two meth-
ods are beyond the scope of this work, but a brief explanation of these methods is given below.
Density functional perturbation theory is a method to calculate the influence of small
perturbations such as atom displacements, strain, or electric fields at zero electric field
strength on the energy of the system in an equilibrium state. The two main methods are
from Baroni[111] and Gonze[112] and allow for the computation of energy derivatives and
phonons at arbitrary wave vectors.
The treatment of finite electrical fields introduces a non-periodic term into the potential
energy landscape. This conflicts with the periodic boundary conditions used in the treatment
of crystals. Furthermore, the infinite large crystal simulated by the periodic boundary condi-
tions allows an electron to minimize its own energy by tunneling from the valence band into
the conduction band since the slope in the potential due to the electric field guarantees that
the conduction band drops below the valence band over sufficient length scales. Therefore,
there is no well-defined ground state for the DFT algorithm to find. This problem can be
solved by the introduction of a so-called Berry-phase[113, 114, 115], which allows for the
calculation of the polarization and the energy within a finite electric field.
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3 Methods
3.1 Tools
3.1.1 ABINIT
ABINIT is a freeware open source package for DFT calculations managed by the ABINIT
Group under a general public license [116, 117, 118]. It is able to perform structural relax-
ation, molecular dynamics and perturbation theory calculations based on a DFT approach.
The program uses plane wave basis sets for valence electrons. It is therefore particularly suited
to handle periodic structures such as crystals, but the calculation of non-periodic structures
such as molecules, surfaces, or interfaces is also possible if necessary by using appropriately
sized simulation domains with a vacuum. Pseudopotentials or PAW atomic data files are
used for handling core region electrons. This approach reduces calculation times but intro-
duces uncertainties as the results are dependent on the used pseudopotential or PAW atomic
data file. Validation with an all-electron code like FHI-AIMS (see section 3.1.2) is therefore
advisable. ABINIT implements by default a locally optimal block preconditioned conjugate
gradient (LOBPCG) solver by Knyazev for the SCF-cycle [104]. The solver for structural
relaxation or molecular dynamics is selectable by the user. ABINIT also offers a large library
of exchange- and correlation-potentials to choose from. Most calculations can be distributed
on multiple processors for parallel computing[119]. The ABINIT package includes a variety
of post-processing tools such as ANADDB, AIM, or CUT3D as well[120, 121].
3.1.2 FHI-AIMS
FHI-AIMS[101] is a full-potential, all-electron ab initio code developed by the Fritz-Haber-
Institut of the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Berlin. Its functionality includes structure optimiza-
tion, ab initio molecular dynamics, perturbation theory calculations and molecular transport
calculations for both periodic and non-periodic structures. Unlike ABINIT, the full set of
electrons are simulated using atom-centered numeric basis functions. While this approach
is much more time consuming, it is also independent of pseudopotentials or PAW atomic
data files. As such, FHI-AIMS is well suited to validate the ABINIT results. Like ABINIT,
FHI-AIMS offers a set of exchange- and correlation-potentials to choose from and is capable
of parallel computing.
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3.2 Computational Methods
3.2.1 Self Consistent Cycle and Structural Relaxation
The PAW implementation [122] of ABINIT is used in this work with PAW atomic data
sets from the GBRV library[123, 124]. The energy cutoff is set to 18 Ha and the PAW en-
ergy cutoff for the double grid is set to 22 Ha by default if not otherwise stated. The LDA
Perdew-Zunger-Ceperley-Alder parametrization [95, 96] for the exchange-correlation is used
in all calculations as defined by the PAW atomic data sets. During the SCF-cycle the error
vector is calculated by Pulay mixing [125, 126] based upon the 7 previous iterations of the
SCF-cycle. The exit condition of the SCF-cycle is based on the differences of interatomic
forces between individual iterations of the cycle and set to a value of 1 10 6 Ha=a0. As the
c-phase only has one degree of freedom, this exit condition of the SCF-cycle is inappropriate.
Instead, an exit condition based upon the differences in the potential residual between indi-
vidual iterations of the cycle is used and set to 1 10 15. For structural optimization, the
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno minimization method [127, 128, 129, 130] is used with a
force based exit condition of 1 10 5 Ha=a0. Lattice parameters are allowed to relax freely.
The Brillouin zone is sampled with a Monkhorst-Pack[131] k-Point grid of 444 divided by
the number of 12-atomic standard cells in each corresponding direction. A set of self-made
pseudopotentials (SM-PP) were used in the author’s 2015 publication Materlik et al.[50].
Some of these calculations will be presented here for comparison. An energy cut of 30 Ha was
used in combination with a 6  6  6 k-point grid. The exit criteria were identical to those
used for the GBRV library.
For validation of the ABINIT results, several calculations were repeated with FHI-AIMS
using numerical basis functions with “tight” settings and first and second tier basis functions
enabled. For the exchange-correlation the LDA Perdew-Wang parametrization [97] is used
with stopping criteria for the electronic convergence of 1 10 4 eV=Å and 1 10 3 eV=Å for
the structural convergence. The Brillouin zone is sampled with a 6 6 6 Monkhorst-Pack
grid divided by the number of 12-atomic standard cells in each corresponding direction.
3.2.2 Total Energy Derivatives
The ABINIT code offers the ability to calculate the spatial derivatives of the total energy[120,
121]. From these derivatives, properties like elastic modulus, piezoelectric tensors, dielectric
constants and phonon mode frequencies can be calculated. Fully relaxed 12 atomic cells of
HfO2 and ZrO2 were used for the m-, f-, f’-, t-, and c-phase. For the o-phase, 24 atomic unit
cells were used. The calculations were performed with a 2  2  2 q-point grid. To ensure
accurate results, the wave functions of the relaxed structures were recalculated with a stricter
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exit criterion with a value of 1 10 20 for the residual potential. The results were analyzed
with the MRGDDB and ANADDB tools included within the ABINIT package. The acoustic
sum rule is enforced. For the integration of the thermodynamic functions, the q-point grid
is interpolated to a 30 30 30 Monkhorst-Pack grid. The results are analyzed for phonon
frequencies, entropy, dielectric matrix, piezoelectric matrix and stiffness matrix.
3.2.3 Stress and Strain Calculation
Stress calculations[132] are performed with uni-axial, bi-axial, and hydrostatic stress condi-
tions. The stress targets ranged from  5 GPa to 5 GPa in intervals of 1 GPa. 12 atomic
cells of HfO2, Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and ZrO2 were used for the m-, f-, f’-, t-, and c-phase. For the
o-phase, 24 atomic unit cells were used with the same stoichiometries. Uni-axial stress was
applied in the [100], [010], and [001] directions, bi-axial stress was applied to the (100), (010),
and (001) lattice plains. Lattice parameters and ion positions were fully relaxed under the
aforementioned stress conditions. The results are analyzed both in terms of stress and strain.
3.2.4 Electric Fields and Polarization
Berry phase electric field calculations were performed with undoped structures of HfO2 and
ZrO2. The electric perturbations were applied to all three dimensions. The cell size was 12
atoms for the investigated phases. Ionic positions and lattice constants were relaxed freely.
The results were analyzed in terms of polarization and dielectric tensor.
3.3 Defect Types and Defect Structure Generation
Defect structures are generated by either removing, adding, or replacing one or more atoms
within an otherwise pure (super-)cell. This results in either vacancy, interstitial, or substi-
tutional defects. A combination of two or more of these defects is possible. Dopants are
considered to substitute hafnium or zirconium within this work if not otherwise stated. They
might be accompanied by an oxygen vacancy.
3.3.1 Defect Types and Defect Reactions of Charge Neutral Defects
Due to the ionic character of Hf1 xZrxO2, removing, adding, or replacing one or more ions
can alter the charge of the supercell. In order to maintain a charge neutral simulation area,
it may be necessary to introduce one or more electrons or holes depending on the type and
placement of the defect. This section will explain the different types of defects in the example
HfO2. Defects in ZrO2 are completely analog to the examples presented here. In the case of
II-valent dopants, the following hafnium substituting dopant defect structures are considered.
The M(II)Hf defect with the Kröger-Vink defect reaction:
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FIG. 3.1: (a) MHf, (b) MHfVO and (c) (2MHf)VO defects. Blue: Hf, red: O, green: dopant
M, white: vacancy
1/2 O2 + M(II)O  ! M(II)00Hf + 2 h + 2 OO (3.3.1)
In the Kröger-Vink notation, positive charges are indicated by the ""-symbol, negative
charges by the "0"-symbol. Since the II-valent dopant is replacing IV-valent hafnium, 2
holes are needed in order to charge compensate for the additional oxygen in the vicinity of
the dopant. Therefore, the M(II)Hf defect is an electronically compensated defect. Since
there is only one Wyckoff position for hafnium in all investigated space groups, all possible
dopant positions are symmetrically equivalent. Therefore only one calculation needs to be
performed per dopant species for this defect structure. This is true for all valences of dopants.
Calculations are performed with 96- and 48-atomic (super-) cells. It is assumed, that the
defect to defect interaction across the boundaries of the (super-) cells is negligible. This
assumption is made for all charge neutral defects. An example of a MHf structure can also be
found in Figure 3.1 (a). Charge compensation can also be achieved by introducing an oxygen
vacancy instead of the holes. This leads to the M(II)HfVO defect with the Kröger-Vink defect
reaction:
M(II)O  ! M(II)00Hf + VO + 2 OO (3.3.2)
Since charge compensation is achieved by the removal of one oxygen-ion this defect is
ionically compensated. The opposite charge of dopant and vacancy leads to an attractive
force. The vacancy is therefore placed directly next to the dopant atom. As there are
eight neighboring oxygen ions to each hafnium, eight possible structures for this defect are
considered. Due to symmetry, this number can be reduced to two or one for the t-and c-
phase respectively. Calculations are performed with 96- and 48-atomic (super-) cells. An
example of a MHfVO structure can also be found in Figure 3.1 (b). The list of II-valent
dopants considered in this work is Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba. The defect generation of III-
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valent dopants is more complicated, due to the uneven amount of electrons. This leads to
three types of hafnium substituting dopant defect structures. The electronically compensated
defect M(III)Hf is similar to the M(II)Hf defect.
1/2 O2 + M(III)2O3  ! 2 (M(III)0Hf + h + 2 OO) (3.3.3)
As can be seen in the Kröger-Vink defect reaction only one electron-hole is required. Cal-
culations are performed with 96-, 48-, and 24-atomic (super-) cells. The M(III)HfVO defect
is different from the M(II)HfVO defect as it requires one additional electron together with the
oxygen vacancy to be charge neutral. The defect is therefore referred to as mixed compen-
sated.
M(III)2O3  ! 2 (M(III)0Hf + OO + VO + e0) + 1/2 O2 (3.3.4)
Like in the M(II)HfVO the eight neighboring oxygen ions are investigated as positions for
the vacancy. Calculations are performed with 96-, 48-, and 24-atomic (super-) cells. The
ionically compensated defect (2M(III)Hf)VO pairs two dopant ions with one oxygen vacancy.
It can be written with the Kröger-Vink defect reaction:
M(III)2O3  ! 2 M(III)0Hf + 3 OO + VO (3.3.5)
In a 96-atomic supercell of HfO2, there are 1  31  64 = 1984 possible combinations
to place two dopant atoms and one vacancy. However, this number can be cut in half or
less due to symmetry, leading to up to 992 structurally nonequivalent structures of this
defect. The exact number depends on the space group of the supercell. This reduced number
of necessary calculations still exceeds the computational budget of this work. Therefore a
reduced set of structures based on the works of Parkes et al. [133, 134] was calculated. Due
to the high degree of symmetry Parkes et al. were able to calculate the energetically most
favorable positions of one and two (2YHf)VO defects within one 96-atomic supercell of cubic
ZrO2. These defect positions can be mapped to positions within the other space groups. The
ambiguity in mapping the lattice constants of the c-phase to the lattice constants of the other
space groups leads to up to six structural nonequivalent defect structures. Atomic positions
of these structures can be found in the Appendix A in the tables 6.8 and 6.9. An example of
a (2MHf)VO structure can also be found in Figure 3.1 (c).
The list of III-valent dopants considered in this work includes Al, Y, and La. The intro-
duction of electrons or holes in electronically or mixed compensated defects necessitates an
adaption of the Fermi level. IV-valent dopant defects structures require no charge compen-
sation when the dopant is substituting for hafnium.
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FIG. 3.2: (a) AlI, (b) (2AlI)VHf and (c) (2AlI)VHfVO defects. Blue: Hf, red: O, green: dopant
M, white: vacancy
M(IV)O2  ! M(IV)Hf + 2 OO (3.3.6)
Therefore the mixture of hafnium and zirconium in the form of Hf1 xZrxO2 does not require
any form of charge compensation. Calculations for Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 are performed with 12- or
24- atomic cells. There are two kinds of vacancies in HfO2. The oxygen vacancy with the
Kröger-Vink defect reaction:
OO  ! VO + 2 e0 + 1/2 O2 (3.3.7)
As there are two Wyckoff positions for oxygen in the m-, o-, f’-, and f-phase two nonequiv-
alent oxygen vacancies exist. In the t-and c-phase, only one Wyckoff position and therefore
oxygen vacancy exists. Calculations are performed with 96- and 48-atomic super-cells. There
is also the possibility of a hafnium vacancy with the Kröger-Vink defect reaction
HfHf  ! V0000Hf+ 4 h + Hf (3.3.8)
The single Wyckoff position for hafnium in all space groups necessitates the calculation of
only one defect structure as all hafnium positions are structurally equivalent. Calculations
are performed with 96- and 48-atomic super-cells. Within this work, two kinds of interstitial
defects are considered, dopant interstitials and oxygen interstitials. For the sake of simplicity,
the source of the interstitial oxygen is assumed to be external rather than an oxygen from a
lattice site. Therefore, the Kröger-Vink defect reaction is:
O2  ! O00I+ 2 h + 1/2 O2 (3.3.9)
Three different types of aluminum interstitials were examined. A single aluminum on an
interstitial site AlI:
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1/2 Al2O3  ! AlI + 3 e0 + 3/4 O2 (3.3.10)
Both defects with a single interstitial atom are calculated in 96-atomic super-cells. Positions
of the interstitials are listed in Appendix A in section 6. Figure 3.2 (a) depicts AlI defect
as an example. The second investigated aluminum interstitial defect includes two aluminum
atoms placed in the vicinity of a hafnium vacancy (2AlI)VHf:
Al2O3 + HfHf  ! 2(AlI + OO) + V0000Hf + Hf + 2 e0 + 1/2 O2 (3.3.11)
The third investigated interstitial aluminum defect is identical to the previous one with
the addition of an oxygen vacancy:
Al2O3 + HfHf + OO  ! 2(AlI + OO) + V0000Hf + Hf + VO + 4 e0 + O2 (3.3.12)
The placement of the hafnium vacancy and the two aluminum interstitials is identical in
both the second and third interstitial defect. Both interstitials are placed on the hafnium
vacancy site but moved upwards and downwards along the z-axis to avoid overlapping. All
oxygen atoms neighboring either of the interstitials are considered for the placement of the
oxygen vacancy in the (2AlI)VHfVO defect structure. Positions of both defects are listed in
the Appendix A in section 6. The defect structures are depicted in figure 3.2 (b) and (c)
respectively.
Aluminum was also considered as a substitutional dopant for oxygen due to its small size
in comparison with hafnium. The Kröger-Vink defect reaction of the AlO defect is:
Al2O3 + OO  ! 2 AlO + 3 e0 + 2 O2 (3.3.13)
As there are two Wyckoff positions for oxygen in the m-, o-, f’-, and f-phase two nonequiv-
alent oxygen vacancies exist. In the t-and c-phase there is only one Wyckoff position, and
therefore only one oxygen vacancy exists. Calculations are performed with 96- and 48-atomic
super-cells.
In order to compare the results of these different defect structures with each other, a uni-
form definition of defect or dopant concentration is needed. When not otherwise stated, all
defect concentrations in this work a given in f:u:% which is defined in the following way:
for cations:
f.u.% =
number of defect cations  100 %
number of HfO2 formula units in defect free cell
(3.3.14)
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Substitutional dopants, interstitial dopants and Hf vacancies each count towards the num-
ber of defect cations with a value of 1. In cases like the (2AlI)VHf defect, where there are both
interstitial dopants and Hf vacancies, one interstitial dopant is combined with one Hf vacancy
and count together with a value of 1, since this arrangement is similar to one substitutional
dopant. Since the formula unit of Hf1 xZrxO2 only has one cation, this definition is identical
to cat % in most cases.
for anions:
f.u.% =
number of defect anions  100 %
number of HfO2 formula units in defect free cell
(3.3.15)
The rules for counting the number of defect anions are identical to the rules for counting
the number of defect cations. However, since the formula unit of Hf1 xZrxO2 has two anions,
this definition is identical to 2  ani % (ani = anion). In defect structures where there are
both defect anions and cations, only the higher value counts, as anion and cation defects are
thought to be coupled.
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3.3.2 Formation Energy and Charged Defects
The formation energy Ef is the energy required to create a defect X within a crystal lattice.
It is calculated as:
Ef (X; q) = U0(X; q)  U0(pure) 
X
i
mii
+q(F + V B(pure) + V (X; 0)) + ECorr(X; q) (3.3.16)
U0(X; q) is the total energy of a structure with defect, U0(pure) the total energy of the
same structure without defect. i is the chemical potential of a species of atom that is either
removed or added from the lattice during the creation of the defect, mi is the corresponding
number of atoms of that species. Positive numbers for mi indicate that atoms are added,
negative numbers that atoms are removed. For charged defects with charge q that are not
locally compensated other ions, electrons or holes the Fermi energy F in respect to the
valence band edge V B needs to be added. For correct alignment with the band structure,
an offset V may be necessary.
In order to account for the long-range self-interaction EMP of defects across the periodicity
of the (super)cell, a correction term ECorr may be added to equation 3.3.16. This term can be
determined by fitting the total energies of 96- and 324-atomic supercells with a Makov-Payne
scaling law[135] and extrapolating to infinity:
EMP =
aMP
L
+ cMP (3.3.17)
ECorr = EMP (1)  EMP (L0) =  aMP
L0
(3.3.18)
aMP and cMP are fit parameters and L is the size of the supercell. However, due to the
large expenditure in calculation time necessary to calculate a 324-atomic supercell, this term
is set to zero within this work if not otherwise stated.
The ab initio calculation of charged dopants within supercells with ABINIT requires the
specification of the desired charge, otherwise, a charge neutral calculation is performed. How-
ever, the electrostatic potential and the total energy are ill-defined within periodic boundary
conditions[136]. Therefore it is necessary to introduce a background charge. Within this
work, this is done by setting the average of the smooth electrostatic potential to zero.
The formation energies required for equation 3.3.16 are calculated from ab initio. The
chemical potential of Hf is calculated from a two atomic hexagonal close-packed (hcp) unit
cell of metallic Hf.
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Hf =
U0(hcp-Hf)
2
(3.3.19)
For the dopant atoms, the chemical potential i is calculated from the thermodynamic
most stable oxide using the chemical potential of oxygen O. Therefore, for II- and III-valent
dopants the chemical potential M is:
M(II) = U0(M(II))  O (3.3.20)
M(III) =
U0(M(III))  3O
2
(3.3.21)
The chemical potential of oxygen is treated as a variable within this work and is varied from
an oxygen-poor condition to an oxygen-rich condition. The oxygen-rich chemical potential is
simply calculated from the oxygen molecule.
Or =
U0(O2)
2
(3.3.22)
HfO2 thin films are often grown on Si or a metal electrode. Both substrates may compete
with Hf for oxygen. The value for the chemical potential in the oxygen-poor condition is
therefore set to the value, where the bulk substrate precipitates into its own oxide [137]. This
was done for both Si and Ti, however, both materials returned similar values for the chemical
potential of oxygen. The value from anatase-TiO2 is used in the rest of this work for the
oxygen-poor chemical potential.
Op =
U0(anatase-TiO2)  Ti
2
(3.3.23)
The chemical potential is calculated from hcp-Ti in the same way as for Hf. Since the
formation energy is a linear function of the chemical potential, the formation energy can be
linearly interpolated from the oxygen-rich and poor values.
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4 Grain size and Surface /
Interface Energy Model
The ferroelectric properties of undoped Hf1 xZrxO2 show a thickness dependence[76, 77],
as previously discussed in chapter 2.3.4. This can be attributed to the poly-crystalline
nature[138] of the ferroelectric films in combination with a surface or interface effect. These
surfaces/interfaces have corresponding surface/interface energies, that can stabilize phases
other than the ground state phase. This effect has previously been observed in a monoclinic
to tetragonal phases transition in ZrO2 [80]. In the following sections, models will be devel-
oped that attempt to reproduce the experimental thickness and stoichiometry dependence of
ferroelectricity in undoped Hf1 xZrxO2 thin films. This is done by using the DFT results to
describe the bulk of the grains in the polycrystalline material and a thermodynamic descrip-
tion of the surface/interface energy with phenomenological model parameters. The associated
values of the specific surface/interface energies are model parameters that are used to fit the
model to experimental data. In section 4.1 a surface energy model is described, which is based
on the formerly published model by the author in 2015 in the Journal of Applied Physics[50].
In section 4.2 this model is further refined into an interface energy model due to new experi-
mental data available at the time. This interface model was published in 2017 in the Journal
of Applied Physics[51]. This publication further improved upon the model by introducing a
grain size distribution model, which will be briefly discussed in section 4.3. This combined
model is the product of close cooperation between the author and his coworker Christopher
Künneth, who should be explicitly credited for his work on the grain size distribution model.
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4.1 Surface Energy Model
FIG. 4.1: Model of a grain with grain radius rG and grain thickness dG. The grain thickness
is assumed to be equal to the film thickness.
This surface model assumes cylindrical grains of uniform thickness dG equal to the film
thickness and uniform radius rG as depicted in figure 4.1. The surface A and volume V of
such a grain is:
A = 2rG(rG + dG) (4.1.1)
V = 2dGr
2
G (4.1.2)
The surface energy  S ( ) can be interpreted as an interface energy between the grain
and it’s surroundings or vacuum and is therefore calculated as:
 S() = A = 2rG(rG + dG) (4.1.3)
where  is the value of the specific surface energy of phase  ( 2 m-,f-,t-phase). This
surface energy has to be added to the bulk energy of the grain consisting of NG formula units
Hf1 xZrxO2. The entropy contribution has to be taken into account as well. Therefore, the
free energy (Helmholtz or Gibbs) present in the grain is:
F () = NG(U0()  TS()) +  S() (4.1.4)
However, it is more practical to break down this energy to the formula unit, which can be
achieved by dividing equation 4.1.4 by NG. The number of formula units can be calculated
from the grain volume, the volume of the unit cell V0, and the number of formula units per
unit cell, the latter having a value of 4 in the example of the f-phase. Henceforth the unit cell
volumes V12 of all phases are calculated as 12 atomic cells, regardless of the actual number
of atoms in the unit cell.
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NG = 4
V
V12(f)
= 4
2dGr
2
G
V12(f)
(4.1.5)
By inserting equation 4.1.5 and 4.1.3 into equation 4.1.4, the energy stored in the grain
broken down to the formula unit can be calculated as:
F () = U0()  TS() + rG(rG + dG)V12()
4dGr2G
(4.1.6)
The values of  are model parameters which need to be fitted to experimental data. When
determining the stable phase, it is important to account for the conservation of mass, as a
given grain consisting of NG formula units can have different volumes, depending on the
phase it forms. This model assumes that in addition to the number of unit cells, the film
thickness is conserved as well. This means that grains only vary in grain radius rG. NG is
determined by a reference grain, with a given aspect ratio rG=dG and a given phase (f-phase).
rG() =
s
NGV12()
8dG
= rG(f)
s
V12()
V12(f)
(4.1.7)
With this surface energy model, the preferred phase of a grain with a given radius rG and
film thickness dG can be determined by calculating the free energy for all phases and choosing
the phase, for which the free energy F is minimal.
(rG; x) = minF (rG; x;0) (4.1.8)
0 2 m-,f-,t-phase
The results of this model were published in 2015 in the Journal of Applied Physics[50].
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4.2 Interface Energy Model
The observation of a tetragonal interlayer by Grimley et al.[139] and Pešić et al.[140] at the
surface of Gd-doped HfO2 grains with high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) inspired the transition from a surface energy model to
a coherent interface energy model. Within this model, the grain consists of a bulk or core
region in the center and an interlayer in the outer region, as is depicted in figure 4.2 (a).
The interlayer consists of t-phase Hf1 xZrxO2, the core assumes any phase that minimizes
the energy of the system. Core and interlayer are separated by a coherent interface with
an associated interface energy, whose value depends on the phase of the core as well as the
interface area. The interlayer also forms an outer surface to the surrounding grains or
electrodes.
FIG. 4.2: (a) Model of a single grain. (b) Model of multiple grains with a tetragonal interface
layer, where the bulk phase is determined by the surface to volume ratio of the interface and
the interface energy
The energy present in the grain is calculated from the bulk energy U0 of the core, the
entropy contribution TS, the interface energy between the core and the tetragonal surface
layer  I , and a term Ct which summarizes the bulk energy of the tetragonal surface layer
and the surface energy of the grain.
F = U0   TS +  I + Ct (4.2.1)
Since the interlayer always consists of the tetragonal phase and is also very thin, the term
Ct is assumed to be independent of the bulk phase of the grain. As a consequence this term
can be neglected in the determination of the stable phase. The interface energy is calculated
in a similar fashion to the surface energy:
 I() =
erG(erG + edG)V12()
4edGer2G et (4.2.2)
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erG and edG are the radius and thickness of the grain core. The thickness of the tetragonal
interlayer  is assumed to be uniform over the whole grain with a value of 1 nm. It therefore
follows:
erG = rG    and edG = dG   2 (4.2.3)
The values of the interface energies et are fit parameters but can be approximated from
the surface energies of Materlik et al.[50] as:
et =    t (4.2.4)
Therefore, the value of ett is set to 0, which can also be understood as a perfectly coherent
interface between the tetragonal interlayer and bulk. Values for the total energy, specific
interface energy, cell volume are linearly interpolated between HfO2 and ZrO2.
While this model is inspired by the experimental observations of Grimley et al.[139] and
Pešić et al.[140], there are some simplifications and assumptions inherent within the model.
Particularly it assumes, that the interlayer surrounds the core in its entirety, while the exper-
imental observations of these interlayers focused on the boundary to the electrodes. Whether
these interlayers also exist at the boundary to neighboring grains is not sufficiently known.
The possible influence of dopants on these interlayers is also neglected. Both Grimley et al.
and Pešić et al. observed the interlayers in Gd-doped HfO2.
4.3 Grain Radius Distribution
Experimental observations with X-ray diffraction (XRD)[64, 76, 79, 62] and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)[141, 142, 139, 62] reveal, that Hf1 xZrxO2 thin films produced with ALD
or CSD are poly-crystalline were the individual grains vary in grain size, grain orientation, and
phase. The material properties of such a film are therefore the result of an average of grains
with corresponding individual properties weighted by stoichiometry and phase composition.
Since the values of the dielectric permittivity and remanent polarization depend on the phase,
the film values can be calculated from the volumetric fraction of each phase within the thin
film. The volumetric fractions of each phase can be calculated from the interface energy
model if the grain radius distribution f;
erG; edG; x is known.
k(edG; x) = Z 1
0
2erG edG  f; erG; edG; x k erG; edG; x derG
(4.3.1)
Pr(edG; x) = Z 1
0
2erG edG  f; erG; edG; x P^r erG; edG; x derG
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Hoffmann et al.[142] proposed an incomplete gamma function   as the distribution function
for grain radii in Si-doped HfO2 ALD films, where the shape parameter is dependent on the
stoichiometry. A similar investigation into Hf1 xZrxO2 (x = 0, 0.19, 0.43, 0.70, and 1)
by Park et al.[143] revealed a correlation between film thickness (dG = 14:2 nm, 19:2 nm,
24:2 nm, and 29:2 nm) and grain radii. However, the strength of this correlation was found to
be inversely correlated with the stoichiometry x, as pure ZrO2 showed almost no correlation
to film thickness. The thickness dependence of the grain radii was also observed by Kim et
al.[79] in Hf0:5Zr0:5O2. A beta distribution was fitted to the raw data of Park et al.[143] in
Künneth et al.[51]
f;
erG; edG; x =   (+ )
  ()   ()
 1
2gS(x; edG) 
 erG
2gS(x; edG)
! 1

 
1  erG
2gS(x; edG)
! 1
(4.3.2)
 and  are fit parameters and were set to a value of 3 by manual adjustment,   is the
gamma function. The distribution function is fitted to the experimental data by Park et
al.(see Künneth et al. [144]) with the scale function gS , which also includes the stoichiometry
dependency.
gS(x; edG) = edG  7
10
(1  x) + 18x arctan
 edG
10
!
(4.3.3)
The purpose of this model is to calculate phase fractions, dielectric constants and remanent
polarization from a given stoichiometry and grain size distribution. The results of this model
are depicted in chapter 5.5 and were published in 2017 in the Journal of Applied Physics[51].
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5 Results of DFT Calculations
5.1 Convergence Study
In order to achieve reliable results when performing DFT calculations and not waste compu-
tational resources, a convergence study was performed. The parameters investigated are the
energy cutoff of the plane wave basis set, the energy cutoff of the double grid surrounding
each atom used for PAW calculations, and the number of k-points used in the k-point grid.
The precision of the calculations increases with increasing values of these parameters, but so
does the computational effort and memory usage.
FIG. 5.1: The convergence of the total energy difference jU0j between the m- and f-phase
as an absolute value. The most precise calculation serves as the reference point for the total
energy. (a) depicts the total energy dependency from the energy cutoff, (b) from the k-point
grid, and (c) from the PAW energy cutoff.
Figure 5.1 shows the convergence of the total energy difference between the m- and f-phase
as a function of the three investigated parameters. The values of the most precise calculations
are set to zero. At a value of 18 Ha for the energy cutoff, jU0j drops below 0:1 meV which
shall be considered sufficiently converged. The same is true for a k-point grid of 444 and
a PAW cut off of 22 Ha. Figure 5.2 shows the convergence of the lattice constants a, b, and c
as well as the unit cell volume of the f-phase. The values of the most precise calculations are
set to zero. A convergence of 0:001Å or better for the lattice constants and 0:005Å3 for the
unit cell volume can be achieved with values of 18 Ha for the energy cutoff, 4 4 4 for the
k-point grid, and 22 Ha for the PAW cutoff. These values are therefore used in the set up of
all other calculation as described in section 3.2. However, the k-point grid is being scaled to
the size of the cell for supercell calculations.
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FIG. 5.2: The convergence of the lattice constants jaj, jbj, jcj, and jV j for f-phase as
an absolute value. The most precise calculation serves as the reference point. (a) depicts the
lattice constant dependency from the energy cutoff, (b) from the k-point grid, and (c) from
the PAW energy cutoff.
5.2 Total Energy and Structure
With the parameters from section 5.1 the total energy and lattice constants can be calcu-
lated. Table 5.1 shows the simulation results for 6 HfO2 polymorphs for total energy, lattice
constants (scaled to 12 atomic cell), cell volume (scaled to 12 atomic cell), and mass density.
Ab initio values from the literature are provided for comparison. Experimental results are
printed directly below the corresponding simulation results. The sequence in total energy
from lowest to highest is m-, o-, f-, f’-, t-, and c-phase. Consequently, the total energy of the
m-phase is set to zero for better comparison. The total energies of the other phases are given
in reference to the m-phase. Comparing the total energy values of this work with those from
the literature, it becomes apparent, that the sequence in total energy of the phases is pre-
served, regardless of the method used. Furthermore, the total energies of this work obtained
with PAW atomic data files from the GBRV library resemble closely those obtained with the
all-electron code FHI-AIMS from Künneth et al.[145], giving credibility to the chosen data
set. While the sequence in total energy is preserved, the exact values differ depending on
the chosen method. A particular trend that can be observed is, that the total energy values
of the different phases cluster much more together with the LDA, than it is the case with
GGA/PBE12
Table 5.1 also lists the lattice constants, cell volume and mass density of the different
phases. These values are given for 12 atomic cells for better comparison. Values for the o-,
f’-, t-, and c-phase were adjusted accordingly. Furthermore, table 5.1 attempts to present
1PBE is a commonly used GGA functional.
2The total energy values of Huan et al.[47] may, in fact, be free energy values at 0K and therefore contain
a zero point energy contribution. The label 0K is sometimes used for both physical quantities in the
literature and the authors of [47] did not specify which convention they used.
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the results in a uniform crystallographic orientation. Since the crystallographic orientation
is not consistent throughout the literature, this means that the sequence of lattice constants
is permuted compared to the original works. Specifically, this affects the f-phase of Müller et
al.[26], as well as the f-and o-phase of Huan et al.[47]. In all three cases, the lattice constants
a and b are exchanged. Values of the cell volume and mass density where calculated from
the lattice constants and the atomic weights from the IUPAC technical report of 2016[36] if
not provided within the original research.
LDA calculations are known to underestimate the values of lattice constants. This effect
is known and recorded in the literature[146]. This can also be observed in the data presented
here. This can in part be explained, that the ab initio calculations do not take the thermal
expansion into account, while experimental values necessarily do. GGA/PBE calculations
are better in reproducing experimental values for the lattice constants, even without taking
the thermal expansion into account. It is possible to calculate the thermal expansion from
first principles, however, this is beyond the scope of this work.
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TABLE 5.1: Simulation and experimental results of the 6 HfO2 polymorphs. Values for cell
volume and mass density are calculated from lattice constants if not provided in the original
research. Lattice constants are for 12 atomic cells.
Name Symb. Method U0 [meVf:u: ] a [Å] b [Å] c [Å]  V12 [Å
3] m [ gcm3 ]
m-phase P21/c LDA1 0.000 5.038 5.121 5.200 80:34 132.251 10.57
LDA2 0.000 5.120 5.175 5.298 80:3 138.440 10.10
LDA3 0.000 5.032 5.141 5.218 80:399 133.595 10.47
PBE4 0.000 5.14 5.20 5.31 80:2 139.855 10.00
LDA5 0.000 4.95 5.06 5.08 80:47 125.483 11.14
PBE6 0.000 5.085 5.159 5.262 80:298 136.066 10.28
GGA7 0.000 5.128 5.191 5.297 80:29 138.983 10.06
LDA7 0.000
Exp.8 5.116 5.172 5.295 80.82 138.04 10.13
Exp.9 5.07 5.14 5.29 136.09 10.27
Exp.10 4.97 5.24 5.18 133.17 10.50
o-phase Pbca LDA1 26.656 4.993 5.100 5.206 90:00 132.547 10.55
LDA2 24.014 5.077 5.155 5.296 90:00 138.607 10.09
LDA3 28.1 5.010 5.117 5.223 90:00 133.898 10.44
PBE4 70 5.015 5.08 5.27 90:00 134.260 10.41
GGA7 65 4.916 5.169 4.962 90:00 126.088 11.09
LDA7 29
Exp.11 5.01 5.11 5.23 133.89 10.44
f-phase Pca21 LDA1 52.416 4.961 5.163 4.980 90:00 127.550 10.96
LDA2 61.974 5.037 5.237 5.056 90:00 133.371 10.48
LDA3 49.5 4.978 5.182 4.998 90:00 128.928 10.84
PBE4 80 5.01 5.29 5.08 90:00 134.635 10.38
PBE6 62.7 5.107 4.900 4.920 90:00 123.120 11.36
f’-phase Pmn21 LDA1 108.496 5.040 5.065 5.040 83:80 127.937 10.93
PBE4 160 4.82 5.18 5.42 134.533 10.39
t-phase P42/mnc LDA1 113.989 4.984 4.984 5.072 90:00 125.997 11.10
LDA2 92.54 5.048 5.048 5.140 90:00 130.979 10.67
LDA3 115.8 5.004 5.004 5.102 90:00 127.754 10.94
PBE4 175 5.063 5.063 5.28 90:00 135.347 10.33
PBE6 137.1 5.030 5.030 5.146 90:00 130.198 10.74
GGA7 156 5.059 5.059 5.200 90:00 133.086 10.51
LDA7 99
Exp.12 5.061 5.061 5.201 133.217 10.49
c-phase Fm3m LDA1 167.875 4.981 4.981 4.981 90:00 123.585 11.31
LDA2 135.777 5.047 5.047 5.047 90:00 128.558 10.88
LDA3 5.003 5.003 5.003 90:00 125.207 11.17
PBE6 208.2 5.029 5.029 5.029 90:00 127.188 10.99
GGA7 237 5.063 5.063 5.063 90:00 129.785 10.77
LDA7 152
Exp.10 5.08 5.08 5.08 131.10 10.66
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When comparing the ab initio results for lattice constants of this work with experimental
results, one finds good agreement among them, apart from the before mentioned underesti-
mation of about 1 % to 2 % due to the nature of LDA and the lack of thermal expansion. An
exception to that rule appears to be the o-phase, where both all electron LDA and GBRV
LDA produce quite accurate results, assuming the correctness of the experimental data. As
a consequence, the o-phase is identified as the phase with the largest cell volume by ab ini-
tio calculations. As a result, one might be mistaken into believing that an o- to f-phase
transition is a promising candidate for a giant piezoelectric effect when only looking at ab
initio results, especially when taking into account the structural similarity of the two phases.
However, this large volume difference between the two phases is not present in experimental
data, where the m-phase has the largest volume of all phases. When comparing the results
of PAW-LDA with atomic data sets from the GBRV library, LDA with SM pseudopotentials,
and all electron LDA with FHI-AIMS one finds that GBRV better approximates the total
energy of the all-electron code, but LDA with SM pseudo potentials produces better values
for the lattice parameters than either of the other two LDA methods.
1this work, with PAW atomic data sets from the GBRV library
2From Ref. [50], with SM-LDA pseudo potentials
3From Ref. [145], all electron LDA with FHI-AIMS
4From Ref. [47]
5From Ref. [48]
6From Ref. [49]
7From Ref. [147]
8From Ref. [148]
9From Ref. [26]
10From Ref. [149]
11From Ref. [150]
12Extrapolated by Ref. [151] from [35]
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Table 5.2 shows the simulation results for 6 Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 polymorphs for total energy,
lattice constants (scaled to 12 atomic cell), cell volume (scaled to 12 atomic cell), and mass
density. Ab initio values from the literature are provided for comparison. Experimental
results are printed directly below the corresponding simulation results. The Hf0:5Zr0:5O2
data is presented in an identical fashion as the HfO2 data.
TABLE 5.2: Simulation and experimental results of the 6 Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 polymorphs. Values
for cell volume and mass density are calculated from lattice constants if not provided in the
original research. Lattice constants are for 12 atomic cells.
Name Symb. Method U0 [meVf:u: ] a [Å] b [Å] c [Å]  V12 [Å
3] m [ gcm3 ]
m-phase P21/c LDA1 0.000 5.065 5.150 5.223 80:40 134.326 8.25
LDA2 0.000 5.116 5.193 5.288 80:4 138.521 8.00
LDA3 0.000 5.069 5.160 5.231 80:435 134.920 8.21
Exp.4 5.127 5.177 5.299 80.72 138.80 7.98
o-phase Pbca LDA1 25.354 5.021 5.128 5.228 90:00 134.608 8.23
LDA2 24.636 5.075 5.172 5.289 90:00 138.825 7.98
Exp.5 5.024 5.071 5.249 133.73 8.29
f-phase Pca21 LDA1 44.663 4.989 5.188 5.005 90:00 129.549 8.55
LDA2 49.090 5.041 5.241 5.057 90:00 133.605 8.30
LDA3 43.6 4.998 5.197 5.015 90:00 130.263 8.51
Exp.6 5.01 5.25 5.05 132.83 8.34
f’-phase Pmn21 LDA1 88.992 5.052 5.103 5.057 84:96 129.864 8.53
t-phase P42/mnc LDA1 80.791 5.008 5.011 5.091 90:00 127.763 8.67
LDA2 70.775 5.055 5.054 5.144 90:00 131.419 8.43
LDA3 81.1 5.016 5.019 5.105 90:00 128.541 8.62
c-phase Fm3m LDA1 135.691 5.004 5.005 5.005 90:00 125.338 8.84
LDA2 118.040 5.051 5.051 5.050 90:00 128.839 8.60
The sequence in total energy from lowest to highest is m-, o-, f-, t-, f’-, and c-phase. This
means the t-phase has overtaken the f’-phase. Otherwise, the sequence remains the same as in
HfO2. However, the total energies are clustered more closely together than in HfO2, regard-
less of method. Despite experimental observation of ferroelectric behavior in Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 by
Müller et al.[26] and others, neither ferroelectric phase becomes energetically stable. This
means that the observed ferroelectricity in Hf1 xZrxO2 thin films is not an effect of the total
energy alone. Consequently, this means other effects must contribute. Similar to HfO2, the
1this work, with PAW atomic data sets from the GBRV library
2From Ref. [50], with SM-LDA pseudo potentials
3From Ref. [51], all electron LDA with FHI-AIMS
4From Ref. [34] at 1000 C Hf0:60Zr0:40O2
5From Ref. [150]
6From Ref. [26]
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PAW calculations with the GBRV atomic data sets resemble the all-electron calculations with
FHI-AIMS more closely in terms of total energy, than the SM-PP calculations do. However,
when comparing the lattice parameters of experiment and simulation, SM-PP calculations
are a closer fit than either GBRV or all-electron calculations. A similar trend was observed
in HfO2. Likewise, the lattice constants have a tendency to come out short in the ab initio
calculations due to the LDA.
Table 5.3 shows the simulation results for 6 ZrO2 polymorphs for total energy, lattice con-
stants (scaled to 12 atomic cell), cell volume (scaled to 12 atomic cell), and mass density.
Ab initio values from the literature are provided for comparison. Experimental results are
printed directly below the corresponding simulation results. The ZrO2 data is presented in an
identical fashion as the HfO2 and Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 data previously. The sequence in total energy
from lowest to highest is m-, o-, f-, t-, f’-, and c-phase, and therefore identical to Hf0:5Zr0:5O2.
The total energies are clustered even more closely together than in HfO2 and Hf0:5Zr0:5O2.
The trend, that calculations with the GBRV library fit closely to the all-electron calculations
with FHI-AIMS, while calculations with the SM-PP best fit the experimental lattice con-
stants remains true for ZrO2.
To summarize the data from Tables 5.1 to 5.3, the total energy results of this work are
consistent with results taken from the literature. The total energy sequence of the various
phases is identical across the literature and the values obtained with the GBRV library closely
resemble the results obtained with the all-electron code FHI-AIMS for all stoichiometries. The
total energies cluster closer together with increasing Zr content, meaning the energy difference
between the phases is smaller for Zr rich crystals than for Hf rich crystals. The total energy
of Hf1 xZrxO2 can be well approximated from the weighted averages of pure HfO2 and ZrO2,
although small deviations in the meV range do exist. The largest deviation from the average
of pure HfO2 and ZrO2 exists for the f’-phase with 5:34 meV. The total energy alone proved
insufficient to explain the observed ferroelectricity regardless of stoichiometry. Looking at
the cell volume, an increase in volume with Zr content is observable in the ab initio data.
This trend is consistent with the presented experimental data. The following sections of this
work will take a closer look at various factors expected to influence the sequence in energies
of the different phases.
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TABLE 5.3: Simulation and experimental results of the 6 ZrO2 polymorphs. Values for cell
volume and mass density are calculated from lattice constants if not provided in the original
research. Lattice constants are for 12 atomic cells.
Name Symb. Methode U0 [meVf:u: ] a [Å] b [Å] c [Å]  V12 [Å
3] m [ gcm3 ]
m-phase P21/c LDA1 0.000 5.088 5.184 5.243 80:46 136.390 6.00
LDA2 0.000 5.106 5.221 5.262 80:541 138.369 5.91
LDA3 0.000 5.088 5.179 5.244 80:45 136.268 6.01
LDA4 0.000 5.09 5.20 5.24 80:61 136.834 5.98
LDA5 0.000 5.085 5.183 5.240 80:54 136.225 6.01
PBE5 0.000 5.190 4.243 5.379 80:35 116.776 7.01
GGA6 0.000 5.197 5.280 5.350 80:47 144.779 5.65
LDA6 0.000
Exp.7 5.159 5.204 5.324 80.97 141.16 5.80
Exp.8 5.15 5.21 5.315 80.69 140.73 5.82
Exp.9 5.14 5.27 5.32 142.32 5.75
o-phase Pbca LDA1 24.305 5.048 5.159 5.251 90:00 136.735 5.99
LDA2 25.158 5.069 5.198 5.264 90:00 138.699 5.90
LDA3 24.6 5.047 5.156 5.250 90:00 136.615 5.99
LDA5 26.124 4.987 5.212 5.030 90:00 130.741 6.26
PBE5 67.47 5.008 5.299 5.132 90:00 136.190 6.01
GGA6 49 5.087 5.315 5.1 90:00 137.891 5.94
LDA6 14
Exp.10 5.043 5.262 5.091 141.879 5.77
f-phase Pca21 LDA1 39.997 5.016 5.215 5.032 90:00 131.651 6.22
LDA2 36.604 5.043 5.247 5.055 90:00 133.758 6.12
LDA3 39.7 5.016 5.213 5.031 90:00 131.562 6.22
LDA4 33.8 5.02 5.22 5.04 90:00 132.070 6.20
Exp.11 5.068 5.260 5.077 135.34 6.05
f’-phase Pmn21 LDA1 80.202 5.077 5.134 5.077 85:43 131.898 6.21
t-phase P42/mnc LDA1 50.708 5.033 5.033 5.112 90:00 129.497 6.32
LDA2 49.657 5.060 5.060 5.149 90:00 131.833 6.21
LDA3 48.1 5.031 5.031 5.110 90:00 129.339 6.33
LDA4 34.3 5.04 5.04 5.12 90:00 130.056 6.29
LDA5 49.86 5.032 5.032 5.110 90:00 129.390 6.33
PBE5 112.02 5.122 5.122 5.284 90:00 138.625 5.90
GGA6 109 5.132 5.132 5.207 90:00 137.139 5.97
LDA6 38
Exp.12 5.08 5.08 5.17 133.42 6.13
Exp.8 5.080 5.080 5.194 134.038 6.09
Exp.9 5.048 5.048 5.149 131.208 6.24
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Name Symb. Methode U0 [meVf:u: ] a [Å] b [Å] c [Å]  V12 [Å
3] m [ gcm3 ]
c-phase Fm3m LDA1 95.362 5.029 5.029 5.029 90:00 127.155 6.44
LDA2 100.917 5.055 5.055 5.055 90:00 129.171 6.34
LDA3 94.4 5.027 5.027 5.027 90:00 127.036 6.44
LDA4 82.0 5.03 5.03 5.03 90:00 127.036 6.44
LDA5 93.78 5.028 5.028 5.028 90:00 127.112 6.44
PBE5 215.22 5.118 5.118 5.118 90:00 134.061 6.10
GGA6 171 5.128 5.128 5.128 90:00 134.848 6.07
LDA6 67
Exp.13 5.12 5.12 5.12 134.22 6.10
5.3 DFPT calculations
The first factor investigated is the role of temperature and entropy. The entropy contribution
to the Helmholtz free energy was calculated from DFPT phonon modes according to equation
2.4.27. Figure 5.3 depicts the Helmholtz free energy as a function of temperature for (a) HfO2
and (b) ZrO2. The SM-PPs were fine-tuned to a set of criteria that included accurate values
for the m- to t-phase transition temperature. As a result, the values of the phase transition
temperatures of the SM-LDA PPs fit the experimental data better than the GBRV or AIMS
values3. The experimental equilibrium values for the m- to t-phase transition are 2052 K
and 1367 K[42] for HfO2 and ZrO2 respectively. GBRV produces values of approximately
1740 K and 2500 K, while SM-LDA produces values of approximately 2070 K and 1270 K
for HfO2 and ZrO2 respectively. Values for AIMS are 2150 K and 1450 K for HfO2 and
ZrO2 respectively. The Helmholtz free energies of the o- and f’-phase are omitted from
Figure 5.3, as the corresponding DFPT calculations did not converge with the GBRV library.
The c-phase was omitted since the cubic phase has imaginary phonon modes. This is in
conflict with equation 2.4.27, which assumes no imaginary phonon modes. However, data for
both the o- and c-phase can be found in [50] for the SM-LDA pseudopotentials. As can be
expected from a known high-temperature phase, the t-phase shows a strong dependency of
1this work, with PAW atomic data sets from the GBRV library
2From Ref. [50], with SM-LDA pseudo potentials
3From Ref. [51], all electron LDA with FHI-AIMS
4From Ref. [48]
5From Ref. [152]
6From Ref. [147]
7From Ref. [34]
8From Ref. [45]
9From Ref. [149]
10From Ref. [53]
11From Ref. [153]
12From Ref. [26]
13From Ref. [154]
3Anharmonic effects were neglected here. The inclusion of these effects might lead to improved values for
GBRV and AIMS, and a decrease in accuracy for SM-LDA
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the Helmholtz free energy from the temperature. In contrast, the f-phase shows very little
dependency of the Helmholtz free energy from the temperature. It is therefore not possible to
stabilize the f-phase with temperature. In fact, an increase in temperature will contribute to
the destabilization of the f-phase, which is typical for ferroelectrics (see Landau-Devonshire
Model in chapter 2.2.3).
FIG. 5.3: Helmholtz free energy as a function of temperature for (a) HfO2 and (b) ZrO2.
Phase is marked by line color, pseudopotential library by line type. Results obtained with
the PAW atomic data sets from the GBRV library are plotted with a continuous line, results
obtained with the SM-pseudo potentials in dashed line. Results obtained with the all electron
code FHI-AIMS are represented by a dash-dotted line.
The DFPT results obtained with the GBRV library are further analyzed with the ANADDB
tool included with the ABINIT package. The resulting dielectric properties are tabulated in
table 5.4. The dielectric tensor values vary only slightly between HfO2 and ZrO2. The m-
phase has the smallest k-value of all three investigated phases, closely followed by the f-phase.
However, the t-phase shows significantly increased values, which is why this phase is used as
a high-k dielectric in ZrO2 DRAM capacitors[41] and HfO2 logic transistors[2]. The k-values
of both HfO2 and ZrO2 are high in comparison with other possible gate oxide materials such
as SiO2 (k = 3.9 [155]) or Al2O3 (k = 9 [155]).
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TABLE 5.4: Dielectric tensor elements and average dielectric constants for HfO2 and ZrO2
calculated with LDA DFPT with the GBRV library. The depicted values are the sum of the
electronic dielectric tensor and the ion dielectric tensor.
HfO2 ZrO2
k11 k22 k33 k k11 k22 k33 k
m-phase 24.34 22.20 18.74 21.76 27.13 25.04 20.64 24.27
f-phase 27.39 23.10 27.36 25.92 31.27 25.71 29.30 28.76
t-phase 41.13 41.13 23.57 35.28 53.50 53.50 25.09 44.03
The piezoelectric tensor elements eikl including values for the transversal effect (e31), lon-
gitudinal effect (e33), and shear effect (e15) can be found in table 5.5. The piezo shear effect
of HfO2 and ZrO2 is small in comparison to both LiNbO3 and PZT-4. The longitudinal
effect of HfO2 and ZrO2 is of opposite sign, but about equal in magnitude with LiNbO3,
but significantly smaller then PZT-4. The transversal effect of HfO2 and ZrO2 is larger in
magnitude then LiNbO3 but still smaller then PZT-4.
TABLE 5.5: Piezoelectric tensor elements eikl in C=m2 for HfO2 and ZrO2 calculated with
LDA-DFPT with the GBRV library as well as experimental values of common piezo materials
for comparison
e15 e24 e31 e32 e33
HfO2 0.68 -0.17 -1.49 -1.14 -1.67
ZrO2 0.75 -0.19 -1.62 -1.11 -1.67
LiNbO31 3.65 0.31 1.72
PZT-42 12.7 -5.2 15.1
Table 5.6 shows the main elements of the elastic tensor Kijkl in Voigt notation for the m-,
f-, and t-phase for HfO2 and ZrO2. The complete tensors can be found in Appendix C in
section 6.
TABLE 5.6: Elastic main tensor elements (in Voigt notation) Kijkl in GPa for HfO2 and
ZrO2 calculated with LDA-DFPT with the GBRV library
K11 K22 K33 K44 K55 K66
m-phase HfO2 395 497 314 120 110 165
ZrO2 362 457 284 108 96.3 149
f-phase HfO2 456 481 445 117 110 160
ZrO2 425 440 406 106 98.3 143
t-phase HfO2 581 408 581 54.5 96.7 54.5
ZrO2 533 384 533 57.9 71.9 87.6
Berry-phase calculations for the f-phase yields the polarization vector. Table 5.7 shows
both the vector elements and its modulus. The derived values for the polarization are too
high compared to experimental values, which are in the range of 20 µC=cm2[26, 141, 158] with
1Ref. [156]
2Ref. [157]
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a coercive field strength in the range of 1 MV=cm[26, 159, 141, 160]. However, experimental
values usually measure the average polarization of multiple grains of random orientation.
Therefore, a factor of 0:5 must be taken into account[51]. The theoretical values are there-
fore consistent with experimental values. Experimental values of PZT-4 for comparison are
31 µC=cm2 for the polarization and 14:4 kV=cm[161] for the coercive field.
TABLE 5.7: Ferroelectric vector Pr in µC=cm2 for HfO2, Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and ZrO2 calculated
with Berry-Phase with the SM-PP
Pr1 Pr2 Pr3
HfO2 0.0 0.0 50.4
Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 0.0 0.0 54.1
ZrO2 0.0 0.0 57.9
5.4 Stress and Strain
Stress and Strain have been suspected to be responsible for the stabilization of the ferroelectric
phase. Park et al. suggested, that tensile strains in t-phase Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 causes a phase
transformation into the f-phase [78]. Batra et al suggest stress as an important factor in the
stabilization of the f-phase as well and particularly identifies capping and lattice and thermal
coefficient mismatch as sources of these stresses[162]. However, Reyes-Lillo et al. propose
epitaxial strain as the source of ferroelectricity[48]. In the following, these hypotheses are
tested by studying the influence of various stress conditions on phase stability with ab initio
calculations. The occurrence of stress necessitates the enthalpy as the chosen thermodynamic
potential for determining the stable phase. A change in enthalpy is equal to the sum of the
change in internal energy and the pressure-volume work of the system against its surroundings
at a constant pressure as defined by equation 2.1.6. There are three principle stress conditions:
mono-axial stress, bi-axial stress, and tri-axial stress. Thin films are typically associated with
bi-axial stress. This is a consequence of the different thermal expansion coefficients of thin
film and substrate. Thin films crystallized at a high temperature grow stress-free, but the
difference in thermal expansion coefficients results in a bi-axial stress. This stress does not
need to be equi-bi-axial, but due to a combination of endless bi-axial stress conditions and
limitations in computational power, only two cases are considered: Both stress components
are equal (equi-bi-axial) or one stress condition is zero (uni-axial). An example of a tri-axial
stress is the stress of a grain surface on the core of the grain. Again, the individual stress
components do not need to be equal, but due to limitations in computational power only
hydrostatic (equi-tri-axial) stresses are considered. In this chapter, the sign convention of
the ABINIT code is used for the mechanical stress. This means negative values correspond
to compressive stress, positive values correspond to tensile stress.
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5.4.1 Uni-axial Stress
FIG. 5.4: Enthalpy as a function of applied uni-axial stress. (a) HfO2, (b) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and
(c) ZrO2. Phase is marked by line color, stress direction by line type.
Figure 5.4 depicts the enthalpy of the various polymorphs of (a) HfO2, (b) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2
(HZO), and (c) ZrO2 as a function of uni-axial stress from  18 GPa to 18 GPa. The
anisotropic nature of the applied stress and stress and strain fall outside the range of va-
lidity of the Birch–Murnaghan equation of state. For this reason, a polynomial fit, truncated
after the 2nd order term, was used to fit the enthalpy values to the applied stress and strain.
This approach is justified, since the technological relevant range of stress in the range of
1 GPa to 2 GPa[143] is covered by DFT calculations. However, extrapolations beyond the
range of the DFT calculations are subject to a degree of uncertainty. The parabolic regression
curves based on DFT calculations are depicted in figure 5.5. The stress direction in figure
5.4 is indicated by line type, phase is indicated by line color. The sensitivity of the enthalpy
to an external stress is dictated by the compliance coefficients of the corresponding phase,
and therefore dependent on the stress direction. For example, the monoclinic phase reacts
most sensitive to an applied stress along the crystallographic [001]-direction (high E-module
in c-axis, dotted line) and least sensitive to an applied stress along the crystallographic [010]-
direction (low E-module in b-axis, dash-doted line). The spatial orientation of the various
polymorphs relative to each other is therefore important to consider when comparing en-
thalpy values under uni-axial stress. Two scenarios shall be discussed in the following in
more detail:
1. The spatial orientation of polymorphs relative to each other is free, the various phases
compete with each other based on the energetically most favorable orientation.
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2. The spatial orientation of polymorphs relative to each other is fixed, the various phases
compete with each other based on the E-module in a given crystallographic direction.
Scenario 1: For HfO2 and Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 there are no uni-axial stress conditions that lead
to any phase being energetically more favorable than the m-phase in the range from  18 GPa
to 18 GPa as depicted in figure 5.4. However, based on the trajectory of the parabolic re-
gression curves, the o-phase will eventually become the energetically most favorable phase
for stress values in excess of 18 GPa. This is due to the low E-module of the o-phase in
the crystallographic [100]-direction (a-axis, dashed line). In ZrO2, the t-phase becomes the
energetically most favorable phase for stress values in excess of 12 GPa due to the low
E-module of the t-phase in the crystallographic equivalent a- and b-axis. The c-axis of the t-
phase does react much stronger to uni-axial stress and is therefore energetically less favorable.
The f’-phase reacts most strongly to stress along the b-axis and weakest to stress along the
c-axis. Since the f’-phase has a higher E-module than the t-phase it can never be stabilized
by uni-axial stress. The E-module of the f-phase is highly isotropic. The f-phase cannot be
stabilized by uni-axial stress in either stoichiometry. In c-phase all crystallographic directions
are equivalent, therefore no direction dependency exists. The c-phase has the lowest uni-axial
E-module of all phases, but due to the high starting enthalpy it cannot be stabilized within
the investigated stress range.
Scenario 2: Figure 5.5 depicts the enthalpy of the various polymorphs of (a)-(c) HfO2,
(d)-(f) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and (g)-(i) ZrO2 as a function of uni-axial stress. Considering the sym-
metry of the six phases, there are 108 combinations of parabolic regression curves possible.
For the sake of brevity, only the three possibilities, where the axes are aligned, are depicted
in figure 5.5. Readers interested in other possible orientations can view the relevant data in
figure 5.4. Parabolic regression curves ranging form  18 GPa to 18 GPa were fitted based on
the DFT calculations performed in the range form  5 GPa to 5 GPa in intervals of 1 GPa.
Fixing the spatial orientation of the polymorphs relative to each other leads to possibilities
for stress-induced phase transitions.
Stress along the a-axis greatly favors the o-phase. Hence, the o-phase becomes the en-
ergetically most favorable phase at p <  17:5 GPa and p >  19:5 GPa in HfO2 and p
<  14:8 GPa and p >  16:2 GPa in HZO. In ZrO2 the intercepts of the m- and o-phase
are at p =  13:4 Gpa and p =14:4 Gpa, but the t-phase becomes more favorable than either
phase at the same time. Although the f-phase will become energetically more favorable than
either the m- or o-phase, the t-phase will do so before. As a result, the f-phase will not be
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stabilized.
Uni-axial stress along the b-axis allows for the f-phase in small ranges at very high stress
values. For HfO2 these ranges are from  23:5 GPa to  28:2 GPa and 24:1 GPa to 28:2 GPa.
For Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 the range is from  19:9 GPa to  20:6 GPa. No range exists for tensile stress
in Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 and in ZrO2. Higher stress values lead to the formation of the t-phase.
The most effective way to stabilize the f-phase with uni-axial stress is with stress along the
polar c-axis, since the m-, o-, and t-phase all have a particular high E-module in this axis
and are therefore less favorable. This leads to very large ferroelectric stress windows. For
HfO2 these windows range from  16:1 GPa to  81:3 GPa and 17:4 GPa to 90:0 GPa and for
ZrO2 from  12:2 GPa to  18:1 GPa and 13:0 GPa to 25:7 GPa. For Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 the f-phase
becomes stable at stress values <  13:5 GPa and >14:6 GPa.
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FIG. 5.5: Enthalpy as a function of applied uni-axial stress. (a)-(c) HfO2, (d)-(f) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2,
and (g)-(i) ZrO2. Phase is marked by line color, stress direction by line type. The spatial
orientation of polymorphs relative to each other is fixed, the various phases compete with
each other based on the E-module in a given crystallographic direction.
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5.4.2 Uni-axial Strain
The results of the uni-axial stress calculations can be interpreted in a different manner,
yielding different results. Implicit in the results depicted in figure 5.4 and figure 5.5 was
the assumption, that the system was in a relaxed monoclinic ground state, which needed
to be destabilized by stress. An alternative interpretation can be derived, when plotting
the enthalpy of the stress calculations over the length of the lattice vector as depicted in
figure 5.6. This implies, that the system is restricted by some manner of confinement and
therefore not in the relaxed ground state. The possible nature of such confinements will be
discussed later on, but is related to the history/production process experienced by the thin
film. For now, it is important to note, that these confinements open up the possibility of
stabilizing other phases than the m-phase, while the system experiences only a small amount
of stress. Strain of the a-axis is not sufficient to stabilize any other phase than the m-phase
for all stoichiometries, since the minima of the enthalpy all fall relatively close to each other.
Compressive strain of the b-axis leads the m- and o-phase becoming indistinguishable in terms
of enthalpy. Hence, HfO2 and Hf1 xZrxO2 films with a constricted b-axis might exhibit a
phase mixture of those two phases. Additionally, in the case of ZrO2, the t-phase becomes
indistinguishable to both the m- and o-phase. Since the depicted results exclude thermal
effects which further stabilize the t-phase, ZrO2 thin films with a compressed b-axis should
be primarily tetragonal. The c-axis of the f-phase is particularly small in comparison to
the other investigated phases. Therefore, the f-phase can easily be stabilized by compressive
strain, since all other phases require a much larger amount of compression and are therefore
energetically more expensive. This holds true for all stoichiometries. Unfortunately, this is
difficult to utilize technologically, since the compression by lattice mismatch would require
the polar axis to be in-plane and therefore not measurable.
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FIG. 5.6: Enthalpy as a function of lattice constants. (a)-(c) HfO2, (d)-(f) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2,
and (g)-(i) ZrO2. Phase is marked by line color, strain direction by line type. The spatial
orientation of polymorphs relative to each other is fixed, the various phases compete with
each other based on the E-module in a given crystallographic direction.
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5.4.3 Bi-axial Stress
FIG. 5.7: Enthalpy as a function of applied bi-axial stress. (a) HfO2, (b) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and
(c) ZrO2. Phase is marked by line color, stress direction by line type.
Figure 5.7 depicts the enthalpy of the various polymorphs of (a) HfO2, (b) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2
(HZO), and (c) ZrO2 as a function of bi-axial stress from  18 GPa to 18 GPa. The individual
curves are parabolic regression curves based on DFT calculations depicted in figure 5.8. The
stress planes in figure 5.7 are indicated by line type, phase is indicated by line color. The
sensitivity of the enthalpy to an external stress is dependent on the stress plane. Similar
to the uni-axial case, the same two scenarios can be constructed. In scenario 1, all stress
planes compete with each other, in scenario 2 the orientation of the various phases is fixed
and only select stress planes compete with each other.
Scenario 1 does not lead to a stabilization of the f-phase as the t-phase is always stabilized
before the f-phase for all stoichiometries.
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FIG. 5.8: Enthalpy as a function of applied bi-axial stress. (a)-(c) HfO2, (d)-(f) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2,
and (g)-(i) ZrO2. Phase is marked by line color, stress plane by line type. The spatial
orientation of polymorphs relative to each other is fixed, the various phases compete with each
other based on the sensitivity of the enthalpy to an external stress in a given crystallographic
plane.
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In Scenario 2, there are some conditions that lead to the stabilization of the f-phase.
For bi-axial stress applied to the ac-plane, the range of ferroelectric stability ranges from
 12:0 GPa to  39:1 GPa and from 13:0 GPa to 43:0 GPa for HfO2, from  10:3 GPa to
 54:7 GPa and from 11:5 GPa to 60:2 GPa for Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, from  9:4 GPa to  14:5 GPa
and from 10:3 GPa to 22:6 GPa for ZrO2. For larger stress values, the t-phase is stabilized.
For bi-axial stress in the bc-plane the f-phase becomes stable in the range of  25:8 GPa to
 37:1 GPa and from 27:7 GPa to 38:3 GPa for HfO2 and from  20:5 GPa to  26:9 GPa and
from 22:6 GPa to 28:6 GPa for Hf0:5Zr0:5O2. ZrO2 transforms directly from the m- to the t-
phase. Bi-axial stress in the ab-plane does not stabilize the f-phase regardless of stoichiometry
and transforms directly from the m- to the t-phase as well.
5.4.4 Bi-axial Strain
Figure 5.9 depicts the parabolic regression curves for the enthalpy under bi-axial strain,
plotted over the stress plane area A . Phase is marked by line color, stress plane by line type.
Therefore, the results can be evaluated in terms of strain. Since the depicted data stems
from stress calculations, strains are not uniform within all directions of the stress plane but
rather inversely proportional to the corresponding E-module. The third lattice constant was
able to relax freely. The calculation of the stress plane area assumed a (hypothetical) 12-
atomic unit cell. Due to the large size of the unit cell of the m-phase, it is not possible to
stabilize any other phase but the m-phase under expansion, regardless of stress plane and
stoichiometry. Under compression, several other phases can be stabilized. Reducing the size
of the ab-plane results in the stabilization of the o-phase. A further reduction results in the
t-phase, particularly for ZrO2. Neither of the ferroelectric phases can be observed for this
particular plane. The same is true for the ac-plane, but the enthalpy difference between the
m- and f-phase becomes very small. Reducing the value of A in the bc-plane can result in the
stabilization of the f-phase for all stoichiometries. When comparing the bi-axial results to the
uni-axial results, the role of the c-axis in the stabilization of the f-phase is quite remarkable.
Uni-axial strain in the a- or b-axis proved insufficient to allow ferroelectricity, however, strain
in the c-axis was quite effective. In the bi-axial case, only strain conditions that involve the
c-axis produce the f-phase. It is reasonable to assume that the observed effect comes mostly
from the strained c-axis. For sufficiently small values of A bc the tetragonal phase becomes
energetically favorable compared to both the m- and f-phase.
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FIG. 5.9: Enthalpy as a function of lattice plane area. (a)-(c) HfO2, (d)-(f) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and
(g)-(i) ZrO2. Phase is marked by line color, strain plane by line type. The spatial orientation
of polymorphs relative to each other is fixed, the various phases compete with each other
based on the sensitivity of the enthalpy to strain in a given crystallographic plane.
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5.4.5 Hydrostatic Stress
FIG. 5.10: Enthalpy as a function of hydrostatic stress for (a) HfO2, (b) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and
(c) ZrO2. Enthalpy as a function of cell volume for (d) HfO2, (e) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and (f) ZrO2.
Phase is marked by line color.
Figure 5.10 depicts the enthalpy plotted over hydrostatic stress for (a) HfO2, (b) Hf0:5Zr0:5O2,
and (c) ZrO2. Phase is marked by line color. The depicted results show no stabilization of
the ferroelectric phase within the range of  18 GPa to 18 GPa for HfO2. For Hf0:5Zr0:5O2
and ZrO2, the f-phase is stabilized around  15 GPa. Enthalpy plotted over the cell volume
V12 is shown in (d) for HfO2, in (e) for Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and in (f) for ZrO2. Since the depicted
data stems from stress calculations, strain is not uniform within all directions but rather
inversely proportional to the corresponding E-module. Due to the different initial volumes of
the different phases, small phases like the f-and t-phase have an advantage over the large m-
and o-phase at small volumes. This opens up a possibility to stabilize the ferroelectric phase
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with a strain constraint.
This idea is supported by an experimental observation, that the lattice constants of ferro-
electric thin films often differ significantly from those expected from bulk phases. Particularly,
the ratio of the lattice constants a and c are often found to be close to 1, while XRD shows
a tetragonal or ferroelectric symmetry[163, 164]. This is often referred to as a "pseudo cubic
phase". The correctness of the interpretation of the data has yet to be confirmed, but given
the prospect of a possible explanation of ferroelectricity in the Hf1 xZrxO2 system, some
speculations are in order.
Ostwald’s step rule[165] states, that during a crystallization process it is usually the least
stable polymorph, that crystallizes first. The most stable state is then reached by a series
of phase transitions. While Ostwald’s step rule is not a universal law but an often observed
trend, there are some experimental observations that indicate that this rule applies to the
Hf1 xZrxO2 system[163, 164]. This means that during the thermal annealing process after
deposition, it is the c-phase that crystallizes first. The transition from the initial amorphous
state into the c-phase is depicted in figure 5.11 (c) and (d). The cubic phase also happens to
be the phase with the smallest cell volume as well as unit cell surface area. It may be the case,
that these cubic crystallites fill the available space and thus determine the lattice constants
and cell volume of the fully crystallized grains. These crystallites then transition into more
stable phases of equal or similar physical dimension, particularly the t- and f-phase. Figure
5.11 (e) depicts the sample in the ferroelectric state. The change in enthalpy associated by
the transition from the c- into the f-phase can be observed in the subplots (d1) and (e1). The
t-phase is not depicted in figure 5.11 to aid the comprehensibility. The t-phase might occur
either as an intermediate phase between the c- and the f-phase or it might occur instead of the
f-phase. However, the transition into the more stable o- and m-phase could be prohibited,
since these phases are large in comparison and are therefore strongly disadvantaged when
compressed into constraints of a cubic cell as depicted in figure 5.11 (f) and (f1). Therefore,
the thin film is strain constrained in the t- or f-phase without the appearance of stress. This
sets this mechanism apart from stress stabilization, which assumes in contrast a monoclinic
ground state (see figure 5.11 (a) and (a1)) which is then destabilized by an external stress
condition in favor of another phase (see figure 5.11 (b) and (b1). The existence of the strain
effect means, that the history of a sample can also play an important role in the stabilization
of the f-phase in the Hf1 xZrxO2 system.
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FIG. 5.11: Two possible mechanisms of stabilization of the ferroelectric phase in the
Hf1 xZrxO2 system. (a) and (b) depicts the stabilization by stress with the associated en-
ergies depicted in (a1) and (b1). The strain effect is depicted in (c)-(f) with the associated
energies in (d1), (e1) and (f1).
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While this model is only hypothetical so far, there is some evidence for its validity.
1. The previously mentioned repeated observation of c/a ratio close to 1[163, 164].
2. The deposition of the top electrode before thermal annealing leads to a higher fraction of
ferroelectric phase within the thin film, while deposition of the top electrode after thermal
annealing leads to a higher fraction of monoclinic phase within the thin film[24, 166]. There-
fore, the top electrode may help with the volume constriction of the thin film.
3. A recent observation, that reheating ferroelectric samples above the thermal annealing
temperature over an extended period of time yields the monoclinic phase (while still at high
temperature) at the cost of ferroelectric and tetragonal phase fractions, with a corresponding
increase in lattice constants[167]. This observation is initially counter-intuitive, since one
would expect the higher temperatures to be beneficial to the high-temperature phases t- and
c-phase rather than the low-temperature m-phase. A possible explanation is, that the in-
crease in temperature with the associated thermal expansion of the lattice results in the thin
film overcoming the strain constraint due to processes like diffusion. This necessitates, that
a significant fraction of f- and t-phase grains are metastable.
While this strain model has significant explanatory power, some critical points should be
noted.
1. The results depicted in figure 5.10 (d)-(e) do not take into account the thermal expansion,
particularly of the cubic phase. Therefore, the volume constraint may be much weaker than
one might expect from figure 5.10. However, it should also be noted, that the thermal
annealing temperature of the amorphous deposited film is in the range of 650 C to 1000 C,
which is much lower than the liquid crystallization temperature. The thermal expansion is
therefore also much lower than one might initially suspect.
2. The imperfect nature inherent in all DFT methods, and therefore also in the GBRV-LDA,
may lead to an overestimation of the stabilizing effect of the volume constraint on the f-phase.
Particularly the role of the o-phase is of concern. GBRV-LDA places the o-phase above the
m-phase in terms of volume, while experiments place it below (see tables 5.1 to 5.3). The o-
phase is also a known high-pressure phase, a fact reproduced by other DFT methods[47, 50],
but not by GBRV-LDA. While the effect of the constrained lattice will definitely affect the
energy balance of the ferroelectric phase in a favorable manner if experimentally realized,
it might not be enough to explain the observed ferroelectricity in Hf1 xZrxO2 on its own.
Additional effects may be necessary to do so. These effects may include the grain size effect,
dopants or effects from electric field cycling.
To summarize the section on stress and strain effects, the following statements should be
noted. While it is possible to stabilize the f-phase with stress, this usually requires stress
conditions >10 GPa. Stress seems therefore to be a possible but unrealistic explanation for
the observed ferroelectricity, as such large values should surely have been noted within the
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literature. Values from wafer bow measurements or other methods indicate stress values
in the range of 1 GPa to 2 GPa tensile stress[143], which is absolutely insufficient. A more
promising explanation are strains, particularly volumetric strain and strains constricting the
c-axis. A scenario was developed in this section, which requires a kinetic model for the
sequence of phase transitions which explains the stabilization of the f-phase with a volume
constriction. However, it is inaccurate to describe a so stabilized phase as stress stabilized.
Only a hypothetical m-phase, trying to fit within the volume constraints would be subject
to high stresses, the actual f-phase may only experience a small amount of stress due to its
smaller initial volume.
5.5 Grain Size and Interface Energy
The next effect under investigation is the grain size effect, which will be considered to be
caused by the interface energy between a bulk phase and a tetragonal surface layer within
grains as described in section 4.2. For a given film thickness, the results of this model can
be plotted as a phase diagram, where phase is indicated as a function of both grain radius
and stoichiometry. The model parameter "film thickness" is used to generate grain size dis-
tribution functions as described in section 4.3. Shape parameters and the scale function of
the distribution function were fitted to data from Park et al.[143], as were the values for
the specific interface energy. In the following several films with the stoichiometries HfO2,
Hf0:5Zr0:5O2, and ZrO2 are investigated. Figure 5.12 shows the volumetric grain size distri-
bution for (a) 7 nm and (b) 10 nm thick HfO2 films. The corresponding phase diagrams for
these film thicknesses are depicted in figure 5.12 (c) and (d).
FIG. 5.12: Grain size distribution of (a) 7 nm and (b) 10 nm HfO2 films, with the correspond-
ing phase diagram below in (c) and (d).
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The phase diagrams show, that the f-phase forms as an intermediate of the m- and t-phase,
where the former is dominant in the Hf-rich domain and at larger grain radii, while the lat-
ter dominates in the Zr-rich region and smaller grains. The grain radius range, in which
grains become ferroelectric depends on the stoichiometry of the grain. For the selected film
thicknesses, the ferroelectric window is very small for pure HfO2 and widens with increasing
Zr content. Comparing the subplots (c) and (d) it becomes apparent, that the exact values
for the ferroelectric grain radius range also depends on film thickness, as the model is sen-
sitive to the surface to volume ratio. The phase fraction of a thin film can be determined
by projection of the phase boundaries for a selected stoichiometry onto the grain radius dis-
tributions depicted in subplots (a) and (b). This means, that about 20 % by volume of the
7 nm pure HfO2 film is ferroelectric. In the 10 nm film, only 6 % by volume are ferroelectric.
This is consistent with experimental results [82] who found ferroelectricity in 6 nm to 8 nm
thick pure HfO2 films, but not in 10 nm films. The shaded areas indicate energy differences
between adjacent phases, therefore the broadness of the shaded areas is an indicator for the
gradient of the energy landscape. The gradient between the t- and f-phase is much smaller
than between the m- and the f-phase. This means, that small changes in energy, caused for
example by an external electric field or the amplification of stress may cause some grains to
transform from the t-phase into the f-phase and vice versa. Due to the steep gradient in the
energy landscape, much fewer grains are able to transform from the m-phase into the f-phase.
Figure 5.13 shows the volumetric grain size distribution for (a) 20 nm and (b) 40 nm thick
Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 films in an effort to comprehend experimental data by Kim et al[79], who was
able to mitigate the thickness dependence of the ferroelectric properties of ALD deposited
Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 by introducing a 1 nm thick Al2O3 interlayer. Without these interlayers, Kim et
al. observed a decrease of the remanent polarization with increasing film thickness, whereby
at a film thickness of 40 nm no ferroelectricity could be observed. The introduction of this
interlayer halfway through the film inhibited grain growth and therefore maintained the fer-
roelectric polarization. The interface model predicts a volume fraction of 16 % ferroelectric
grains within a 20 nm thin Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 film, and therefore a measurable albeit decreased
remanent polarization. For the 40 nm thin films the model predicts a ferroelectric phase
fraction of only 2:3 % by volume, and therefore a negligible remanent polarization.
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FIG. 5.13: Grain size distribution of (a) 20 nm and (b) 40 nm Hf1 xZrxO2 films, with the
corresponding phase diagram below in (c) and (d).
As shown in this section, the interface model is able to replicate experimental results in at
least a qualitative manner. However, exact numerical precision may depend on the chosen
DFT method.
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5.6 Interim Conclusion
This work so far has looked at stoichiometry, temperature, stress, strain, and grain size
coupled with an interface energy as possible mechanisms for stabilizing ferroelectricity in
the Hf1 xZrxO2 system. Stoichiometry alone proved insufficient to explain the observed
behavior, as the total energy of ferroelectric phases never comes below the total energy on
the non-ferroelectric m- or o-phase for either stoichiometry. Temperature was only able
to promote the known high-temperature t-phase. Stress was found a possible stabilization
mechanism, particularly when the stressed axis includes the c-axis. However, the necessary
stress values are in the range of 10 GPa or higher, which should be experimentally observable
as a significant wafer bow. According to the author’s knowledge, no such observations exist.
Since this is not the case, stress should not be considered to be responsible for the stabilization
of the f-phase. Strain, on the other hand proved, quite effective in stabilizing the f-phase,
particularly bi-axial strain in the bc-plane as well as tri-axial strain. In this section, a
hypothesis applying Ostwald’s step rule was formulated, explaining how such strain conditions
could be produced within a thin film. Experimental observations from the literature in
support of this hypothesis were presented. This effect can contribute in a favorable way
to the stabilization of the f-phase if realized in experiments. DFT calculation fine-tuned
for stress calculations as well as calculations considering anisotropic stress and strain may
further improve this model in the future. Another effect capable of explaining the ferroelectric
stabilization is the influence of the grain size in combination with an interface energy effect
between the bulk of a grain and its tetragonal interlayer. A quasi-empiric model, using
DFT values where possible, was described. This model was able to reproduce experimental
observations. A combined model, including both the strain effect and the grain size effect,
may be able to reproduce experimental results in Hf1 xZrxO2 to a high degree of accuracy.
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5.7 Dopants and Defects
So far the focus of this work was on perfect crystals of Hf1 xZrxO2 under some sort of external
influence and how these influences affect the phase stability of the f-phase. In the following
subchapter, the focus will be on the role of dopants and other defects of the crystal lattice and
how they influence the phase stability of ferroelectric HfO2. The high doping concentration
necessary for ferroelectricity requires charge neutrality of the defects, otherwise, the resulting
charge density would be enormous in the rage of 10 1021 1=cm3. Therefore, electronically
compensated, ionically compensated, and mixed compensated defects are investigated in this
section. A detailed description of these defects can be found in the method section 3.3.1
of this work. Selected parts of the data presented here has also been published in Applied
Physics Letters [168] and the Journal of Applied Physics [169]. Further information can also
be found in Falkowski et al.[170]
5.7.1 Vacancies and Interstitials
Figure 5.14 depicts the influence of the (a) VO and (b) OI defects on the total energy differ-
ences U0 between the various HfO2 polymorphs and the m-phase. 4 The associated formation
energies are depicted in (c).
FIG. 5.14: Effect of oxygen vacancies (a) and interstitials (b) on the total energy difference
U0 of the various HfO2 polymorphs compared to the m-phase. Subplot (c) shows the
formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical potential with the
light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor conditions.
The effect of oxygen vacancies on the total energy U0 of otherwise pure HfO2 is small
within the concentration range from 0 f:u:% to 6:25 f:u:%. The f-, t-, and c-phase profit only
4The data points for a dopant concentration of 6:25 f:u:% are calculated with a 48-atomic supercell. There
are up to 3 different possibilities (orientations) to construct a 48-atomic supercell: 2  2  1, 2  1 
2, and 1  2  2. The depicted data for the OI defect is the average of those three orientations. The
depicted data for the VO defect is for the 2  1  2 only due to the associated calculation effort necessary
to calculate all 3 orientations for all vacancy positions.
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slightly in comparison to the m- and o-phase. In comparison, the effect of interstitial oxygen
is more pronounced. The f-phase is the only phase, that slightly decreases in total energy
in comparison to the m-phase. All other phases increase significantly in total energy. The
formation energy of both defects is positive for all values of the oxygen chemical potential,
meaning their creation requires energy. As one would suspect, the trend of the formation
energy as a function of the oxygen chemical potential is reversed between the two dopants.
Oxygen vacancies have the lowest formation energy at oxygen-poor conditions, while oxygen
interstitials are particularly favorable at oxygen-rich conditions.
5.7.2 Sr-Doping
Figure 5.15 depicts the influence of the (a) SrHf and (b) SrHfVO defects on the total energy
differences U0 between the various HfO2 polymorphs and the m-phase. 5 The associated
formation energies are depicted in (c).
FIG. 5.15: Effect of Sr-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2 poly-
morphs compared to the m-phase. The defects are (a) SrHf and (b) SrHfVO. Subplot (c)
shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical potential
with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor conditions. The
dopant concentration range for which ferroelectricity was experimentally observed (ALD and
CSD) is highlighted in grey.
The o-phase does not react significantly to the presence of SrHf defects over the investigated
concentration range. However, in SrHfVO doped HfO2, there is a small non-linear effect
on the total energy of the o-phase. The f-phase is favored by Sr-doping in general, but
the effect is more pronounced for the SrHf defect than the SrHfVO defect. The SrHf defect
leads to a reduction in the total energy difference from 52:38 meV to 27:74 meV at a doping
5The data points for a dopant concentration of 6:25 f:u:% are calculated with a 48-atomic supercell. There
are up to 3 different possibilities (orientations) to construct a 48-atomic supercell: 2  2  1, 2  1 
2, and 1  2  2. The depicted data for the SrHf defect is the average of those three orientations. The
depicted data for the SrHfVO defect is for the 2  1  2 only due to the associated calculation effort
necessary to calculate all 3 orientations for all vacancy positions. All other dopants are treated in the
same manner.
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concentration of 6:25 f:u:% compared to the m-phase. However, the effect is too small to
explain the observed ferroelectric process window on its own. Additional effects like interface
and surface energy, or entropy are necessary to explain the stabilization of the f-phase. The
f-phase is not only in competition with the m- and o-phase, but also with the energetically
less favorable t-phase. In particular, this is the case for the SrHfVO defect, where the total
energy difference of the t-phase drops from originally 113:95 meV to 42:51 meV at 6:25 f:u:%
doping concentration and is therefore on par with the f-phase. This limits the ferroelectric
process window significantly to below 6:25 f:u:%, particularly when taking the free energy
into account as well. This is in contrast with experimental results which find the upper edge
of the ferroelectric process window at 7:9 mol % for ALD layers[60] and at 15 mol % for CSD
layers[59]. The stabilizing effect on the t-phase is much weaker for the SrHf defect, which
suggests that Sr-doped ferroelectric HfO2 thin films predominantly contain SrHf defects rather
than SrHfVO defects. The f’-phase is destabilized by the SrHf defect, but declines in total
energy when doped with the SrHfVO defect. The c-phase raises strongly in total energy by
either defect and is therefore strongly destabilized.
Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) contain results from ABINIT (O-symbol) and FHI-AIMS (X-
symbol). Both methods produce consistent results, therefore validating our choice of pseu-
dopotentials.
The formation energies of the SrHf and SrHfVO defects are depicted in figure 5.15 (c) as a
function of the oxygen chemical potential for all six phases. The underlying DFT calculations
were performed in charge neutral 96-atomic supercells. In the oxygen-rich case, both defects
are roughly equal in formation energy. There is a small dependency on the phase determining
which defect is favored. The SrHf defect is favored over the SrHfVO defect in the f- and f’-
phase, while the opposite is true for the t-phase. oxygen-poor conditions strongly favor the
SrHfVO defect over the SrHf defect in all phases.
In conclusion, Sr-doping stabilizes the f-phase in Sr-doped HfO2. The effect is small com-
pared to the energy difference between the m- and the f-phase. Other effects are therefore
needed in addition to doping in order to explain the observed ferroelectricity. One such effect
might be the grain size effect caused by an interface energy. Regardless, the competing t-
phase is stabilized by Sr-doping as well. SrHf defects favor the f-phase more than the t-phase.
However, SrHfVO defects favor the t-phase much more than the f-phase. This causes the total
energy of the t-phase to become lower than the total energy of the f-phase within the observed
ferroelectric process window, therefore prohibiting ferroelectricity. The energetic equivalency
of the f- and t-phase would also suggest field-induced ferroelectric behavior, which has not
been observed in experiments. From this discrepancy, it follows, that the observed ferroelec-
tricity must be caused by the SrHf defect. This, however, requires that the manufacture of
ferroelectric thin films occurs at oxygen-rich conditions.
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5.7.3 Be-Doping
Figure 5.16 depicts the influence of the (a) BeHf and (b) BeHfVO defects on the total en-
ergy differences U0 between the various HfO2 polymorphs and the m-phase. The associated
formation energies are depicted in (c).
FIG. 5.16: Effect of Be-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2 poly-
morphs compared to the m-phase. The defects are (a) BeHf and (b) BeHfVO. Subplot (c)
shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical potential
with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor conditions.
The o-phase does not react significantly to the presence of BeHf defects over the investigated
concentration range, in BeHfVO doped HfO2 there is a small non-linear effect on the total
energy. The total energy of the f-phase remains constant between 0 f:u:% and 3:125 f:u:%
BeHf, for a larger dopant concentration, a significant drop from 52:39 meV to 19:42 meV
can be observed. This makes Be-doping a candidate for stabilizing ferroelectricity in HfO2.
However, with an associated vacancy the stabilizing effect disappears. The f’-phase behaves
in an opposite manner to the f-phase. A strong increase in total energy is observed for dopant
concentrations above 3:125 f:u:% for the BeHf defect. The BeHfVO defect leads to a decrease
in total energy, however, this effect is too small to compete with the t-phase. The c-phase
shows a strong increase in total energy for both kinds of defects. Based on the depicted data,
BeHf-doped HfO2 should be ferroelectric, BeHfVO-doped HfO2 should be tetragonal. Due
to the small size of the Be atom, Be might be incorporated on an interstitial position into
HfO2. However, interstitial doping has not been evaluated for Be in this work. The formation
energies depicted in (c) show a weak dependency of the formation energy of the BeHf defect
from the phase. In contrast, the BeHfVO defect requires a particularly low formation energy
in the t-phase and a particularly high formation energy in the c-phase. Comparing the
formation energies of the two types of defects with each other leads to the conclusion, that
the incorporation of Be in HfO2 likely leads to the formation of BeHfVO-doped t-phase HfO2
since this defect has the lowest of all formation energies, even under oxygen-rich conditions.
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The formation energies of the other phases, with exception of the c-phase, vary only slightly
between the two defect types for oxygen-rich conditions. At oxygen-poor conditions, the
BeHfVO defect is as expect clearly favored over BeHf. In conclusion, the effect of the BeHf
defect on the total energy of the f-phase makes Be-doping initially a promising candidate for
ferroelectric HfO2. However, the low formation energy of the BeHfVO in t-phase HfO2 likely
causes the material to stabilize in the tetragonal configuration.
5.7.4 Mg-Doping
Figure 5.17 depicts the influence of the (a) MgHf and (b) MgHfVO defects on the total
energy differences U0 between the various HfO2 polymorphs and the m-phase. The associated
formation energies are depicted in (c).
FIG. 5.17: Effect of Mg-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2 poly-
morphs compared to the m-phase. The defects are (a) MgHf and (b) MgHfVO. Subplot (c)
shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical potential
with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor conditions. The
dopant concentration range for which ferroelectricity was experimentally observed (ALD and
CSD) is highlighted in grey.
The depicted results in Fig. 5.17 show, that Mg-doping of HfO2 does not lead to the
stabilization of any phase other than the m-phase. This is true for both the MgHf- and the
MgHfVO defects. For the MgHf defect, the total energy differences of the o-, f-, and the t-phase
remain constant in respect to the m-phase, regardless of doping concentration. The f’- and
c-phase show a significant increase in total energy for a doping concentration of 6:25 f:u:%.
The MgHfVO defect causes a slight increase in total energy for the o- and f-phase and a slight
decrease for the f’- and t-phase. The c-phase retains the strong increase in total energy. The
near constant energy difference between the f- and t-phase in respect to the m-phase is unique
to Mg-doping, as these two phases usually display a stronger change in total energy when
doped. This trend can also be observed in the FHI-AIMS results. An explanation of this
behavior might be found in the atomic/ionic radii of Hf and Mg, which are almost identical
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for both elements. Hf has an ionic radius of 58 pm for Hf+4(IV) and 83 pm for Hf+4(VIII)
[38]. The corresponding values for Mg+2 are 57 pm and 89 pm[38]. Why ferroelectricity was
observed in CSD deposited Mg-doped HfO2 by Starschich et al.[59] remains unanswered in
light of the results presented here.
Since the c-phase of the 3:125 f:u:% MgHf structure transformed into the tetragonal phase,
the formation energy was interpolated from 0 f:u:% and 6:25 f:u:% dopant concentration. The
formation energy varies little with phase with the exception of the c-phase, where Mg related
defects have a higher formation energy. For oxygen-rich conditions, the MgHf defect is slightly
favored over the MgHfVO defect, for oxygen-poor conditions the MgHfVO defect dominates.
To summarize the results for Mg-doping, Mg related defects do not significantly alter the
energy differences between the various polymorphs, with the exception of the f’- and c-phase
phase. They are destabilized by a significant increase in total energy. Therefore, no phase
transitions are expected to occur from doping. This is true for both ABINIT and FHI-AIMS
calculations. This unique behavior of Mg-doped Hf might be related to the almost identical
size of both the Mg and Hf ions. The experimentally observed ferroelectricity by Starschich et
al.[59] can therefore not be explained by the ab initio calculations presented here. A possible
solution for this conundrum might be, that Mg changes the crystallization properties of the
doped HfO2 and that the ferroelectricity is caused by a size effect.
5.7.5 Ca-Doping
Figure 5.18 depicts the influence of the (a) CaHf and (b) CaHfVO defects on the total en-
ergy differences U0 between the various HfO2 polymorphs and the m-phase. The associated
formation energies are depicted in (c).
FIG. 5.18: Effect of Ca-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2 poly-
morphs compared to the m-phase. The defects are (a) CaHf and (b) CaHfVO. Subplot (c)
shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical potential
with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor conditions.
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The CaHf defect causes the o- and f-phase to slightly decline in total energy relative to
the monoclinic ground state phase. The f’-phase declines at first as well, but increases in
total energy at a doping concentration of 6:25 f:u:%. The total energy of the t-phase remains
largely unaffected by the CaHf defect, while the c-phase shows a strong increase in total energy
for both the CaHf and CaHfVO defect. For CaHfVO-doped HfO2, a small upward trend can
be observed for the o- and f-phase. However, the f’- and t-phase experience a significant drop
in total energy due to the presence of the CaHfVO defect. Unfortunately, the CSD study
on the effects of dopants on the ferroelectric properties of HfO2 by Starschich et al.[59] did
not include Ca. The ferroelectric properties of Ca-doped HfO2 are therefore not known and
can not be compared to the ab initio results. Given the results presented here, it may seem
unlikely that Ca-doped HfO2 can become ferroelectric as the f-phase experiences only a very
small drop in total energy of 14:7 meV at a CaHf-doping concentration of 6:25 f:u:% and an
overall increase in total energy from CaHfVO-doping. However, Mg-doped HfO2 was found
to be ferroelectric[59] for reasons yet unknown even though the ab initio energies were less
favorable for the f-phase than it is the case for Ca-doped HfO2. Therefore, given the chemical
similarities between Mg and Ca, ferroelectricity of Ca-doped HfO2 cannot be ruled out from
the ab initio data presented here.
Since the c-phase of the 3:125 f:u:% CaHf structure transformed into the tetragonal phase,
the formation energy was interpolated from 0 f:u:% and 6:25 f:u:% dopant concentration. The
formation energies depicted in (c) indicate that the CaHfVO defect dominates at oxygen-poor
conditions, while the CaHf defect is favored at oxygen-rich conditions. This, in combination
with the decline in total energy of the f-phase caused by the CaHf defect, should make Ca
a more viable dopant for ferroelectricity than Mg, unfortunately, no experimental data exist
for this dopant to support this claim. Regardless, Sr seems to be superior to either dopant.
5.7.6 Ba-Doping
Figure 5.19 depicts the influence of the (a) BaHf and (b) BaHfVO defects on the total en-
ergy differences U0 between the various HfO2 polymorphs and the m-phase. The associated
formation energies are depicted in (c).
The behavior of Ba-doped HfO2 is different from HfO2 doped with other II-valent dopants,
particularly when it comes to the o-phase. The BeHf defect causes a significant drop in total
energy of o-phase HfO2. As a result, the m- and o-phase become energetically indistinguish-
able. This, however, is not caused by a phase transition, as most ions in the converged
supercells keep their original orthorhombic positions. Ions in close proximity to the dopant
do experience some lattice deformation, but the o-phase structure remains intact. The same
type of defect was unable to affect the o-phase for other II-valent dopants. The presence of
an oxygen vacancy negates the effect and the o-phase behaves as it did for the other II-valent
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FIG. 5.19: Effect of Ba-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2 poly-
morphs compared to the m-phase. The defects are (a) BaHf and (b) BaHfVO. Subplot (c)
shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical potential
with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor conditions. The
dopant concentration range for which ferroelectricity was experimentally observed (ALD and
CSD) is highlighted in grey.
dopants. The f-phase experiences a minor drop in total energy from originally 52:38 meV to
49:43 meV at a BaHf-doping concentration of 6:25 f:u:%. The behavior is basically identical
with an oxygen vacancy. The f’-phase also experiences a drop in total energy for both types
of defects, however, the effect is more pronounced in BaHf-doped HfO2 than in BaHfVO-doped
HfO2. The t-phase energy increases slightly for the BaHf defect but decreases for BaHfVO
defects. At a doping concentration of 6:25 f:u:% the total energies of the t- and f-phase are
almost equal. Therefore, the presence of vacancies inhibits ferroelectricity. This is in contrast
to the observed ferroelectric window from 3:75 f:u:% to 11 f:u:%[59]. This indicates that the
observed ferroelectricity is caused by the BaHf defect instead. Similar to the other II-valent
dopants, the c-phase is strongly disadvantaged by a strong increase in total energy for both
kinds of defects.
The formation energies depicted in (c) seem to slightly favor the BaHfVO defect under
oxygen-rich and poor conditions for most phases. Exceptions are the o-phase and f’-phase,
which favor the BaHf defect at oxygen-rich conditions. Given, that the BaHfVO defect strongly
favors the t-phase, the observed ferroelectricity might be caused by the f’-phase, which would
single out Ba from other II-valent dopants.
5.7.7 Al-Doping
Figure 5.20 depicts the influence of the (a) AlHf, (b) AlHfVO, and (c) (2AlHf)VO defects on
the total energy differences U0 between the various HfO2 polymorphs and the m-phase. The
associated formation energies are depicted in (d).
The most noticeable feature of Al-doped HfO2 is the strong stabilization of the t-phase
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FIG. 5.20: Effect of Al-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2 poly-
morphs compared to the m-phase. The defects are (a) AlHf, (b) AlHfVO, and (c) (2AlHf)VO.
Subplot (d) shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical
potential with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor condi-
tions. The O-symbols represent ABINIT results, X-symbols those of FHI-AIMS. The dopant
concentration range for which ferroelectricity was experimentally observed (ALD and CSD)
is highlighted in grey.
for all three defects depicted in figure 5.20. The effect is particularly strong for the AlHf
defect. This is consistent with experimental observations, since Al-doped HfO2 has a tendency
of showing pinched hysteresis, especially in the dopant concentration range of 7 f:u:% to
10 f:u:%[159].
The AlHfVO defect favors all three orthorhombic phases, particularly the two ferroelectric
ones. However, within the observed process window for ferroelectricity from 1:5 f:u:% to
4:5 f:u:% the decrease in total energy is insufficient. At a dopant concentration >12 f:u:% the
f-phase falls below the m-phase. However, at this point, the f-phase is in competition with
the strongly favored t-phase. Therefore, the t-phase is likely to dominate at higher dopant
concentrations. The other two types of defects are less conducive for ferroelectricity, as the
f-phase is less favored than in AlHfVO. The behavior of the c-phase is inconsistent for the
three defects. In AlHf-doped HfO2, the c-phase increases in total energy and is therefore
disadvantaged, while in AlHf-doped HfO2 the total energy decreases to the point, where it
becomes energetically indistinguishable from the t-phase. In (2AlHf)VO-doped HfO2, the
c-phase did not converge, neither did the f’-phase.
The comparison of the formation energy of III-valent dopants is not as simple as it is for
II-valent dopants due to the additional dopant atom of the (2AlHf)VO defect. The formation
energies in (d) are therefore referenced to the number of dopant atoms in the 3:125 f:u:%
structure for the AlHf and AlHfVO defects and to the 6:25 f:u:% structure for the (2AlHf)VO
defects. The formation energies of the (2AlHf)VO defects have therefore been divided by a
factor of 2 in order to obtain comparable values. The AlHf defect has the lowest formation
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energy at oxygen-rich conditions, followed by the (2AlHf)VO defect. At oxygen-poor condi-
tions, the AlHf has the highest formation energy, whereas AlHfVO and (2AlHf)VO defects are
approximately equal. For Al, additional defect types were considered, due to the small size
of the dopant atom compared to the Hf-atom. These include Al on an oxygen site (AlO),
Al on an interstitial site (AlI), two interstitial Al with a Hf-vacancy ((2AlI)VHf), and two
interstitial Al with an O- and a Hf-vacancy ((2AlI)VHfVO). The results can be found in
figure 5.21.
FIG. 5.21: (a) Effect of AlO-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2
polymorphs compared to the m-phase. (b) Total energies for one- and two-atomic defects
interstitial defects in 96-atomic supercells. Therefore, the doping concentration differs for
the different defects. (c) shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the
oxygen chemical potential with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color
oxygen-poor conditions. The dopant concentration range for which ferroelectricity was ex-
perimentally observed (ALD and CSD) is highlighted in grey.
Figure 5.21 (a) depicts the effect of the AlO defect on the total energy of HfO2 as a function
of dopant concentration. The f-, t-, and c-phase are all energetically disadvantaged by the
presence of this defect, while the o-phase is slightly stabilized. However, the formation energy
of this defect depicted in (c) is by far the highest of all Al defects. Therefore, it is very unlikely
that AlO defects can form in HfO2. A high formation energy of 18 eV was also found in a
study by Hou et al.[171]. Figure 5.21 (b) depict the total energies of undoped, AlI-doped,
(2AlI)VHf-doped, and (2AlI)VHfVO-doped HfO2. Each of these defects was calculated with
a 96-atomic supercell with one defect. Since the defects have a different amount of dopant
atoms, the doping concentration is different for the defects as well (AlI: 3:03 f:u:%, (2AlI)VHf,
and (2AlI)VHfVO: 6:06 f:u:%). Only one dopant concentration was calculated for each defect.
The f-phase is disadvantaged by a rise in total energy by all three types of defects, therefore
neither AlO nor interstitial Al defects can account for the observed ferroelectric behavior
of Al-doped HfO2. The o-phase remains largely unaffected by AlI- and (2AlI)VHf defects,
but gains in total energy from (2AlI)VHfVO defects. The t-phase gains a small energetic
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advantage from the AlI- and (2AlI)VHf defects, but is likewise destabilized by (2AlI)VHfVO.
The c-phase increases in total energy due to (2AlI)VHf-doping, but decreases in total energy
from the other two types of defects. The f’-phase was excluded from this examination due to
convergence issues. The formation energies for (2AlI)VHf and (2AlI)VHfVO depicted in (c)
are divided by a factor of two in order to account for the higher dopant concentration. Of
the three types, (2AlI)VHf is the most favorable defect at oxygen-rich conditions and equal
or lower in formation energy to the (2AlI)VHfVO defect at oxygen-poor conditions depending
on phase. Comparing the formation energies of the interstitial defect with those of the
substitutive defects, one notices that AlHf- and (2AlHf)VO defects are always favored over
interstitial defects, regardless of oxygen chemical potential. The AlHfVO is also favored over
all interstitial defects at oxygen-poor conditions but is comparable to the energetically most
favorable interstitial defect at oxygen-rich conditions. Therefore it is unlikely that interstitial
defects of Al can form in doped HfO2. On the other hand, the strong stabilization of the
t-phase by substitutional defects would explain the observed field induced ferroelectricity in
Al-doped HfO2. However, the observed ferroelectricity at lower dopant concentration cannot
be explained by either kind of defects in a satisfying manner.
5.7.8 Y-Doping
FIG. 5.22: Effect of Y-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2 poly-
morphs compared to the m-phase. The defects are (a) YHf, (b) YHfVO, and (c) (2YHf)VO.
Subplot (d) shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical
potential with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor condi-
tions. The O-symbols represent ABINIT results, X-symbols those of FHI-AIMS. The dopant
concentration range for which ferroelectricity was experimentally observed (ALD and CSD)
is highlighted in grey.
Figure 5.22 depicts the influence of YHf, YHfVO, and (2YHf)VO defects on the total energy
difference U0 of HfO2. It is noteworthy, that the results in subplot (a) obtained with
ABINIT (O-symbol) line up perfectly with those obtained with FHI-AIMS (X-symbols),
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therefore validating the results. The total energy of the o-phase is not affected in respect to
the total energy of the m-phase by the presence of either of the three defects. In contrast,
both the t- and c-phase show a significant drop in total energy. The effect is particularly
pronounced for the (2YHf)VO defect. This is expected behavior, as (2YHf)VO defects are
commonly used in the production of partially and fully stabilized Hafnia ceramics. The strong
stabilization of the t- and c-phase by the (2YHf)VO defect may explain the experimental
results by Kita et al.[65], who found the c-phase at 4 at % dopant concentration in rf-co-
sputtered (radiofrequency-co-sputtered) films of HfO2 and Y2O3. Both ferroelectric phases
descend in total energy compared with the monoclinic phases. This is true for all three
defects. However, only the YHf causes the ferroelectric phases to descend faster in total
energy than the t- and c-phase. The ferroelectric phases are therefore likely suppressed by
the (2YHf)VO defect, which means only the YHf and YHfVO defects can be used to explain
the experimentally observed promotion of ferroelectricity in Y-doped HfO2. However, neither
defect can favor the f-phase below the m-phase in terms of total energy. This means that the
remaining energy difference must be overcome by surface/interface energies in combination
with entropy. Unfortunately, the calculations of 12:5 f:u:% YHfVO-doped t- and c-phase did
not converge properly. This is likely caused by trying to fit the large dopant atom into
the particularly small cell volumes of the t- and c-phase. Nonetheless, extrapolating these
lines in subplot (b) would cause them to intersect the f-phase between 9 f:u:% to 12 f:u:%.
This happens to coincide with the upper edge of the observed ferroelectric process window
(highlighted in grey, see section 2.3.2 and 2.3.5). In a study by Müller et al.[64] it was found
that in 10 nm thin Y-doped HfO2 films produced by ALD, the f-phase is replaced by the
c-phase at a doping concentration in range from 8 mol % to 10 mol %6, which is consistent
with the results shown here in figure 5.22 (b). CSD experiments by Starschich et al.[66]
place the upper edge of the ferroelectric process window between 7:5 mol to 11 mol. From
the subplots (b) and (c) it seems that the occurrence of the c-phase requires the presence
of associated oxygen vacancies, since the YHf defect depicted in (a) does not promote the
c-phase as vigorously. This means, that it is probably possible to extend the ferroelectric
process window beyond 9 f:u:% by decreasing the amount of oxygen vacancies. The formation
energies depicted if figure 5.22 (d) show that the YHf defect can form under sufficiently oxygen-
rich conditions, while the YHfVO and (2YHf)VO defects are preferred at lower oxygen supplies.
The formation energies in (d) are referenced to the number of dopant atoms in the 3:125 f:u:%
structure for the YHf and YHfVO defects and to the 6:25 f:u:% structure for the (2YHf)VO
defects. The formation energies of the (2YHf)VO defects have therefore been divided by a
factor of 2. Since the c-phase of the 6:25 f:u:% (2YHf)VO structure did not converge, the
6Both Müller et al.[64] and Starschich et al.[66] used mol% in reference to YO1.5. The unit mol% is therefore
directly comparable to the at% of Kita et al.[65] and f:u:% used throughout this work
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formation energy was interpolated from 0 f:u:% and 12:5 f:u:% dopant concentration.
To conclude, Y-doping, in particular the YHf and YHfVO defects, can promote ferroelec-
tricity in HfO2, but is insufficient to do so without the help of surface / interface energies.
The YHfVO seems to restrict the ferroelectric process window to below 9 f:u:% due to a phase
change into the c-phase, which is consistent with experiments. The YHf does not restrict the
ferroelectric process window. This could allow for further improvement of the ferroelectric
properties and an extension of the ferroelectric process window by reducing the amount of
oxygen vacancies within the thin film. The (2YHf)VO causes the t- and c-phase to dominate
over the f-phase, which is again consistent with experiments.
5.7.9 La-Doping
FIG. 5.23: Effect of La-doping on the total energy difference U0 of the various HfO2 poly-
morphs compared to the m-phase. The defects are (a) LaHf, (b) LaHfVO, and (c) (2LaHf)VO.
Subplot (d) shows the formation energy of those defects as a function of the oxygen chemical
potential with the light color representing oxygen-rich and the dark color oxygen-poor condi-
tions. The O-symbols represent ABINIT results, X-symbols those of FHI-AIMS. The dopant
concentration range for which ferroelectricity was experimentally observed (ALD and CSD)
is highlighted in grey.
Figure 5.23 depicts the influence of (a) LaHf, (b) LaHfVO, and (c) (2LaHf)VO defects on the
total energy difference U0 of HfO2. It is noteworthy, that the results in subplot (a) obtained
with ABINIT (O-symbol) line up perfectly with those obtained with FHI-AIMS (X-symbols),
therefore validating the results. The o-phase shows little effect from the LaHf and (2LaHf)VO
defects. However, at a dopant concentration of 12:5 f:u:% LaHfVO defects, the o-phase drops
below the total energy of m-phase. The behavior of both tetragonal and cubic La-doped HfO2
is very similar to that of Y-doped HfO2. While the LaHf defect has little to no effect on the
total energy of either of the two phases, the LaHfVO and (2LaHf)VO defects lead to a strong
stabilization of the t- and c-phase. The effect is stronger in La-doped than in Y-doped HfO2.
The t-phase becomes bulk stable around a dopant concentration of 6 f:u:% when doped with
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the (2LaHf)VO defect. Like in Y-doping, the occurrence of t- and c-phase seems to depend
on the existence of oxygen vacancies in La-doped HfO2. The f-phase is favored by all three
defects but is in strong competition with the t- and c-phase for the LaHfVO and (2LaHf)VO
defects. This rules out ferroelectricity as a consequence of the (2LaHf)VO defect and the
ferroelectric process window is truncated in LaHfVO doped HfO2 in the range of 6 f:u:% to
9 f:u:%. The LaHf defect does not restrict the ferroelectric process window. This difference
might be the cause of the contradicting reports for the location of the upper edge of the
ferroelectric process window. Chernikova et al.[71] reported ferroelectricity for 2:1 at % and
3:7 at % La-dopant concentration, but a complete loss of ferroelectricity and the formation
of a cubic phase at a dopant concentration of 5:8 at % in ALD deposited thin films of 10 nm
thickness. This is in concordance with the DFT results of the LaHfVO defect. However,
a recent publication of Schröder et al.[72] successfully achieved to extend the ferroelectric
process window to 20 cat %. This is only explainable with the LaHf defect, but not with
the LaHfVO and (2LaHf)VO defects. Like in Y-doped HfO2, ferroelectricity seems to benefit
from oxygen-rich production conditions, since the formation energies favor the LaHf defect
under these conditions (see figure 5.23 (d)). The stabilizing effect of defects on the f-phase
is stronger for La-doped HfO2 than for Y-doped HfO2. Nonetheless, the effect from dopants
is insufficient to overcome the m-phase. Additional help from surface interface energies
is needed to explain the observed ferroelectric behavior. The f’-phase behaves similarly to
the f-phase for the LaHf and (2LaHf)VO defects but does not react to LaHfVO defects. The
formation energies in (d) are referenced to the number of dopant atoms in the 3:125 f:u:%
structure for the LaHf and LaHfVO defects and to the 6:25 f:u:% structure for the (2LaHf)VO
defects. The formation energies of the (2LaHf)VO defects have therefore been divided by a
factor of 2. Since the c-phase of the 6:25 f:u:% (2LaHf)VO structure did not converge, the
formation energy was interpolated from 0 f:u:% and 12:5 f:u:% dopant concentration.
To conclude, La-doping is the most promising candidate under the III-valent dopants in-
vestigated within this work for stabilizing the f-phase. In particular, the LaHf defect seems
promising, as it allows for a wide ferroelectric process window which has been experimentally
observed. The LaHfVO and (2LaHf)VO defects are inconsistent with such a wide ferroelectric
process window, as the t- and c-phase start to dominate at higher dopant concentrations
according to the DFT results. Beneficial for the generation of the LaHf defects are the low
formation energies under oxygen-rich production conditions.
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6 Summary and Conclusion
In this thesis, effects leading to the stabilization of ferroelectric HZO were studied with DFT
methods. To that end, six phases, two of them ferroelectric, were investigated. At first, the
influence of mixing HfO2 and ZrO2 was explored, as Hf0:5Zr0:5O2 was experimentally found
to be ferroelectric, while pure HfO2 and ZrO2 were not[26]. The total energies of the phases
changed mostly linear with Zr-content. Therefore, the monoclinic, non-ferroelectric ground
state remained the energetic minimum for all stoichiometries.
Next, the influence of temperature on phase stability was investigated with DFPT. It was
found, that the ferroelectric f-phase is reduced slightly in free energy compared to the m-phase
with increasing temperature. However, this cannot explain the observed ferroelectricity, as a
tetragonal high-temperature phase which starts above the f-phase will become energetically
favorable to both the m-phase and f-phase with increasing temperature.
Stress was likewise found to be an inadequate explanation of ferroelectricity in HZO. While
it is possible to destabilize the m-phase in favor of other phases, including the f-phase with
some stress conditions, the stress values required to do so are in the range of 10 GPa or even
higher. Such large values should surely have been noted within the experimental literature.
However, this reasoning assumes a monoclinic initial state which might not correspond to
experimental conditions. Plotting the results of the stress calculations over strain or lattice
parameters reveals, that some strain conditions are capable to stabilize the f-phase at very
low strain values. The corresponding stress values are therefore equally low. The difference
between the stress and strain results are different interpretations of the available data. The
first interpretation assumes a monoclinic initial state and asks the question of how much
stress needs to be applied to that initial state before the monoclinic phase is no longer
stable. The second interpretation assumes, that HZO is in some manner constrained and
asks two questions: How much stress needs to be applied to a hypothetical phase for it to
fit in this constraint? And which phase is the energetically most favorable under these stress
conditions? Given appropriate initial conditions, stress values in the range of 1 GPa might
be sufficient to explain the occurrence of ferroelectricity in HZO. Such constraints may arise
from a lattice mismatch between HZO and the substrate or from the production process due
to Ostwald’s step rule[165] leading to the c-phase or t-phase crystallizing first. These two
phases have particular small unit cell sizes, therefore freezing the film into a state of limited
spatial availability. This prevents the film from assuming the monoclinic ground state as this
phase is particularly large. The film can then relax into a state of similar size, like the f-phase.
Re-melting or diffusion processes might allow the film to overcome these constraints[167].
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An alternative explanation for the occurrence of ferroelectricity in HZO was developed in
the form of a thermodynamic model taking into account the coherent interface energy between
different phases in different regions within a single grain. Experimental results suggest, that
HZO grains have a tetragonal interlayer surrounding the bulk of the grain[139, 140]. The
interface energy between the two different phases within the core and interlayer of the grain
can stabilize phases with an higher total energy, but with a more favorable surface energy
than the m-phase. A model based on DFT data was developed which contains the specific
interface energies at room temperature as fit parameters. This model was then fitted to
experimental data from Park et al.[143] Using the film thickness and stoichiometry as input
parameters, the model is able to predict the ferroelectricity of a film at room temperature,
assuming the same production process. Therefore, interface energy is a viable explanation for
the ferroelectricity of HZO. This explanation does not exclude or contradict the explanation
invoking strain, as both effects may occur simultaneously.
Several II- and III-valent dopants were tested for their potential to stabilize the f-phase
in HfO2. II-valent dopants were Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba, III-valent dopants were Al, Y,
and La. Electronically compensated, ionically compensated, and mixed compensated defects
were considered. La and Y proved the most effective in stabilizing the f-phase. Among the
II-valent dopants, Sr was the most promising. Al doping was found to stabilize the t-phase,
which explains the observed field induced ferroelectricity of Al-doped HfO2. All dopants have
common, that vacancies associated with the dopant atoms favor the t-phase over the f-phase.
The formation energies of these unwanted defects become unfavorable in comparison to the
vacancy free defects at sufficiently oxygen-rich process conditions.
In conclusion, three effects contributing to the ferroelectricity of HZO were identified in
this work: strains, interface energies, and dopants. All three stabilization mechanisms are
dependent on the production and crystallization process of the ferroelectric film. Favorable
strain conditions can occur, when the film crystallizes in phases with small unit cells, like
the c-or t-phase, constraining the films. Therefore, conditions allowing the film to overcome
these constraints, like prolonged exposure to high temperatures should be avoided. The
coherent interface energy effect is dependent on a large surface to volume ratio of the grains.
Conditions, favorable to the formation of large grains are therefore counterproductive.
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The formation of large grains is usually supported by long exposure time to high temper-
atures. A high supply of oxygen during film deposition can help to avoid the formation of
unwanted oxygen vacancies, which could otherwise negatively affect the ferroelectric proper-
ties. Conditions favorable to the formation of ferroelectricity are therefore:
1. Doping with appropriate dopants (La, Y, Sr).
2. High supply of oxygen during film deposition.
3. Optimization of the thermal budget during the thermal annealing/crystallization
process (High enough to ensure sufficient crystallization but low enough to min-
imize excessive grain growth and diffusion).
While the results presented in this work will hopefully help to advance our understanding
of the ferroelectric Hf1 xZrxO2 system, further research is necessary. Particular attention
should be payed to kinetic models of the crystallization and phase transition process, since
these processes seem to play a vital role during the manufacture of ferroelectric thin films.
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Appendix A
Wyckoff positions
Table 6.1 displays the Multiplicity, Wyckoff letter, and Wyckoff positions of common HfO2
phases. The same Wyckoff positions can be used to generate ZrO2 phases but may require
further relaxation.
TABLE 6.1: Multiplicity, Wyckoff letter, and Wyckoff positions of common HfO2 phases.
Multiplicity Wyckoff letter x y z
m-phase Hf1 4 e -0.22309 0.45872 0.20806
O1 4 e -0.42903 0.16384 0.34216
O2 4 e 0.05192 0.24233 0.01878
o-phase Hf1 8 c -0.36193 -0.45921 -0.15654
O1 8 c 0.03176 -0.17534 -0.16042
O2 8 c -0.22499 -0.25169 0.08934
f-phase Hf1 4 a 0.26700 0.03200 0.25700
O1 4 a 0.06800 0.38900 0.11200
O2 4 a 0.53700 0.26700 0.50800
f’-phase Hf1 2 a 0.00000 -0.26306 -0.24442
O1 2 a 0.00000 0.07198 0.41230
O2 2 a 0.00000 -0.44299 0.26207
t-phase Hf1 2 a
O1 4 d 0.29439
c-phase Hf1 1 a
O1 2 c
Ion position
This section displays the HfO2 input ion positions of 96 atomic supercells in relative coordi-
nates. Smaller cells can be easily be constructed from these basic cells. Hf may be replaced
by Zr for ZrO2 and Hf1 xZrxO2.
VII
TABLE 6.2: Ion positions of the m-phase
Ion index x y z
Hf 1 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 2 0.0000000000E+00 2.0872077280E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 3 2.2308854445E-01 2.5000000000E-01 4.5806126062E-01
Hf 4 2.2308854445E-01 4.5872077280E-01 2.0806126062E-01
O 5 3.9703086583E-01 1.4743789620E-01 4.3295141269E-01
O 6 3.9703086583E-01 6.1282876602E-02 1.8295141269E-01
O 7 3.2605767863E-01 3.9743789620E-01 2.5109847935E-02
O 8 3.2605767863E-01 3.1128287660E-01 2.7510984794E-01
O 9 1.3750673137E-01 1.0819504156E-01 9.4640671990E-02
O 10 1.3750673137E-01 1.0052573124E-01 3.4464067199E-01
O 11 8.5581813085E-02 3.5819504156E-01 3.6342058863E-01
O 12 8.5581813085E-02 3.5052573124E-01 1.1342058863E-01
Hf 13 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 14 0.0000000000E+00 2.0872077280E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 15 2.2308854445E-01 2.5000000000E-01 9.5806126062E-01
Hf 16 2.2308854445E-01 4.5872077280E-01 7.0806126062E-01
O 17 3.9703086583E-01 1.4743789620E-01 9.3295141269E-01
O 18 3.9703086583E-01 6.1282876602E-02 6.8295141269E-01
O 19 3.2605767863E-01 3.9743789620E-01 5.2510984794E-01
O 20 3.2605767863E-01 3.1128287660E-01 7.7510984794E-01
O 21 1.3750673137E-01 1.0819504156E-01 5.9464067199E-01
O 22 1.3750673137E-01 1.0052573124E-01 8.4464067199E-01
O 23 8.5581813085E-02 3.5819504156E-01 8.6342058863E-01
O 24 8.5581813085E-02 3.5052573124E-01 6.1342058863E-01
Hf 25 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 26 0.0000000000E+00 7.0872077280E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 27 2.2308854445E-01 7.5000000000E-01 4.5806126062E-01
Hf 28 2.2308854445E-01 9.5872077280E-01 2.0806126062E-01
O 29 3.9703086583E-01 6.4743789620E-01 4.3295141269E-01
O 30 3.9703086583E-01 5.6128287660E-01 1.8295141269E-01
O 31 3.2605767863E-01 8.9743789620E-01 2.5109847935E-02
O 32 3.2605767863E-01 8.1128287660E-01 2.7510984794E-01
O 33 1.3750673137E-01 6.0819504156E-01 9.4640671990E-02
O 34 1.3750673137E-01 6.0052573124E-01 3.4464067199E-01
O 35 8.5581813085E-02 8.5819504156E-01 3.6342058863E-01
O 36 8.5581813085E-02 8.5052573124E-01 1.1342058863E-01
Hf 37 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 38 0.0000000000E+00 7.0872077280E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 39 2.2308854445E-01 7.5000000000E-01 9.5806126062E-01
Hf 40 2.2308854445E-01 9.5872077280E-01 7.0806126062E-01
O 41 3.9703086583E-01 6.4743789620E-01 9.3295141269E-01
O 42 3.9703086583E-01 5.6128287660E-01 6.8295141269E-01
O 43 3.2605767863E-01 8.9743789620E-01 5.2510984794E-01
O 44 3.2605767863E-01 8.1128287660E-01 7.7510984794E-01
O 45 1.3750673137E-01 6.0819504156E-01 5.9464067199E-01
O 46 1.3750673137E-01 6.0052573124E-01 8.4464067199E-01
O 47 8.5581813085E-02 8.5819504156E-01 8.6342058863E-01
O 48 8.5581813085E-02 8.5052573124E-01 6.1342058863E-01
VIII
Ion index x y z
Hf 49 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 50 5.0000000000E-01 2.0872077280E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 51 7.2308854445E-01 2.5000000000E-01 4.5806126062E-01
Hf 52 7.2308854445E-01 4.5872077280E-01 2.0806126062E-01
O 53 8.9703086583E-01 1.4743789620E-01 4.3295141269E-01
O 54 8.9703086583E-01 6.1282876602E-02 1.8295141269E-01
O 55 8.2605767863E-01 3.9743789620E-01 2.5109847935E-02
O 56 8.2605767863E-01 3.1128287660E-01 2.7510984794E-01
O 57 6.3750673137E-01 1.0819504156E-01 9.4640671990E-02
O 58 6.3750673137E-01 1.0052573124E-01 3.4464067199E-01
O 59 5.8558181309E-01 3.5819504156E-01 3.6342058863E-01
O 60 5.8558181309E-01 3.5052573124E-01 1.1342058863E-01
Hf 61 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 62 5.0000000000E-01 2.0872077280E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 63 7.2308854445E-01 2.5000000000E-01 9.5806126062E-01
Hf 64 7.2308854445E-01 4.5872077280E-01 7.0806126062E-01
O 65 8.9703086583E-01 1.4743789620E-01 9.3295141269E-01
O 66 8.9703086583E-01 6.1282876602E-02 6.8295141269E-01
O 67 8.2605767863E-01 3.9743789620E-01 5.2510984794E-01
O 68 8.2605767863E-01 3.1128287660E-01 7.7510984794E-01
O 69 6.3750673137E-01 1.0819504156E-01 5.9464067199E-01
O 70 6.3750673137E-01 1.0052573124E-01 8.4464067199E-01
O 71 5.8558181309E-01 3.5819504156E-01 8.6342058863E-01
O 72 5.8558181309E-01 3.5052573124E-01 6.1342058863E-01
Hf 73 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 74 5.0000000000E-01 7.0872077280E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 75 7.2308854445E-01 7.5000000000E-01 4.5806126062E-01
Hf 76 7.2308854445E-01 9.5872077280E-01 2.0806126062E-01
O 77 8.9703086583E-01 6.4743789620E-01 4.3295141269E-01
O 78 8.9703086583E-01 5.6128287660E-01 1.8295141269E-01
O 79 8.2605767863E-01 8.9743789620E-01 2.5109847935E-02
O 80 8.2605767863E-01 8.1128287660E-01 2.7510984794E-01
O 81 6.3750673137E-01 6.0819504156E-01 9.4640671990E-02
O 82 6.3750673137E-01 6.0052573124E-01 3.4464067199E-01
O 83 5.8558181309E-01 8.5819504156E-01 3.6342058863E-01
O 84 5.8558181309E-01 8.5052573124E-01 1.1342058863E-01
Hf 85 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 86 5.0000000000E-01 7.0872077280E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 87 7.2308854445E-01 7.5000000000E-01 9.5806126062E-01
Hf 88 7.2308854445E-01 9.5872077280E-01 7.0806126062E-01
O 89 8.9703086583E-01 6.4743789620E-01 9.3295141269E-01
O 90 8.9703086583E-01 5.6128287660E-01 6.8295141269E-01
O 91 8.2605767863E-01 8.9743789620E-01 5.2510984794E-01
O 92 8.2605767863E-01 8.1128287660E-01 7.7510984794E-01
O 93 6.3750673137E-01 6.0819504156E-01 5.9464067199E-01
O 94 6.3750673137E-01 6.0052573124E-01 8.4464067199E-01
O 95 5.8558181309E-01 8.5819504156E-01 8.6342058863E-01
O 96 5.8558181309E-01 8.5052573124E-01 6.1342058863E-01
IX
TABLE 6.3: Ion positions of the f-phase
Ion index x y z
Hf 1 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 2 0.0000000000E+00 2.1858414750E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 3 2.3246872962E-01 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 4 2.3246872962E-01 4.6858414750E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 5 4.0154124444E-01 1.6784920737E-01 4.3083064090E-01
O 6 4.0154124444E-01 5.0734940134E-02 1.8083064090E-01
O 7 3.3092748518E-01 3.0073494013E-01 1.8083064090E-01
O 8 3.3092748518E-01 4.1784920737E-01 4.3083064090E-01
O 9 1.3556014234E-01 1.1766924689E-01 1.2654485446E-01
O 10 1.3556014234E-01 1.0091490062E-01 3.7654485445E-01
O 11 9.6908587280E-02 3.5091490062E-01 3.7654485445E-01
O 12 9.6908587280E-02 3.6766924689E-01 1.2654485446E-01
Hf 13 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 14 0.0000000000E+00 2.1858414750E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 15 2.3246872962E-01 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 16 2.3246872962E-01 4.6858414750E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 17 4.0154124444E-01 1.6784920737E-01 9.3083064090E-01
O 18 4.0154124444E-01 5.0734940134E-02 6.8083064090E-01
O 19 3.3092748518E-01 3.0073494013E-01 6.8083064090E-01
O 20 3.3092748518E-01 4.1784920737E-01 9.3083064090E-01
O 21 1.3556014234E-01 1.1766924689E-01 6.2654485446E-01
O 22 1.3556014234E-01 1.0091490062E-01 8.7654485445E-01
O 23 9.6908587280E-02 3.5091490062E-01 8.7654485445E-01
O 24 9.6908587280E-02 3.6766924689E-01 6.2654485446E-01
Hf 25 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 26 0.0000000000E+00 7.1858414750E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 27 2.3246872962E-01 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 28 2.3246872962E-01 9.6858414750E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 29 4.0154124444E-01 6.6784920737E-01 4.3083064090E-01
O 30 4.0154124444E-01 5.5073494013E-01 1.8083064090E-01
O 31 3.3092748518E-01 8.0073494013E-01 1.8083064090E-01
O 32 3.3092748518E-01 9.1784920737E-01 4.3083064090E-01
O 33 1.3556014234E-01 6.1766924689E-01 1.2654485446E-01
O 34 1.3556014234E-01 6.0091490062E-01 3.7654485445E-01
O 35 9.6908587280E-02 8.5091490062E-01 3.7654485445E-01
O 36 9.6908587280E-02 8.6766924689E-01 1.2654485446E-01
Hf 37 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 38 0.0000000000E+00 7.1858414750E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 39 2.3246872962E-01 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 40 2.3246872962E-01 9.6858414750E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 41 4.0154124444E-01 6.6784920737E-01 9.3083064090E-01
O 42 4.0154124444E-01 5.5073494013E-01 6.8083064090E-01
O 43 3.3092748518E-01 8.0073494013E-01 6.8083064090E-01
O 44 3.3092748518E-01 9.1784920737E-01 9.3083064090E-01
O 45 1.3556014234E-01 6.1766924689E-01 6.2654485446E-01
O 46 1.3556014234E-01 6.0091490062E-01 8.7654485445E-01
O 47 9.6908587280E-02 8.5091490062E-01 8.7654485445E-01
O 48 9.6908587280E-02 8.6766924689E-01 6.2654485446E-01
X
Ion index x y z
Hf 49 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 50 5.0000000000E-01 2.1858414750E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 51 7.3246872962E-01 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 52 7.3246872962E-01 4.6858414750E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 53 9.0154124444E-01 1.6784920737E-01 4.3083064090E-01
O 54 9.0154124444E-01 5.0734940134E-02 1.8083064090E-01
O 55 8.3092748518E-01 3.0073494013E-01 1.8083064090E-01
O 56 8.3092748518E-01 4.1784920737E-01 4.3083064090E-01
O 57 6.3556014234E-01 1.1766924689E-01 1.2654485446E-01
O 58 6.3556014234E-01 1.0091490062E-01 3.7654485445E-01
O 59 5.9690858728E-01 3.5091490062E-01 3.7654485445E-01
O 60 5.9690858728E-01 3.6766924689E-01 1.2654485446E-01
Hf 61 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 62 5.0000000000E-01 2.1858414750E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 63 7.3246872962E-01 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 64 7.3246872962E-01 4.6858414750E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 65 9.0154124444E-01 1.6784920737E-01 9.3083064090E-01
O 66 9.0154124444E-01 5.0734940134E-02 6.8083064090E-01
O 67 8.3092748518E-01 3.0073494013E-01 6.8083064090E-01
O 68 8.3092748518E-01 4.1784920737E-01 9.3083064090E-01
O 69 6.3556014234E-01 1.1766924689E-01 6.2654485446E-01
O 70 6.3556014234E-01 1.0091490062E-01 8.7654485445E-01
O 71 5.9690858728E-01 3.5091490062E-01 8.7654485445E-01
O 72 5.9690858728E-01 3.6766924689E-01 6.2654485446E-01
Hf 73 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 74 5.0000000000E-01 7.1858414750E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 75 7.3246872962E-01 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 76 7.3246872962E-01 9.6858414750E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 77 9.0154124444E-01 6.6784920737E-01 4.3083064090E-01
O 78 9.0154124444E-01 5.5073494013E-01 1.8083064090E-01
O 79 8.3092748518E-01 8.0073494013E-01 1.8083064090E-01
O 80 8.3092748518E-01 9.1784920737E-01 4.3083064090E-01
O 81 6.3556014234E-01 6.1766924689E-01 1.2654485446E-01
O 82 6.3556014234E-01 6.0091490062E-01 3.7654485445E-01
O 83 5.9690858728E-01 8.5091490062E-01 3.7654485445E-01
O 84 5.9690858728E-01 8.6766924689E-01 1.2654485446E-01
Hf 85 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 86 5.0000000000E-01 7.1858414750E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 87 7.3246872962E-01 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 88 7.3246872962E-01 9.6858414750E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 89 9.0154124444E-01 6.6784920737E-01 9.3083064090E-01
O 90 9.0154124444E-01 5.5073494013E-01 6.8083064090E-01
O 91 8.3092748518E-01 8.0073494013E-01 6.8083064090E-01
O 92 8.3092748518E-01 9.1784920737E-01 9.3083064090E-01
O 93 6.3556014234E-01 6.1766924689E-01 6.2654485446E-01
O 94 6.3556014234E-01 6.0091490062E-01 8.7654485445E-01
O 95 5.9690858728E-01 8.5091490062E-01 8.7654485445E-01
O 96 5.9690858728E-01 8.6766924689E-01 6.2654485446E-01
XI
TABLE 6.4: Ion positions of the f’-phase
Ion index x y z
Hf 1 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 2 2.5000000000E-01 2.6306000350E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 3 2.5000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 4 0.0000000000E+00 2.6306000350E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 5 4.1418001050E-01 1.6751998650E-01 4.1418001050E-01
O 6 4.1418001050E-01 9.5540002000E-02 1.6417999550E-01
O 7 3.7662249800E-01 4.1003501400E-01 3.7662249800E-01
O 8 3.7662249800E-01 3.5302501900E-01 1.2662249800E-01
O 9 1.6417999550E-01 1.6751998650E-01 1.6417999550E-01
O 10 1.6417999550E-01 9.5540002000E-02 4.1418001050E-01
O 11 1.2662249800E-01 4.1003501400E-01 1.2662249800E-01
O 12 1.2662249800E-01 3.5302501900E-01 3.7662249800E-01
Hf 13 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 14 2.5000000000E-01 2.6306000350E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 15 2.5000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 16 0.0000000000E+00 2.6306000350E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 17 4.1418001050E-01 1.6751998650E-01 9.1418001050E-01
O 18 4.1418001050E-01 9.5540002000E-02 6.6417999550E-01
O 19 3.7662249800E-01 4.1003501400E-01 8.7662249800E-01
O 20 3.7662249800E-01 3.5302501900E-01 6.2662249800E-01
O 21 1.6417999550E-01 1.6751998650E-01 6.6417999550E-01
O 22 1.6417999550E-01 9.5540002000E-02 9.1418001050E-01
O 23 1.2662249800E-01 4.1003501400E-01 6.2662249800E-01
O 24 1.2662249800E-01 3.5302501900E-01 8.7662249800E-01
Hf 25 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 26 2.5000000000E-01 7.6306000350E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 27 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 28 0.0000000000E+00 7.6306000350E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 29 4.1418001050E-01 6.6751998650E-01 4.1418001050E-01
O 30 4.1418001050E-01 5.9554000200E-01 1.6417999550E-01
O 31 3.7662249800E-01 9.1003501400E-01 3.7662249800E-01
O 32 3.7662249800E-01 8.5302501900E-01 1.2662249800E-01
O 33 1.6417999550E-01 6.6751998650E-01 1.6417999550E-01
O 34 1.6417999550E-01 5.9554000200E-01 4.1418001050E-01
O 35 1.2662249800E-01 9.1003501400E-01 1.2662249800E-01
O 36 1.2662249800E-01 8.5302501900E-01 3.7662249800E-01
Hf 37 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 38 2.5000000000E-01 7.6306000350E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 39 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 40 0.0000000000E+00 7.6306000350E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 41 4.1418001050E-01 6.6751998650E-01 9.1418001050E-01
O 42 4.1418001050E-01 5.9554000200E-01 6.6417999550E-01
O 43 3.7662249800E-01 9.1003501400E-01 8.7662249800E-01
O 44 3.7662249800E-01 8.5302501900E-01 6.2662249800E-01
O 45 1.6417999550E-01 6.6751998650E-01 6.6417999550E-01
O 46 1.6417999550E-01 5.9554000200E-01 9.1418001050E-01
O 47 1.2662249800E-01 9.1003501400E-01 6.2662249800E-01
O 48 1.2662249800E-01 8.5302501900E-01 8.7662249800E-01
XII
Ion index x y z
Hf 49 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 50 7.5000000000E-01 2.6306000350E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 51 7.5000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 52 5.0000000000E-01 2.6306000350E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 53 9.1418001050E-01 1.6751998650E-01 4.1418001050E-01
O 54 9.1418001050E-01 9.5540002000E-02 1.6417999550E-01
O 55 8.7662249800E-01 4.1003501400E-01 3.7662249800E-01
O 56 8.7662249800E-01 3.5302501900E-01 1.2662249800E-01
O 57 6.6417999550E-01 1.6751998650E-01 1.6417999550E-01
O 58 6.6417999550E-01 9.5540002000E-02 4.1418001050E-01
O 59 6.2662249800E-01 4.1003501400E-01 1.2662249800E-01
O 60 6.2662249800E-01 3.5302501900E-01 3.7662249800E-01
Hf 61 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 62 7.5000000000E-01 2.6306000350E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 63 7.5000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 64 5.0000000000E-01 2.6306000350E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 65 9.1418001050E-01 1.6751998650E-01 9.1418001050E-01
O 66 9.1418001050E-01 9.5540002000E-02 6.6417999550E-01
O 67 8.7662249800E-01 4.1003501400E-01 8.7662249800E-01
O 68 8.7662249800E-01 3.5302501900E-01 6.2662249800E-01
O 69 6.6417999550E-01 1.6751998650E-01 6.6417999550E-01
O 70 6.6417999550E-01 9.5540002000E-02 9.1418001050E-01
O 71 6.2662249800E-01 4.1003501400E-01 6.2662249800E-01
O 72 6.2662249800E-01 3.5302501900E-01 8.7662249800E-01
Hf 73 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 74 7.5000000000E-01 7.6306000350E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 75 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 76 5.0000000000E-01 7.6306000350E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 77 9.1418001050E-01 6.6751998650E-01 4.1418001050E-01
O 78 9.1418001050E-01 5.9554000200E-01 1.6417999550E-01
O 79 8.7662249800E-01 9.1003501400E-01 3.7662249800E-01
O 80 8.7662249800E-01 8.5302501900E-01 1.2662249800E-01
O 81 6.6417999550E-01 6.6751998650E-01 1.6417999550E-01
O 82 6.6417999550E-01 5.9554000200E-01 4.1418001050E-01
O 83 6.2662249800E-01 9.1003501400E-01 1.2662249800E-01
O 84 6.2662249800E-01 8.5302501900E-01 3.7662249800E-01
Hf 85 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 86 7.5000000000E-01 7.6306000350E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 87 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 88 5.0000000000E-01 7.6306000350E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 89 9.1418001050E-01 6.6751998650E-01 9.1418001050E-01
O 90 9.1418001050E-01 5.9554000200E-01 6.6417999550E-01
O 91 8.7662249800E-01 9.1003501400E-01 8.7662249800E-01
O 92 8.7662249800E-01 8.5302501900E-01 6.2662249800E-01
O 93 6.6417999550E-01 6.6751998650E-01 6.6417999550E-01
O 94 6.6417999550E-01 5.9554000200E-01 9.1418001050E-01
O 95 6.2662249800E-01 9.1003501400E-01 6.2662249800E-01
O 96 6.2662249800E-01 8.5302501900E-01 8.7662249800E-01
XIII
TABLE 6.5: Ion positions of the o-phase
Ion index x y z
Hf 1 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 2 0.0000000000E+00 2.0920989349E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 3 2.2386978589E-01 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 4 2.2386978589E-01 4.5920989349E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 5 3.9369973390E-01 1.4193717359E-01 4.9806087819E-01
O 6 3.9369973390E-01 6.7272719905E-02 2.4806087819E-01
O 7 3.3017005199E-01 3.1727271991E-01 1.5848108456E-01
O 8 3.3017005199E-01 3.9193717359E-01 4.0848108456E-01
O 9 1.3694956969E-01 1.0375826031E-01 1.2294234625E-01
O 10 1.3694956969E-01 1.0545163318E-01 3.7294234625E-01
O 11 8.6920216193E-02 3.5545163318E-01 3.7294234625E-01
O 12 8.6920216193E-02 3.5375826031E-01 1.2294234625E-01
Hf 13 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 14 0.0000000000E+00 2.0920989349E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 15 2.2386978589E-01 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 16 2.2386978589E-01 4.5920989349E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 17 3.9369973390E-01 1.4193717359E-01 9.9806087819E-01
O 18 3.9369973390E-01 6.7272719905E-02 7.4806087819E-01
O 19 3.3017005199E-01 3.1727271991E-01 6.5848108456E-01
O 20 3.3017005199E-01 3.9193717359E-01 9.0848108456E-01
O 21 1.3694956969E-01 1.0375826031E-01 6.2294234625E-01
O 22 1.3694956969E-01 1.0545163318E-01 8.7294234625E-01
O 23 8.6920216193E-02 3.5545163318E-01 8.7294234625E-01
O 24 8.6920216193E-02 3.5375826031E-01 6.2294234625E-01
Hf 25 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 26 0.0000000000E+00 7.0920989349E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 27 2.2386978589E-01 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 28 2.2386978589E-01 9.5920989349E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 29 3.9369973390E-01 6.4193717359E-01 4.9806087819E-01
O 30 3.9369973390E-01 5.6727271991E-01 2.4806087819E-01
O 31 3.3017005199E-01 8.1727271991E-01 1.5848108456E-01
O 32 3.3017005199E-01 8.9193717359E-01 4.0848108456E-01
O 33 1.3694956969E-01 6.0375826031E-01 1.2294234625E-01
O 34 1.3694956969E-01 6.0545163318E-01 3.7294234625E-01
O 35 8.6920216193E-02 8.5545163318E-01 3.7294234625E-01
O 36 8.6920216193E-02 8.5375826031E-01 1.2294234625E-01
Hf 37 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 38 0.0000000000E+00 7.0920989349E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 39 2.2386978589E-01 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 40 2.2386978589E-01 9.5920989349E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 41 3.9369973390E-01 6.4193717359E-01 9.9806087819E-01
O 42 3.9369973390E-01 5.6727271991E-01 7.4806087819E-01
O 43 3.3017005199E-01 8.1727271991E-01 6.5848108456E-01
O 44 3.3017005199E-01 8.9193717359E-01 9.0848108456E-01
O 45 1.3694956969E-01 6.0375826031E-01 6.2294234625E-01
O 46 1.3694956969E-01 6.0545163318E-01 8.7294234625E-01
O 47 8.6920216193E-02 8.5545163318E-01 8.7294234625E-01
O 48 8.6920216193E-02 8.5375826031E-01 6.2294234625E-01
XIV
Ion index x y z
Hf 49 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 4.0654196275E-01
Hf 50 5.0000000000E-01 2.0920989349E-01 1.5654196275E-01
Hf 51 7.2386978589E-01 2.5000000000E-01 4.0654196275E-01
Hf 52 7.2386978589E-01 4.5920989349E-01 1.5654196275E-01
O 53 8.9369973390E-01 1.4193717359E-01 4.0848108456E-01
O 54 8.9369973390E-01 6.7272719905E-02 1.5848108456E-01
O 55 8.3017005199E-01 3.1727271991E-01 2.4806087819E-01
O 56 8.3017005199E-01 3.9193717359E-01 4.9806087819E-01
O 57 6.3694956969E-01 1.0545163318E-01 3.3599616507E-02
O 58 6.3694956969E-01 1.0375826031E-01 2.8359961651E-01
O 59 5.8692021619E-01 3.5375826031E-01 2.8359961651E-01
O 60 5.8692021619E-01 3.5545163318E-01 3.3599616507E-02
Hf 61 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 9.0654196275E-01
Hf 62 5.0000000000E-01 2.0920989349E-01 6.5654196275E-01
Hf 63 7.2386978589E-01 2.5000000000E-01 9.0654196275E-01
Hf 64 7.2386978589E-01 4.5920989349E-01 6.5654196275E-01
O 65 8.9369973390E-01 1.4193717359E-01 9.0848108456E-01
O 66 8.9369973390E-01 6.7272719905E-02 6.5848108456E-01
O 67 8.3017005199E-01 3.1727271991E-01 7.4806087819E-01
O 68 8.3017005199E-01 3.9193717359E-01 9.9806087819E-01
O 69 6.3694956969E-01 1.0545163318E-01 5.3359961651E-01
O 70 6.3694956969E-01 1.0375826031E-01 7.8359961651E-01
O 71 5.8692021619E-01 3.5375826031E-01 7.8359961651E-01
O 72 5.8692021619E-01 3.5545163318E-01 5.3359961651E-01
Hf 73 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 4.0654196275E-01
Hf 74 5.0000000000E-01 7.0920989349E-01 1.5654196275E-01
Hf 75 7.2386978589E-01 7.5000000000E-01 4.0654196275E-01
Hf 76 7.2386978589E-01 9.5920989349E-01 1.5654196275E-01
O 77 8.9369973390E-01 6.4193717359E-01 4.0848108456E-01
O 78 8.9369973390E-01 5.6727271991E-01 1.5848108456E-01
O 79 8.3017005199E-01 8.1727271991E-01 2.4806087819E-01
O 80 8.3017005199E-01 8.9193717359E-01 4.9806087819E-01
O 81 6.3694956969E-01 6.0545163318E-01 3.3599616507E-02
O 82 6.3694956969E-01 6.0375826031E-01 2.8359961651E-01
O 83 5.8692021619E-01 8.5375826031E-01 2.8359961651E-01
O 84 5.8692021619E-01 8.5545163318E-01 3.3599616507E-02
Hf 85 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 9.0654196275E-01
Hf 86 5.0000000000E-01 7.0920989349E-01 6.5654196275E-01
Hf 87 7.2386978589E-01 7.5000000000E-01 9.0654196275E-01
Hf 88 7.2386978589E-01 9.5920989349E-01 6.5654196275E-01
O 89 8.9369973390E-01 6.4193717359E-01 9.0848108456E-01
O 90 8.9369973390E-01 5.6727271991E-01 6.5848108456E-01
O 91 8.3017005199E-01 8.1727271991E-01 7.4806087819E-01
O 92 8.3017005199E-01 8.9193717359E-01 9.9806087819E-01
O 93 6.3694956969E-01 6.0545163318E-01 5.3359961651E-01
O 94 6.3694956969E-01 6.0375826031E-01 7.8359961651E-01
O 95 5.8692021619E-01 8.5375826031E-01 7.8359961651E-01
O 96 5.8692021619E-01 8.5545163318E-01 5.3359961651E-01
XV
TABLE 6.6: Ion positions of the t-phase
Ion index x y z
Hf 1 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 2 0.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 3 2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 4 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 5 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 3.5280306220E-01
O 6 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 1.0280306220E-01
O 7 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 1.4719693780E-01
O 8 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 3.9719693780E-01
O 9 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 1.4719693780E-01
O 10 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 3.9719693780E-01
O 11 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 3.5280306220E-01
O 12 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 1.0280306220E-01
Hf 13 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 14 0.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 15 2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 16 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 17 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 8.5280306220E-01
O 18 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 6.0280306220E-01
O 19 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 6.4719693780E-01
O 20 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 8.9719693780E-01
O 21 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 6.4719693780E-01
O 22 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 8.9719693780E-01
O 23 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 8.5280306220E-01
O 24 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 6.0280306220E-01
Hf 25 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 26 0.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 27 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 28 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01
O 29 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 3.5280306220E-01
O 30 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 1.0280306220E-01
O 31 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 1.4719693780E-01
O 32 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 3.9719693780E-01
O 33 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 1.4719693780E-01
O 34 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 3.9719693780E-01
O 35 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 3.5280306220E-01
O 36 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 1.0280306220E-01
Hf 37 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 38 0.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 39 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 40 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01
O 41 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 8.5280306220E-01
O 42 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 6.0280306220E-01
O 43 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 6.4719693780E-01
O 44 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 8.9719693780E-01
O 45 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 6.4719693780E-01
O 46 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 8.9719693780E-01
O 47 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 8.5280306220E-01
O 48 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 6.0280306220E-01
XVI
Ion index x y z
Hf 49 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 50 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 51 7.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 52 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 53 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 3.5280306220E-01
O 54 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 1.0280306220E-01
O 55 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 1.4719693780E-01
O 56 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 3.9719693780E-01
O 57 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 1.4719693780E-01
O 58 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 3.9719693780E-01
O 59 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 3.5280306220E-01
O 60 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 1.0280306220E-01
Hf 61 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 62 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 63 7.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 64 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 65 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 8.5280306220E-01
O 66 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 6.0280306220E-01
O 67 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 6.4719693780E-01
O 68 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 8.9719693780E-01
O 69 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 6.4719693780E-01
O 70 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 8.9719693780E-01
O 71 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 8.5280306220E-01
O 72 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 6.0280306220E-01
Hf 73 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 74 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 75 7.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 76 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01
O 77 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 3.5280306220E-01
O 78 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 1.0280306220E-01
O 79 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 1.4719693780E-01
O 80 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 3.9719693780E-01
O 81 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 1.4719693780E-01
O 82 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 3.9719693780E-01
O 83 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 3.5280306220E-01
O 84 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 1.0280306220E-01
Hf 85 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 86 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 87 7.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 88 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01
O 89 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 8.5280306220E-01
O 90 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 6.0280306220E-01
O 91 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 6.4719693780E-01
O 92 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 8.9719693780E-01
O 93 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 6.4719693780E-01
O 94 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 8.9719693780E-01
O 95 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 8.5280306220E-01
O 96 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 6.0280306220E-01
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TABLE 6.7: Ion positions of the c-phase
Ion index x y z
Hf 1 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 2 0.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 3 2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 4 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 5 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 6 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 7 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 8 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 9 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 10 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 11 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 12 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
Hf 13 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 14 0.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 15 2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 16 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 17 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 18 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 19 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 20 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 21 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 22 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 23 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 24 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
Hf 25 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 26 0.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 27 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 28 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01
O 29 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 30 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 31 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 32 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 33 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 34 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 35 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 36 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
Hf 37 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 38 0.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 39 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 40 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01
O 41 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 42 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 43 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 44 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 45 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 46 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 47 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 48 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
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Ion index x y z
Hf 49 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 50 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 51 7.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 52 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
O 53 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 54 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 55 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 56 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 57 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 58 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 59 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 60 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
Hf 61 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 62 5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 63 7.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 64 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
O 65 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 66 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 67 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 68 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 69 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 70 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 71 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 72 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
Hf 73 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00
Hf 74 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01
Hf 75 7.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 76 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01
O 77 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 78 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 79 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 80 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 81 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
O 82 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 83 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 3.7500000000E-01
O 84 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 1.2500000000E-01
Hf 85 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
Hf 86 5.0000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
Hf 87 7.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
Hf 88 7.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01
O 89 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 90 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 91 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 92 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 93 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
O 94 6.2500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 95 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01
O 96 6.2500000000E-01 8.7500000000E-01 6.2500000000E-01
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Defect position
This section displays the positions of defects
of the more complicated defect types. These
are the (2MHf)VO, OI, AlI, (2AlI)VHf, and
(2AlI)VHfVO defects. The defects were build
in the standardized 96-atomic supercells from
above. Substitutional defects and vacancies
will be indicated by atom index, interstitial
defects by coordinates. Tables 6.8 and 6.9
show the defect positions of 6:25 f:u:% and
12:5 f:u:% (2MHf)VO defects.
TABLE 6.8: Atom index of dopants M
and oxygen vacancy O of the 6:25 f:u:%
(2MHf)VO defect.
ab ac ba bc ca cb
m-phase M1 25 13 25 13 13 13
M2 49 49 49 25 49 25
O1 9 22 53 9 9 36
o-phase M1 25 13 25 13 13 13
M2 61 61 61 25 61 25
O1 9 22 54 9 9 36
f-phase M1 25 13 25 13 13 13
M2 49 49 49 25 49 25
O1 9 22 54 9 9 36
f’-phase M1 25 13 25 13 13 13
M2 49 49 49 25 49 25
O1 9 35 22 9 9 54
t-phase M1 25 13 25 13 13 13
M2 49 49 49 25 49 25
O1 9 22 54 9 9 36
c-phase M1 25
M2 49
O1 9
TABLE 6.9: Atom index of dopants M
and oxygen vacancies O of the 12:5 f:u:%
(2MHf)VO defect.
ab ac ba bc ca cb
m-phase M1 13 25 13 4 13 13
M2 14 38 25 25 25 27
M3 49 49 52 49 51 49
M4 50 62 88 76 87 87
O1 54 65 79 36 54 47
O2 69 94 90 81 77 96
o-phase M1 13 25 13 4 13 13
M2 14 38 25 25 25 27
M3 49 49 52 49 51 49
M4 50 62 88 76 87 87
O1 54 65 79 36 54 47
O2 69 94 90 81 77 96
f-phase M1 13 25 13 4 13 13
M2 10 38 25 25 25 27
M3 49 49 52 49 51 49
M4 50 62 88 76 87 87
O1 54 65 79 36 54 47
O2 69 94 90 81 77 96
f’-phase M1 13 4 3 25 13 2
M2 16 25 13 27 14 13
M3 49 49 25 49 25 49
M4 52 76 39 51 26 62
O1 54 59 34 35 22 18
O2 69 80 48 81 45 65
t-phase M1 13 25 13 4 13 13
M2 14 38 25 25 25 27
M3 49 49 52 49 51 49
M4 50 62 88 76 87 87
O1 54 65 79 36 54 47
O2 69 94 90 81 77 96
c-phase M1 13
M2 14
M3 49
M4 50
O1 54
O2 69
XX
Table 6.10 shows the coordinates of interstitial O and Al in 96 atomic supercells. A 96
atomic cell contained one interstitial oxygen at one of the 5 sets of coordinates listed below.
TABLE 6.10: Coordinates of interstitial O and Al in 96 atomic supercells
x y z
2.5000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 7.5000000000E-01
5.0000000000E-01 2.5000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01
2.5000000000E-01 0.0000000000E+00 1.0000000000E+00
0.0000000000E+00 2.5000000000E-01 1.0000000000E+00
0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 7.5000000000E-01
Table 6.11 shows the coordinates of interstitial Al-atoms as well as the index of the Hf-
vacancy in 96 atomic supercells.
TABLE 6.11: Coordinates of interstitial Al Atoms and atom index of Hf vacancy of the
(2AlI)VHf and (2AlI)VHfVO defects in 96 atomic supercells
Phase VHf Index Atom x y z
m-phase 85 Al1 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 3.5000000000E-01
Al2 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 6.5000000000E-01
o-phase 73 Al1 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 3.5654196275E-01
Al2 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 6.5000000000E-01
f-phase 85 Al1 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 3.5000000000E-01
Al2 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 6.5000000000E-01
t-phase 85 Al1 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 3.5000000000E-01
Al2 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 6.5000000000E-01
c-phase 85 Al1 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 3.5000000000E-01
Al2 5.0000000000E-01 5.0000000000E-01 6.5000000000E-01
Table 6.12 shows the index of possible oxygen vacancies of (2AlI)VHfVO defects in 96
atomic supercells.
TABLE 6.12: Atom index of O vacancy of the (2AlI)VHfVO defects in 96 atomic supercells
Phase Vacancy
m-phase VO 8 19 29 42 59 72 82 93
o-phase VO 8 19 29 30 42 59 72 82 93 94
f-phase VO 8 19 29 30 42 59 72 82 93
t-phase VO 8 19 29 42 59 72 82 93
c-phase VO 8 19 29 42 59 72 82 93
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Appendix B
ABINIT input file
Example of a standard ABINIT input file:
## Definition of cell ##
acell 9.6850024E+00 9.7856534E+00 1.0000214E+01 Bohr # lattice constants
rprim 9.9640280446E-01 0.0000000000E+0 8.4743443735E-02 # lattice vector
0.0000000000E+0 1.0000000000E+0 0.0000000000E+0
8.4307631643E-02 0.0000000000E+0 9.9643977402E-01
## Definition of atoms ##
ntypat 2 # Number of species
znucl 8.00000 72.00000 # Atomic number of atoms
natom 12 # Number of atoms
xred 0.0000000000E+0 0.0000000000E+0 0.0000000000E+0 # Hf
0.0000000000E+0 4.1670724509E-01 5.0000000000E-01 # Hf
4.4741397988E-01 5.0000000000E-01 9.1590884070E-01 # Hf
4.4741397988E-01 9.1670724509E-01 4.1590884070E-01 # Hf
7.9167831615E-01 2.8898042249E-01 8.6098185607E-01 # O
7.9167831615E-01 1.2772682260E-01 3.6098185607E-01 # O
6.5573566373E-01 7.8898042249E-01 5.4926984636E-02 # O
6.5573566373E-01 6.2772682260E-01 5.5492698463E-01 # O
2.7392988043E-01 2.1537216896E-01 1.8787334142E-01 # O
2.7392988043E-01 2.0133507613E-01 6.8787334142E-01 # O
1.7348409945E-01 7.1537216896E-01 7.2803549928E-01 # O
1.7348409945E-01 7.0133507613E-01 2.2803549928E-01 # O
typat 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 # type of atom
## Definition of k-points ##
kptrlatt 4 0 0 # k-point grid
0 4 0
0 0 4
shiftk 0 0 0 # shift of the k-point grid
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## Definition of the basis set ##
ecut 18.0 # Maximal kinetic energy cut-off. in Hartree
pawecutdg 22 # PAW energy cutoff for the double grid
## Exchange-correlation functional ##
#ixc 7 # LDA Perdew-Wang 92 functional
## Optimization of lattice ##
ionmov 2 # optimization method of atom positions
optcell 2 # optimize cell
tolmxf 1e-5 # max gradient on ion or stress in cell optimization
strfact 100 # stopping criterion for cell optimization
iscf 17 # Self-consistent calculation, using algorithm 7
ntime 500 # Max. number of ion/cell optimization steps
ecutsm 0.5 # needed for variable cell
dilatmx 1.05 # needed for variable cell
## definition of the SCF procedure ##
toldff 1.0d-6 # SCF stopping criterion
nstep 150 # Maximal number of SCF cycles
diemac 5.0 # Dielectric constant for preconditioning
charge 0 # Electric charge
## Spin and Smearing ##
nband 50 # Number of Bands
#occopt 3 # Smearing Algorithm
#tsmear 0.04 # Strength of Smearing
#nsppol 2 # Number of Spin Polarization
#nspden 2 # Number of Spin Density Components
## parallelisation parameters ##
#max_ncpus 1600 # Display parallelisation options
autoparal 1 # Automatic parallelisation
paral_kgb 1 # k-Point parallelisation options
npband 10 # Number of Processors at the BAND level
npfft 3 # Number of Processors at the FFT level
#npspinor 2 # Number of Processors at the SPINOR level
npkpt 18 # Number of Processors at the k-Point level
## Restart Option ##
restartxf -2 # Restart from lowest Etot
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FHI-AIMS input file
Example of a standard FHI-AIMS control file. Definition of atom species excluded.
## Physical model settings ##
xc pw-lda # LDA Perdew-Wang 92 functional
charge 0 # Charge
spin none # Spin
override_illconditioning true
relativistic atomic_zora scalar relativistic option
## SCF convergence settings ##
occupation_type gaussian 0.1
mixer pulay # mixing option
n_max_pulay 10 # mixing iterations
charge_mix_param 0.2 # mixing parameter
sc_accuracy_rho 1E-5 # SCF stopping criterion
sc_accuracy_eev 1E-3 # SCF stopping criterion
sc_accuracy_etot 1E-6 # SCF stopping criterion
sc_iter_limit 100 # SCF number of iterations
k_grid 2 2 2 # k-point grid
## For relaxation: ##
relax_geometry bfgs 1e-3 # relaxation method
relax_unit_cell full # relaxation option
sc_accuracy_forces 1e-4 # relaxation stopping criterion
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Appendix C
Total Energy
TABLE 6.13: Total energy U0 in meV of II-valent doped HfO2 as well as values for oxygen
defects.
Concentration m-phase o-phase f-phase f’-phase t-phase c-phase
HfO2 0.00 26.62 52.38 113.95 167.01
VO 3.125 0.00 27.67 46.83 106.21 161.64
6.250 0.00 29.18 41.51 100.91 156.84
OI 3.125 0.00 25.63 45.71 124.10 186.46 245.24
6.250 0.00 159.94 53.16 269.76 260.64 462.87
BeHf 3.125 0.00 22.11 52.38 102.89 121.01 176.45
6.250 0.00 22.17 19.44 211.68 77.10 389.01
BeHfVO 3.125 0.00 20.11 52.93 91.52 75.19 251.61
6.250 0.00 50.72 69.65 70.87 37.86 404.35
MgHf 3.125 0.00 22.19 50.17 103.91 116.84
6.250 0.00 21.26 46.43 232.15 118.20
MgHfVO 3.125 0.00 22.00 52.76 99.25 95.38 215.43
6.250 0.00 49.50 89.97 102.82 94.49 300.67
CaHf 3.125 0.00 22.28 46.68 95.58 106.80
6.250 0.00 20.81 37.70 222.51 121.66
CaHfVO 3.125 0.00 19.59 46.14 84.90 219.21
6.250 0.00 46.03 66.35 76.08 306.91
SrHf 3.125 0.00 22.36 41.92 87.59 103.49 174.24
6.250 0.00 22.39 30.95 191.33 102.16 285.49
SrHfVO 3.125 0.00 17.96 38.75 78.97 237.86
6.250 0.00 45.51 37.34 42.55 342.52
BaHf 3.125 0.00 2.47 38.18 116.16
6.250 0.00 2.55 49.49 145.58
BaHfVO 3.125 0.00 18.22 35.83 80.00 288.30
6.250 0.00 44.81 38.91 50.02 426.58
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TABLE 6.14: Total energy U0 in meV of III-valent doped HfO2.
Concentration m-phase o-phase f-phase f’-phase t-phase c-phase
HfO2 0.00 26.62 52.38 108.51 113.95 167.01
LaHf 3.125 0.00 24.24 40.56 88.27 106.46 153.06
6.250 0.00 25.00 33.50 78.57 97.79 157.15
12.500 0.00 24.15 7.82 34.01 98.64 165.31
LaHfVO 3.125 0.00 22.34 36.43 97.70 95.38 122.45
6.250 0.00 20.84 19.11 101.61 53.84 41.16
12.500 0.00 -1.77 14.55 97.25 -4.61 81.28
(2LaHf)VO 6.25 0.00 33.38 20.27 -2.39
12.50 0.00 29.66 -51.40 -49.73
YHf 3.125 0.00 24.32 47.79 98.90 106.97 150.60
6.250 0.00 23.13 40.48 84.19 97.96 98.13
12.500 0.00 22.79 26.19 59.18 86.06 123.81
YHfVO 3.125 0.00 24.32 44.51 97.96 96.24
6.250 0.00 22.41 34.04 89.10 74.87
12.500 0.00 21.65 16.68 29.81 5.68
(2YHf)VO 6.25 0.00 25.19 39.18 42.36
12.50 0.00 13.46 -32.91 -43.86
AlHf 3.125 0.00 25.09 52.72 100.68 187.42
6.250 0.00 24.15 42.86 71.77 211.74
12.500 0.00 23.47 57.14 22.11 286.74
AlHfVO 3.125 0.00 22.00 43.65 85.33 91.00 104.92
6.250 0.00 14.59 31.96 59.40 62.70 62.70
12.500 0.00 5.32 5.32 29.81 18.81 26.26
(2AlHf)VO 6.25 0.00 17.10 48.89 47.69
12.50 0.00 41.08 24.06 79.90
AlO 3.125 0.00 24.49 77.98 192.01 195.16
6.250 0.00 13.61 80.61 263.44 498.65
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Elastic tensor
TABLE 6.15: Elastic tensor in units of 100 GPa for HfO2 and ZrO2 in Voigt notation
HfO2
m-phase 3.9496212 1.9738073 1.0921881 0.0038013 -0.4811520 -0.0050849
1.9735797 4.9666597 1.7987688 0.0000643 0.1114399 0.0006053
1.0919579 1.7987671 3.1405313 0.0071311 -0.1838027 -0.0063968
0.0037715 0.0001507 0.0072409 1.2049098 0.0000376 0.1431602
-0.4843915 0.1114407 -0.1870465 0.0000555 1.0966237 -0.0009260
-0.0047120 0.0009781 -0.0065071 0.1415483 -0.0009741 1.6507540
f-phase 4.5587450 1.8918986 1.4928062 0.0000005 -0.0000227 -0.0002349
1.8918096 4.8107014 1.5018142 0.0000012 -0.0000201 -0.0000670
1.4928134 1.5019096 4.4467483 0.0000159 -0.0000230 -0.0012535
0.0000005 0.0000028 0.0000156 1.1722913 0.0004713 -0.0000002
-0.0000233 -0.0000191 -0.0000213 0.0004618 1.1045384 -0.0000020
-0.0005826 -0.0002736 -0.0011870 -0.0000002 -0.0000020 1.6044061
t-phase 5.8067336 0.8877091 1.5210818 0.0000067 0.0000263 -0.0000087
0.8877505 4.0767711 0.8876900 0.0000089 0.0000801 0.0000528
1.5210795 0.8876460 5.8066775 -0.0000175 0.0000263 0.0000247
0.0000019 0.0000049 0.0000019 0.5449754 -0.0000029 -0.0000044
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C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Di dielectric displacement
dG grain thicknessedG grain bulk thickness
dikl piezoelectric coefficient
E Energy
Ec coercive Field
ECorr Energy correction of Formation energy
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Ei electric Field
Ej electric Field
Ek electric Field
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e electron charge
eikl piezoelectric coefficient
F Helmholtz Energy
Fi Force vector
~F Force vector
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fn function
f; grain size distribution function
G Gibbs Energy
g Gibbs Energy density
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gikl piezoelectric coefficient
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H^ Hamilton operator
hikl piezoelectric coefficient
Kijkl elastic tensor
k relative permittivity
kik relative permittivity tensor
~k wave vector
kB Boltzmann constant
L Size of supercell in Makov-Payne correction
M atomic mass
MI atomic mass
Ml atomic mass
Mm atomic mass
me electron mass
mi number of defects
N number of atoms
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n number of electrons
P electric Polarisation
Pi Polarisation vector
Pr remanent Polarisation
p pressure
pi pyro coefficient
Q heat
q electric Charge
~q phonon wave vector
~R atom coordinates
Ri atom coordinates
Rl atom coordinates
Rm atom coordinates
~r electron coordinates
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rc cutoff radius
rG grain radiuserG grain bulk radius
S Entropy
s weight factor for linear combination
sn weight factor for linear combination
T Temperature
T^ kinetic energy operator
Tc Curie Temperature
Tp Phase transition Temperature
U internal enrgy
U0 total Energy
ui single electron eigenvalue
ui0 single electron ground state eigenvalue
V Volume
V^ Potential
V12 Volume of 12 atomic cell
V^c correlation Potential
V^Ha Hartree Potential
V^x exchange Potential
V^xc exchange correlation Potential
V Band structure alignment
W work
X Defect type
x Stoichiometry
Y spherical harmonics
Ylm spherical harmonics
Z nuclei charge
 lattice angle
  incomplete Gamma function
 I interface energy
 S surface energy
 specific surface energye specific interface energy
 interlayer thickness
ik Kronecker delta
 permittivity
XXX
ik permittivity tensor
0 electric field constant
F Fermi energy
V B valence band edge
 chemical potential
i chemical potential
e charge density
m mass density
kl stress tensor
kl strain tensor
ij strain tensor
 Phase
 atomic Wavefunction
 single electron Wavefunction
i single electron Wavefunction
i0 ground state eigenfunction
n single electron Wavefunction
 susceptibility
ik susceptibility tensor
ik(ionic) ionic susceptibility tensor
ik(electronic) electronic susceptibility tensor
jk susceptibility tensor
	 Wavefunction
 electronic Wavefunction

 Number of micro states
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